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Holland, the

Town Where

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

|

Folks Really Live

Volume Number 65

Pair Is

Guilty Today In
Mayor

Court

HOLDS UP NIGHT MAN AT
WARM FRIEND TAVERNTAKES

Geerlingsopened the
meeting with prayer with a full
number of aldermen present. Mr.
Geerlings has just returned from
an eastern trip with his family.
• • •

Caught

By Ottawa Co.
Sheriff’s Force

News Items Taken From the

Files of
Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five
and Fifteen Years Ago Today

YOUTHS CHARGED WITH
STEALING POTATOES

Bees

A

Holland Since 1872

immHHi—n

Mayor Breaks
Tie At

Common

Council

Meet

TWKNTY-FIVEYEARS AGO KATHERINE SERMAS SPEAKS
TODAY
BEFORE CITY FATHERS
GETS LIQUOR LICENSE
• • •
BACK
So many persons are being

AND

Hu

Constructive Booster for

Number 35
Fire Barns
LET HOLLAND STOP
THIS CUTOUT NOISE

Up

Old Building At
City Limits

(Grand Haven Tribune)
• •

FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY

MHHimummimi

The News

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, August 20, 1936

Woltman Pleads
Circuit

a—

•

Annoyance from motorcyclists
UNDOUBTEDLY
TEHoperating cycles with cutouts open
MITES
IN
THAT
OLD
BUILDwas checked yesterday when Chief
Lawrence DeWitt arrested three
ING WERE ALSO BURNED

THE

Vandenberg Bros. Oil Company
CHICKENS IN TOWNSHIP The “Red Cedar Craze” has come
move the large windmill
to a standstill.The Macatawa Park
young men from Muskegon
station on the Saugatuck road to
Howard Hunt, Grand Haven, age authoritieshave forbidden the re- placed in the city jail for minor
Harold Woltman, aged 23, who
Heights.
the new highway at the entrance 27, was arraigned before Justice moval of any timber from the offenses instead of paying fines,
Mrs.
Katherine
Sermas
made
a
took a bride just four weeks ago,
Shortly after the neon hour MonHerbert Hislop, 21, was arof the city- in other words, U.S - Peter Verduin, Grand Haven chargthat
an
agitation
has
started
to
modest telling littlespeech in her
pleaded guilty late this afternoon
grounds. The “craze” was so bad
raigned
before
Peter
Verduin, day, fire broke out in the old Super31 A. The oil station is to be locat- ed with entering without breaking
own behalf before the Common
before Judge Fred T. Miles, he
that green trees were destroyed put such persons to work on some
charged with the above offense and ior Ice House at the weet limita of
being accused of holding up the ed in the trianglewhere Michigan and stealing 10 chickens from the to obtain even a semblance of the city project so they can pay for Council last evening. It appears rather than pay the fine of $5.00 the citA’ at the bend in the road on
Avenue and WashingtonBlvd. farm of Clarence Reenders, Grand
their “keep" and also do some- that someone in charge had hired and costs took a jail sentence of 16th Street The fin department
flight clerk at the desk in the
meet. Alderman Prins made a mo- Haven township. He waived exam- wood. Note: There was considerlobby of Warm Friend Tavern at
thing useful for the community. a girl waitress a trifle under ago, five days. The other two have not responded quickly but the cork-dry
tion to pass the permit, however ination and was bound over to cir- able “red cedar” in the dense forest
4:30 in the morning, laet Monday.
lumber in the building was like a
Note: This was tried out but it and arrest was made by state au- appeared.
it will be left to the ordinance cuit court on $500 bail, which was in the Macatawa district as far
thorities and the caretakerof the
tinder box, and within a short time
Woltman was a likeable fellow, but
did
not
work
well.
Offenders
did
Chief
DeWitt
says
he
is
decommittee and the zoning commit- not furnished. He was remanded to south as Castle Park only Castle
place was fined by the authoritiea
desparately hard-up for money it
it was like a fiery caldron.Rumors
tee to see what alterationswill the county jail.
Park was not in existence then. little work while others walked the sum of $46.The common coun- termined to impress motorcyclists had gone over town that the pickle
was said. It appears that have
that undue noise from these maaway—
a
kind
of
“W-e
P-utter
to be made in the buildingto
Duwain Sherwood,age 24, Fer- There were also Indian trails to
cil hearing of this fact revoked
factorywas ablaze, followed by an*
h e ov ered his face with
with fire regulationsin the rysburg, charged with the larceny Kelley’s and Goshom lakes and the A-round” complex, as it were.
the license of Mrs. Sermas. The chines will not he toleratedin this other rumor that the large warea towel, and knowing that comply
city.
•
•
•
commercial zone.
of six bushels of potatoes from the legend has it that Kelley’s lake
case has been in committee for
house and docks of the North and
the lobby was deserted in the ear* • •
farm of Fred Beekman was ar- had no bottom and that there was
Judge Edward P. Kirby, Judge some time and a special meeting
South American were afire. This
ly morning, he walked in with his
was also held, but no agreement
Tony Dozema together with his raigned at the same time and
waa far from the troth but, neeerface masked, holding a thirty-two
a subterranean passage from it to of Probate, rescued Miss Ruth Carcaliber revolver in his hand. George grocery has a fine gas service sta- pleaded guilty. He was fined $5.00 Lake Michigan. Castle Park was penter of Grand Haven, who he could be reached. Mrs. Sermas REV. MEREDITH REMAINS IN thelesa, it soon brought a crowd of
HOLLAND
at least a thousand people, who
Pardee was at the desk and Cal- tion on Michigan Avenue which has and costs of $6.30 which he paid always steeped in Legend}*— In- noticed was being taken out by an claimed that at the time this arrest was made she was not the
saw the old ice houae go up In
vin Vander Werf, 18 Cherry St. a flood light at night. Since the and was released.
undertow.
.She
was
bathing
in
thp
dian
and
otherwiseproprietor
of
the
place
and
that
The arrest of the two men was
one time editor of the Hope Col- new Saugatuck highway connects
The name of the Rev. C. W. smoke in a very ehort time, not
heavy
surf with a launch cushion
But
we
are
digressing,
for
the license was not in her name Meredith, pastor of the Holland even the foundation remained.
lege Anchor, was also near the up with that street, Tony would made by SheriffBen Rosema yeswe are talkingof “red cedar.” Well, as support. Miss Carpenterwas but in the name of the late A. I.
desk, Calvin being night man at like to have a sign put up so all in- terday when complaint was made
Wesleyan Methodistchurch, was
This old building some aix years
soon aware that she was going be- Bickford,who had died a year bethe elevator during the summer. coming travel will know where his by Fred Beekman. William Beck- this rare wood was used much by
included in the list of appoint- ago was a cause of considerable
yond
her
depth
and
screamed
for
fore.
man
a
son
of
the
complaintant
disthe Indians here. They made ornaThe bandit stepped quickly toward place of busness is. The sign is
ment* made at the annual state stir in Holland when it was found
Mrs. Sermas said in part, “I conference of the Wesleyan Meththe desk and in rather a crude to be lighted at night, but a fine covered Duwain Sherwood digging ments from it. The later offenders, aid. Mr. Kirby noticed her plight
that termitea were eating up the
manner, denoting that he was an clump of trees prevented Tony potatoes on his father’s farm; however, were Holland and Grand from his Indian village cottage and feel that you honorable gentlemen odist church at Hastings Saturday. building. The matter was token
When
asked
what
he
was
doing
he
from
placing
the
sign
where
it
jumped
into
his
"clinker
boat"
and
have done me an injustice. I have
amateur, announcedthat this wa&
In addition to the appointment up with the common council and
Rapids folks who raided the woods
a hold-up. He was not even con- would be visible.He now wishes to said he had been hired by an un- to get the rare wood from which headed it into the surf with diffi- been found guilty of misdemeanor of Rev. Meredith here, other ap- the city clerk was instructed to
vincing to Vander Werf or Par- place it high above the curb and known man in Grand Haven to they fashionedred cedar canes. culty. He got to Miss Carpenter, and paid a fine, it was stated, but pointments included: Rev. Sander write to Lansing to find how^ta
dee, who first thought it was a thus save the trees. On a motion dig potatoes at $1.00 a day.
told her to remain on the life pre- this was far from the truth. The Kleis, Al'egan; Rev. D. J. Backa, cope with this pest, which inforWhen Sheriff Ben Rosema ar- The writer at one time had a cedar
offence occurred in February and Berlin; and Rev. F. E. Densmore,
hoax, but became aware that the of Alderman Vande Lune supportmation was soon forthcoming.Tercane and these canes were highly server cushion but to take hold of
I did not take over the Vogue Cof- Tallmadge.
stick-up man was in earnest. Both ed by Alderman Drinkwater the rived to investigatehe found there
the
stern of the craft. Thus he
mites are a terrible thing to have
prized
a
half
century
ago.
The
apparently
had
been
two
men
digfee Shop until May. At the time
Pardee and Vander Werf recog- matter was left to the street comin • building and whenever these
soon hauled her to shore and to
the charge was made, my husband BRUCKER WAS UNABLE
nized Woltman'svoice, since Wolt- mitee who will bring a report ging the potatoes while the Beek- wood is soft — fine for carving
appear the wood is treated with
man
family
was
in Ionia attending and has a reddish, cloudy glow. safety. Two men in a canoe at- was operating the place for the
back
to
the
common
council.
man had been employedat the hoTO SPEAK IN HOLLAND certain chemicals that kill off the
• • *
a
county
fair. There were tracks Anyway there was so great a de- tempted a rescue but the breakers late A. I. Bickford.At the time of
tel for some time, part of the time
insect, which looks very much like
A petition was sent in signed of a pair of shoes and a pair of mand for red cedar that the park upset the small boat almost in- the hearing the official in charge
in the "Bier Stube” in the basea tremendouswhite ant. Anyway,
rubbers. Potatoes forks and pails
stantly.
by
twenty
property
owners
who
did
not
hold
me
responsible
for
the
Former
Governor
Wilbur
Bmcment and part of the time ‘‘checker’
associationshut down on the cutif there were any termites left in
• • •
alleged misdemeanor.I feel that ker was unable to speak Wednesday this old rookery they are pretty
in the dining room in the Tavern. have property on River Avenue be- found were the means of tracing ting of any more trees or shrubs
the
equipment
as
belonging
to
Woltman went behind the desk, tween 12th and 17th Street, askThe pavementon Central Ave. is a grave injustice has been done me noon on the steps of the Masonic well toastedand will do no further
growing on their possessions.Mr.
Clarence Reendersand led to the
lifted $115 from the drawer, which ing that this part of the street be
nearly completed, giving Holland in revoking my license and I kind- Temple, since just before he was to harm, however,despite the terDutton,
grandfather
of
Charles
ly ask you that you reconsideryour appear, a driving rain started and
he pocketed. He then directedthe placed in the commercialzone. arrest of Hunt who had been emmites the buildingwas still a solid
Karr of this city, was the custo- another fine hard surface road.
ployed on the Reenders farm.
action of a previous meeting and naturallyit was impossibleto give structure.
two men to proceed down below as Some time ago part of Michgan
Note: Today, 25 years later, HolSherwood
admitted
to
the
offi- dian of the park at that time.
return my beer license far the the talk he intended to. No one
far as the door of the "Stube" Avenue, w'hich connects up with
There were in reality two ice
land is nearly 100 per cent paved. Vogue Coffee Shop."
thought of making provisionsfor
which he could not enter, sudden- River Avenue was placed in the cers that he and Hunt had laid
•
*
*
houses, the first one was built
plans to steal the potatoes at some
n
hall,
since
rain
has
been
so
unly he bolted through a rear exit commercial district also, for the
Mr. Geerlings then asked the
some forty yean ago. and waa
Prof. Phelps, the balloonist, will
Rev. Albert Oilmans of Grand
and disappeared. The police were reason that (the new Saugatuck time when the Beekman family
Aldermen as to what course they common that a down-pourwas not later purchased by Prins brothen.
was
away
and
that
they
were
to
make
an
ascension
at
the
19th
St.
Rapids, a graduate from Hope colcalled immediately and officerNeal highway enters into the city at that
wished to proceed and the motion even thought of.
Thirty-one years ago the late Ed
baseballgrounds on "Boosters’ wag made to vote on the resolution
Mr. Brucker, however, held a rePlagerhoef was detailed on the job point and several requests for oil
Birtsch built another ice houae to
Day" in baseball.
ception
at
Warm
Friend
Tavern
and
and lar.dljrd Howard Ljllard, the stations were made, some are althat was under discussionat the
the East and these were connected.
ff Rosema
depart aa a mi8al0"ar>'°f «>e Reready
built.
This
section
was
bemany
of
the
leading
Republicans
manager was also awakened.The
previous special meeting, which
formed Church to Japan, will speak
This was done after he had purThe
man
will
appear
before
two men told of their wispicions tween 28th and 32nd Street.AldFIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY would indicatethat the aldermen sat down and had lunch with him. chased the interestsof the Prlna
Judge Fred T. Miles in Circuit on missions on Tuesday evening,
»nd the officers went to the home erman De Cook stated that if we
had taken hasty action and were He also visited Senator Vanden brothersin the iee business. At that
* • •
Aug. 17, at 7:30 P. M., 1886, in
court
when-ever
Wrected
by
the
)f Harold Woltman whom they rezone from 12th to 17th Street
Candidate Henry O. Hospers, re- not fully cognizant of the facts. Berg, who is at Lakewood Farm. time practicallyall of Holland’s
Third
Reformed
church.
All
are
found in bed in his residence at we should make a thorough job judge.
The resolutionwhich carried by Late in the afternoon he motored ice wa» of the natural variety from
cordially invited to attend and cent graduate of the Western Theto Hart, iMidhigj^nfor a right
84 E. 16th Street. The result was and rezone the full length of the
an
8 to 4 vote follows:
Black Lake, and during January
listen to the fine young man who ologicalSeminary, has accepted a
the finding of the money in the street and fill the gap between 17th BUSINESS INSTITUTE
"Whereas at a regular meeting speech and will speak In Allegan and February this ice harveitiug
charge
at
Utica,
N.
Y.
is to preach and teach the gospel
Saturday.
lavatory and the immediate arrest and 28th. The whole matter was
of the common councilof the city
• * •
BRINGS RESULTS in that far away and strange counHe is running for the U. S. put several hundred men to work
left to the Appeal Board and the
of young Woltman.
Born—
To
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit of Holland a resolutionwas adop- Senate against Senator Cousins. sawing, hauling and packing into
The old style pistol, single shot, common council who will meet in
try. Note: Dr. Oilmans is still in
the ice house. The cakea of ice
Elsewherein this issue will be
Top, 260 East 9th St. — a son. ted requesting the liquqr control
which was also found, indicated joint session. The sectionthat Mr.
Japan carrying on this fine work—
commissionto revoke the beer liwere hoisted up a chute generally
found
an
announcement
which
Bom
— To Mr. and Mrs. A1 Van
DR.
SAM
ZWEMER
WRITES
that Woltman did not intend to De Cook wishes to include has some
by horse power and later by windshows
the graduates of the Busi- beyond a half century ago. His Lente of Holland (formerly Miss cense of one KatherineSermas,
fine
residential
property
and
hurt anyone through this weapon,
ANOTHER BOOK lass, The ice houses were twentydoing business at No. 205 River
efforts have been augmentedlargeness
Institute
that
have
been
able
Carrie Meengs of Zeeland)— a Ave. in said city under the name
since it was not loaded, however, whether many of these would apeight feet fiigh and were nearly
to jret positionswith very reliable ly by the work of his family circle.
his grand bluff was successful prove a commercial zone is probdaughter— Eileen Beth.
of Vogue Coffee shop, and,
They
have
been
brave
men
and
Holland
and
Zeeland
firms.
The
Dr. Sam Zwemer is in Holland, square, eighty-eightby eighty-niae
• • •
nevertheless.To make the hold- lematical.Mr. De Cook held that
"Whereas, the common council arriving from PrincetonUniver- feet to be exact. The buildingwm
up more convincing he did pull there is a great deal of vacant names of the firms and the young women and Dr. Oilmans who, on
A1 Van Lente of the People’s is now advised that said resolu- sity. He will occupy the pulpit of only partially insured. Since the adladies and men who have received his furlough, spends much of his
the trigger once but there was no property on that street which would
vent of artificialice making, Black
be more saleable were this sec- poaitionswith them are listed in time in Holland and vicinity, can State Bank has been chosen as a tion was passed under misappre- Third Reformed Church in this city Lake ice has not been harvested
eport.
hension of thti facts in said case,
Woltman was arraigned before tion placed in a commercialzone, this announcementof the Holland be congratulated on the "golden delegate to the State American Le- and without correct information, Sunday, and his subject in the in large quantities. It Is atill being
Business Institutein the Peter’s
morning will be "The Changeless
Justice John Galien and was bound anyway, all property owners will
anniversary”of h i s missionary gion convention to be held at Kala- now, therefore,
block on 8th Street and Central career.
Christ”, and in the evening, „Real- used however, for certain cooling
mazoo.
be
given
a
chance
to
be
heard
afover to Circuit Court for trial, since
purposes.
Avenue.
“Be it resolved, that the com- ism in Foreign Missions."
he could not make a plea in a ter the hearing is legally publish• • •
Mrs.
E.
De
Vries
is in charge of
Mr. Naberhuis, of the Superior
Mr.
Zwemer
is
the
guest
of
his
mon
council
hereby
rescinds
its
acJustice Court, because of the ed and the property owners notiClarence Kleis and Miss Clara
the secretarialdepartmentof the
tion as embodied in said resolu- sister, Miss Nellie Zwemer, who Ice Company states that the buildgraveness of the offense. After fied.
Surf bathing has been largely F. Yntema have been engaged as tion above mentioned, wherein and for years was a missionary in the ing was remodeledand partially
institutionand Albert Hoeksema• * •
waiving examination he was’ comlong identifiedwith businesscollege indulged in, in the past week at faculty members of Hope college. whereby said liquor control com- Orient. He has now written his rebuilt fourteen years ago, that
Alderman Steffensof the Ways
mitted to the Ottawa County jail
Mr. Kleis will succeed W. Ten misson was requested to revoke 20th book. His latest production originally the structurecost about
and Means Committee stated that work, is in charge of the account- Macatawa beach on Lake Michiwithout bonds.
Woltman is musically inclined the request of the ex-soldiersof ing. Many of these graduates are gan. As high as 200 were counted Haken as instructorin mathema- the said beer license of said Kath- is just off the press and is entitled, $4,000. Today, figuring the depreciation the book value was $2100,
"The Origin of Religion."
and has played in several bands the Spanish American War could well known in the city and the firm? at one time. Note: How our parks tics and Miss Yntema succeeds rine Sermas, and,
are leading enterprises.
In connection with this book we that the inaurance amounted to
and beaches have grown since that Rose M. Pope. Ten Haken has se“Be it further resolved,said liin the city as well as in orches- not be complied with. The soldiers
o
time. Fifty years ago "The Park" cured a position in a militaryacad- quor controlcommissionis hereby might say that this volume is $700. He stated that because of
tras and was the leader of Heine's ask that the taxes on their homes
The MichiganGas and Electric
being uaed as a text book in sev- the rebuilding, the ice houses were
German Band. This is the second be exempted,which comes under company
or “The Mouth,” as the only rec- emy in California.Mr. Kleis has requested to rescind its action rehere will hold an annual
eral Seminaries in this nation and still substantial, since the weakenvoking
said
license,
or
to
take
such
the
state
law.
It
seems
the
request
robbery at the Tavern within three
reationalspot was called, was the been superintendent of schools in
picnic outing at Allegan countv
other action to restore the same that the British edition has also ed part of the structure stood nearmonths. In the early morning of was made after the taxes had been
only available bathing beach in this Saugatuck.
ly two score years, which had been
as may be in accordance with the been issued.
• * •
May 25, $108.45 was stolen and spread and the books placed in the park, Friday afternoon. About 60 vicinity. Today more than a milare expected for the program of
Mr. Zwemer has for years been strengthened and remade. The Holrules
and
regulations
of
said
comis still an “unsolved mystery." It hands of the state, and if such a
Mrs. Fred J. Meppelink, 102 W.
lion folks bathe and recreate at Ota missionary in Egypt and editor land fire department responded
was expectedthat Judge Miles request were complied with, the ball games and sport contests tawa beach alone, only one of a 16th St., was the lady who re- mission,and,
which will begin at noon.
of the “Moslem World" in Cairo, quickly when the alarm was sounwould sentence Woltman immed- taxes would have to be paid out
“Be it further resolved,that the
score of beaches in this vicinity. ceived a cash prize of $25.00 for
he is today on the faculty of ded, but at that the blaza had gobiately but the Judge only accept- of the city treasury and the charcity clerk forthwith notify the liqhaving solved the number of revoPrinceton,teaching History of Re- ten beyond control and the firemen
Rev. C. J. Tarvestad of the Bi- Macatawa will always be popular
ed his plea of guilty and remanded ter does not provide for such an
uor control commissionof passage
drenched the entire neighborhood to
him to the county jail until r^n- expenditure nor has any provision ble Witness Hall .of Zeeland will but when it comes to bathing lutions per minute in a “Sweeper of this resolution ly forwarding ligion and Missions.
prevent the blaze from spreading.
Vac"
vacuum
cleaner
at
the
De
beaches
today
these
extend
beyond
speak
at
the
open
air
services
in
tence later. Young Woltman. before been made in the city budget for
to the office of said commissiona
erything was dried out and
Alfred C. Joldersma, was suchis marriage, lived on W. 15th St., such an amount. Undoubtedly next Hamilton on Saturday night on Castle Park to the south and Port Fouw & Son electric store. Mrs. certified copy thereof."
ceeded by Lisle H. Alexander, of combustible because of the weeks
however, his mother passed away year this matter will be taken the subject, ‘The Unpardonable Sheldon to the north, a distanceof Meppelinkfigured 592 revolutions The vote on this resolutionwas
Northville, as state finance offi- of drought.
recently and his father, a Span- care of earlier. The total amount Sin, Who Can Commit It?”
13 miles — enough water to bathe while the machine actually did only as follows:Yes: — Alderman Prins, cer of the American Legion at the
Rather a coincidencethat during
ish War Veteran, has been in a of taxes on the twelve homes in
one more, or 593.
the nation. And what a beach!
Drinkwater, Steffens, Damson, closing sessioa of the state legion the fire of the ice houses Monday,
government hospital for the last question is somewhat over $500.
Huyser, Bultman, Vogelzang, convention in Lansing. Tuesday. there was another fire at Holland
* * •
four years.
Burgemaster” and “De Stadt Raad”
Smith; No:— Vander Lune, Kalk- Mr. Joldersma did not enter his Hospital where a small gas engine
- ---- o
for
a
boat
ride
in
his
large
and
Alderman Oudemool made a reHOLLAND BOY
'was stupendous,” said Mr. Dam- man, Oudemool, De Cook.
name for re-election, having serv- started a blaze which wan quickly
lev. J. Lanting, pastor of Im- quest that a new door be placed palatial yacht next Tuesday eveThe Vogue Shop already has its ed for five years.
extinguished by chemicals. FireIN THE WEST I80"* ,
inuel church in the armory will in Engine House No. 1 and that ning at 7 o'clock. The city fathers
license
back
and
is
already
selling
One of the events which impresman Joe Ten Brink immediately
give his farewell message on Sun- the door be made wider to allow unanimously accepted the "bid”
beer as approved by the Council,
answeredthe first call from HolF. George Damson, brother of ?<>d Da™°n mo*\
Parad«
day leaving next week for his new the trucks to go in and out with “with pleasure”, and after that
Wednesday.
luctant in making a decision on land Hospital and no aooner had
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Damson is of the Whlte HorRe Troupe of
field of labor in La Salle, 111.
less danger or “mental hazard". they will disembarkat Kollens
Another matter that took up what seemed to be a conflicting rul- he "rung off” when a call came in
a
prominent
figure
in Western *sioux FaIIs- mounted on 50 white
The door will be almost square, 11 dock and listen to the Band Con- State College of Gunneson,Coloconsiderabletime and of which the ing in the city ordinance.Alderman from Montello Park advisinghim of
, .
The Rev. Eugene Flipse of Dou- x llty feet. The door will cost, cert in the park. Quite an evenings’ rado. Mr. Damson is head of the 1 Herbert Clark conducted the Mayor broke a tie vote, was the Prins then asked City Att. Parsons the ice house fire.He quickly got inprogram.
glaston, N. Y. will give a stereop- for building and installation,
band, orchestra and chorus there, grand band of 1500 musicians in stipulationunder which the Asso- if the ordinance would “hold water" structionsfrom Chief Blom, who
* • •
ticon lecture on his trip to the $139.50.
and a large camp much along the a concert in the University stadi- ciated Truck Lines will build their Mr. Parsons stated that he did not told him to hurry to Holland Hos•
*
*
Netherlands this evening at 8 o'License committeethrough Aldpital. The Chief personallycalled
new depot and warehouseon the think it would.
lines of Interlochenof Michigan is um.
Alderman Damson who was giv- erman Huyser presented the form
clock in the Union Chapel, at CenThe Shriners came home through site of the old one burned two
When the motion was put to a up the water works asking them to
also to be found in the state of
en the task of removing high of the ballot that will be submit- Colorado during the summer Montana and Glacier National years ago at the foot of Pine Ave- vote Alderman Prins, Steffens, null box number forty-four. Columtral Park.
shrubberyin the curbs at inter- ted to the voters on the liquor
months. Gunneson is in the heart Park. “There are so many aban- nue. Paul Scholten, representing Damson, Huyser, Bultman and bia Company No. 2 with Sam PlagMr. and Mrs. George Schuiling sections, obscuring vision and con- question at the primary election- of the Rockies and for scenery it doned homesteads in Montana that the Company asked that walls be Vogelzangvoted yes, while Aider- enhoef driving, took the equipreturned to Holland from a week's sequently the coming of cars or September 15. The ballot will have is said to be a perfect spot, es- is seems almost tragic," said Dam- eight inches wide instead of twelve man Vande Lune, Drinkwater, De ment to Montello Park. The lattrip. They toured in Canada, New pedestriansstated that he had tak- in substance,as follows: “Do you pecially for summer recreation and son.
inches according to the ordinance, Cook, Oudemool and Smith voted ter fire took approximately 1,000
fork state, Pennsylvania and Ohio, en the matter up wih the park favor action by the Common Coun- study. The place is surrounded
the buildingbeing in the fire zone. no, causing a tie. Mayor Henry fact of hose to reach the building*
jiey were accompanied by their board and that this board had seen cil of the City of Holland to pro- with lofty mountains,many of MISS SOLOS! H WILL
Mr. Scholten stated that an eight Geerlings cast the deciding vote, A strong wind from Lake MacaWED MR. VANPUTTEN
daughterand grandson, Mrs. Ken- to it that such high shrubbery hibit the sale of intoxicatingliquor tjjem 14,000 feet high all within
inch wall was ample since the sup- with the remark, "The motion pre- tawa fanned the flames and s®o«
(including beer) for consumption
neth R. Sandy and Kenneth. Jr., was either removed or pruned.
OF NIAGARA FALLS ports to the roof would be construc- vails.”
dense smoke arose from the burna radius of fifty miles.
* • •
on the premises in the city of Holof Flint. They covered more than
ted of twelve inch pilasters, and
The Associated Truck Lines have ing building, which was beyond
Mr.
Damson
has
been
at
this
Alderman Drinkwater stated land on Sunday?
1,100 miles.
Mr. and Mrs. Lars A. Solflsth, the building would be strengthened already started to build a brick saving. Chief Blom stated thwt
institution for a number of years.
) Yes.
that he had received bids for the
As a boy he began the study of Francis Ave., S.E., announcedthe by steel beams. He said the walls structureat the foot of Pine Ave- more than 30,000 gallons of water was sent into the blaze by the
) No.
Seventh Reformed church will painting of the voting booth in
the violin here with William Bre- engagement and approaching mar- could be consideredmore as a par- nue in the large open space. It will
hold its annual congregationaland the fifth Ward and that the bid of
ymen, Holland’s first orchestra riage of their daughter,Thelma, to tition wall since it is not intended be a one story buildingwith a sol- “pumpers". Trees in the neighborSunday school picnic, Saturday af- Pippel and Zweering whose bid
The Michigan Gas & Electric leader. He was only a lad at that Robert W. VanPutten of Niagara to support weight. There was plen- id concretefoundationand will cost hood were also badly seared.
teroon, in the Zeeland City park. was $19 be given the contractwhich Company filed its usually good re- time, but as he grew older he orty oppositionto this proposal and between six and seven thousand
Trucks and cars will leave the was allowed. Voters in the 5th port with the Common Council and ganized an orchestra of his own, Falls, N. Y., at a luncheon Satur- City Att. Parsons was called upon dollars.
Local auxiliarydelegates to the
dhurch on West 14th St. at 1:30 Ward September 15 will enter a it was referred to the Board of named the “Damson Orchestra." day afternoon in Holland Country for his opinion.
The council also approved in state convention of the American
club.
The
wedding
will
be
an
event
p.m. and all thoae who have no epic and span voting booth when Public Works.
He stated that the wording of part an agreement in settlement Legion Auxiliary in Lansing, Mrs.
This orchestrawas very popular at
# * •
transportation of their own are they cast tbeir ballots.
the ordinance made It so it would- of rent claims on and repair of Edward Slooter, Jr., aud Mrs. Marthe Holland resorts and was en- of October.
• * •
asked to be at the church at that
Picturesof the two young people n’t“hold water”, in fact, his opinion the Knickerbocker fraternityprop- tin Japinga returned, Tuesday with
On a motion of Alderman Stef- gaged for several years at Hotel
There were severalcitizens pre- fens, supported by Alderman Damtime. A basket supper will be
Macatawa. Mr. Damson left for on small hearts at each guest’s was that the wording of the law erty. Under the terms of the three citations for the local auxilaerved and coffee will be furnish- sent who were again to make a son, the following election inspec- the west a little over twenty years place carried the news of the be- was ambiguous and to make, sure agreementas presented by Vernon iary unit. The three membership
protest against the Rooks Trans- tors were named to handle the
ed.
ago and during that time he was trothal. The hearts were attached that he was right, he consulted Ten Cate, the city will receive citations were the unit; the Mrs.
fer Company who have large gar- September15 primaris, 1st Ward,
on the faculty of Western State to small airplanes connectedby Prosecuting Att. Dethmers and Att. $200 in “full settlement of all rent Marie Schrumpf, state president,
Members of the Welcome Corner ages on 15th Street where belated Dick Brandt; 2nd Ward, John College of Colorado, where he not long streamers to a silver airplane Clarence Lokker, who after read- claims,” and will use that money jciation; and Mrs. Ada Mucklestone,
ing the law, got the same reaction. in painting and decoratingthe national president, citation. An adSunday school class of the First trucks are housed. The night nois- Woltman; 3rd Ward, Peter Brusse; only teaches,but directs all musi- which hung above the table.
Mr. Parsons contended that he did interior of th® old hospitalbuild- ditional honor was accorded th® loMethodist church and their fami- es have been disturbing this res- 4th /Ward, Wm. Lawrence; 5th cal activities,winter programs,
Silver
engraved
thistle
cards,
not feel as if he wanted to go into ing. The city will also repair the cal unit, iii the presentation to
lies will hold a hamburger fry and idential districtand the matter Ward, 1st prec., Geo. W. Deur; concerta and kindred musical fetes.
brought from Edinburgh by Miss court with a law so, vague, and he tunnel and insulateit to cut heat
wiener roast this evening at the has come to the common council 2nd prec., Jac. Vander Ploeg; 6th
Mrs. Slooter of a $5 cash award
The local paper of Gunneson,
aouth end of the oval at Ottawa from time to time for the past two Ward, Herman Steggerda.
Top O’ The World, reports that Solosth on her trip abroad this suggested that the Ordinance Com- loss and effect other repairs to for being the only district child
•
ft
«
summer, marked places for the mittee redraft certain paragraphs lower the heating expense. The (welfare chairman in the state to
Beach. Families were to bring years. The property owners did
Mr. Damson, who is a Shriner atIsaac Kouw, local real estate tended the national convention of Misses Thelma O’Neal, Karen So- in the ordinancethat were plain and fraternitywill continue to pay $40 submit a 100 per cent report. Mrs.
their own eats. Cars will leave the not protest last evening for the
reason that Alderman Prins and dealer made an applicationfor a this Masonic order, held at Seatr losth, Marian DeJonge, Virginia conclusive. Mr. Parsons stated the a month rental, with the provision Slooter also has been membership
church at 6:30 o’clock.
Alderman Oudemool who have in- permit to erect a gasoline filling tie, Washington. That publication Elenbaas, Margaret Snyder, Helen Building Inspector Blom and City that a 60-day notice be given for chairman of the Holland auxiliary.
vestigated this matter asked that station on the southwest corner of prints the following :~Actor and the Mesdames John Van Engineer Zuidema had interpreted a change of terms. It is also A complete report of the convention
Mrs. C. M. McLean and Mrs. the common councilgive City AtRiver Avenue and 10th Street di• • a
Putten, Austin Van Ostendorp, the ordinance to mean that any agreed that the city do such re- will be given at the September
J. D. French left Thursday on a
omey Parsons authority to bring
buildingin the fire district regard- pairing as i» deemed wise for the meeting. A large delegationfrom
ten day trip to Quebec. Canada. action against the Rooks Transfer rectly north of the Colonial TheaF. George Damson, director of Raymond Scully, Alfred Collier, less whether it would be one or outride, but not to be paid for out
tre. The Board of Appeals in it»
Holland witnessed the huge legion
They expect to drive to Kingston, Company to stop these noises.It
Russell Van Putten and Ivan more stories were governed by the
of the $200 rent settlement
report said they* had given careful hand and orchestra, returned last
parade in Lgnsing, Monday.
Ontario and make the remainder
Whan.
appears that the matter will wind considerationto the request of Mr. night from a trip to Seattle, Wash,
ordinance,which is twelve inches.
The city would not agree to a
- ...... o
Y]
of the trip by boat
Following the luncheonthe Alderman De Cook when informed provision whereby it wag to fur- Ted Wierda, soldier in Company
up in court to find out who has Kouw, and stated, that because where he attended the 62nd annual
international conventionof the guests were entertainedat the So- that the ordinance had been inter- nish a fireman and also coal at the
the legal right.
this new station would be located
D, had his fingers smashed, and is
; Laketown Republican Women
• • *
where large crowds pass, augment- Shrine with the Alkali Chapter of losth cottage on Lake Michigan, preted as requiring a twelve inch cost price to the city.
rill have an “on-to-victory”
meetnow in the camp hospital for treatPueblo,
consisting
of
about
75
John Rooks denied charges that ed by a throng of people coming
The proposal, with this excep- ment The Holland soidiera bad a
where tea was served. Mrs. Solosth wall for the building,stated that
ing at the home of Mrs. John H.
members.
and her daughtershave recently the Council should follow the rule tion, was accepted upon vote of a few hours’ outing at Ottawa
Meyering this afternoon at 2:30. the trucks were creating a dis- at one time from the theatre at inOver 50,000 Shriners gathered in returned from a trip to Europe. that it followed
loiiowed before
belore and not al- motion by Alderman Prins, sec- The men were in charge
Mrs. Jackson of Jackson will be turbance “all night long” and that tervals that this would create a
machinery was being used in the traffic hazard at that particular Seattle from all over the United Thi. la the eecond voyage acroea Io* »"« *? h»" th- Priw!e*(. »”<1 onded bv Alderman Bultman.
Sergeant Rowan.
the speaker.
garage for extensiverepair work. comer, and would impair the public States and from other countries.
The Hope College Knickerbocker
-o
the Atlantic recently. Mrs. So- enforce the ordinance on another.
“Probably the biggest event was
Alderman Drinkwater agreed with Club also heats the Childs’ Clinic to
The Hart and Cooley company
safety, and for this and other legMr. and Mrs. Arthur
losth, formerly Miss Kate Kuite of
Mr. De Cook and asked City Eng. the south of it The building at on® of Grand Ra **
Alderman Kalkman presented an itimate reasons they stated that the water pageant held in the harwill picnic, Saturday, beginning at
9:30t o’clock at Tunnel Park. Sid invitation extended by Dutch Van-, the recommendationwaa not ap- bor.The town had been working on Holland, was at one time one of Zuidema to give bis version. Mr. time wm the beautifulhome of th® birth el
der Schel who wants to take “De proved.
this ever since last winter,and it the Holland City News staff.
Zuidema, being in doubt, wm re- late Dr. and Mrs. Henry Kremera. formerly
$115
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(Baptist)
Services held in the Woman’s
Literary Club Auditorium, Henry
Kik preaching during the month of
August.
10 a. m. — 'The Parable of the
Sower."
11:20 — Bible School, using
through the Bible method of study.

MO-B.

AUGUST

7:30

20 End of five-day

Atlantic
cyclone,300 »hip» ()i»abled,

21

Damp

Y. P.

U.

— "Dead Domonies and
Dynamite.”

1879.

Prayer meeting on Thursday
night at 8 o'clock,studying the

German i ihoot down their

book of James.

fint Britishairplane,1914

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
America wins the
ternational

first in-

yacht

race,

1831.

.^22

A

heavy snowfall hita
westernNew York, 1890.

Services in

Warm

10:30 a. m.— Sunday services.
8:00 p. m. — Wednesday evening testimonialmeeting.
“Soul" will be the subjectof the
lesson-sermonin all Christian

-

Two Americansend cross-

Science churches

throughout the world on Sunday,

-

August 10.

Cl*

Friend Ta-

vern.

Atlantic trip in fourteenfoot boat. 1881.
2S-

United States proclaima^
Kansas in state of rebel-

FIRST

o

and

societies

ORTHODOX BAPTIST

CHURCH

lion.1856

^ 2®

Chicajo's famous McVich-

rTp^xr

er a

theatre burns, 1890.

Dr. Chas. F. Fields,Pastor.
Res. 328 River Ave. Phone 3923.
(Sunday services in the Episcopalian Guild Hall, 50 W. 9th St.)

SUNDAY
DAMAGING RUMORS
Just as regularly as "dog days"
roll round in August,

rumors begin

to be manufactured by thoughtless

who

people

HOLUWD

THE

epread the story that

9:00 A. M.— Bible School. Lesson, "The Gospel for All Men."
and at Saugatuck Sunday night.)
Visitorsare welcome to all services of this Church.
Acts 11:5-18.Rom. 1:15-17.
10:00 A. M.— Preaching service.
Sermon subject, "The ‘Ought’ of
Our Walk.”
6:30 P. M.— B. Y. P. U. service.
Specialspeaker.
7:30 P. M. — Gospel Service. The
pastor will preach upon "The Way
of the Wicked." A good sing and
special music.

9:00 P. M.— Brief specialbusi-

-

Lake Mich- ness meeting. Both Thursday ser-

NEWS

Past President’sClub of the Wo- est neighboring Cbr. Ref. Church.
man’s Relief corps were guests. Rev. J. Kolkman of Oakland who
COWS. HORSES AND PIGS ARE
Mrs. Mulfinger, who is visiting spoke very appropriate words. Mr.
A
public
meeting
for
the
purBURNED IN $10,000 FIRE
here, is a former member of the Gerrit J. Heetderks spoke in bepose of discussing the Townsend
club. Refreshments were served. half of the Sunday School, and
The farm districtof Coopers- Plan will be held in Olive Center Those attendingwere Mrs. Mae Marinus De Kleine spoke in behalf
Town Hall Wednesday eve., Aug. Hiler, Mrs. Retta Orr, Mrs. Edith of the building committee, being
ville was visitedby a $10,000 fire
which was witnessed by more than 26. Everybody invited.
Moomey, Mrs. J. Damson, Mrs. president of that committee. Mr.
Four building permits were is- Florence Boot, Mrs. Elizabeth Van John Wichera, the contractor,was
two thousand country folk. At
least 500 car owners from the vi- sued, Monday, valued at $714.00. Zoeren, Mrs. Clara Elferdink,Mrs. with Mr. De Kleine on the platcinity saw the sky lightedup with The DePree Chemical company ap- Carl Dekker, the guest of honor form and deliveredthe keys to
a lurid light at midnight, drove in plied for a permit to put on an and the hostess.
the consistorywhich act gives the
that directionand found the Blue asphalt roof on the northeast part
The Junior Boys’ societyof Six- congregation the right to use the
Farm buildings were ablaze. The of the plant at Sixth st. at a cost teenth Street Christian Reformed building for public worship. The
owner of the farm is Mrs. Edith of $300. A $187 permit was iseued church held its outing, last Satur- band played while a collection
Edwards of Chicago. The farm is to Mrs. Albert Boone of 1 West day at Felts' beach on Lake Mich- was taken which amounted to
rented by Henry Roman who had 10th st. for putting asbestos sidtalk by Rev. B. J.
igan. Two ball games were play- $151.00.
ings over wood sidings while A.
retired for the night
ed and several.water games were Danhof and closing remarks by
Mr. Roman was aroused by the E. Vanderwall of 443 Central ave. played while swimming. The re- Rev. T. Vander Ark, a former pasharking of a dog and found that obtained a $127 permit to make re- freshment committee consirted of tor, who expressed the pleasure of
his bedroom was as light as day, pairs to the back porch of his home Warner De Leeuw, Clarence Vogel- being present at this time and of
and found that the farm buildings and Henry Van Ry of 74 East 21st zang, Gerald Yonker and Leon the improvementswhich had been
were ablaze. He ran to the barn at st. received a permit to build a Schaddelee. A wiener and marsh- made, completed the program.He
once in an effort to free three garage at ia cost of $100.
mallow roast was held after sup- closed with a word of prayer.
Mr. N. J. Zinser,superintendent per. Pop and ice cream also were A word of thanks was expressed
horses but could not get near
enough because of the intensityof at the I>akeshoreSugar company, served. Those present were Fred to Mr. and Mrs. John Wichers for
the heat, and the animals were reported hi* car stolen, Saturday Meppelink, Warner De Leeuw, Clar- the beautiful electric clock which
burned along with a calf, sow, night, or early Sunday morning. ence Vogelzang, Gerald Yonker, they presented the congregation,
and three pigs. The cattle were Mr. Zinser stated he left the igni- Stanley Crossen, John Mulder, and to Mr. Broersma for the lamp
driven out to the pasture,while a tion key in the car, a black 1930 Junior De Weerd, Bill Vogelzang, in the consistory room.
Services were held in the newlybull, chickens and other stock were Graham, "Special eight" sedan, John De Boe, Julius Prins. Hicnbut was sure that he had locked ie De Leeuw and Ernest Zoerhof. remodeled church Sunday for the
driven to safety by neighbors.
The fire startedin the west barn the doors and closed all the win- Sponsors are Jack De Boe, presi- first time. Consistory meeting was
and spread rapidly to the other dows before leaving it parked on dent, and Hienie Ten Hoor, vice- held Monday in the new church
parlors. Holy Baptism will be obbarn to the south and east of the Central Ave. Saturday at abou‘, president.
served Sunday. Businessmeeting
other structure. Along with the 9:45 p. m., when he returned for
Alderman H. Prins has just reof the Sunday school was held
hams and the few animals, M,. Ro- it Sunday morning it was gone.
turned from an inspectiontrip to Tuesday.
The
car
had
an
Ottawa
licenre
man lost about 1000 bushele of
grain, and about 60 tons of hay, ns 0-61085. Mr. Zinser reported the Battle Creek.
GRONINGEN
well as practically all of his farm- missing car to the police Sunday
ing tools, a tractor, drill and plow morning.
NOORDELOOS
Mrs. Nellie Vander Meulen and
being the only implements saved.
Mrs. John Hage of Detroit has
Flying embers also set fire to Miss Anna Dehn have returned
been spending the week with her
The Young People of the Noor- cousins, Mr. and Mr*. John Van
a field southwest of the buildings, from a Bible conference at I>ak"
and about an acre was burned over Geneva, Wis. The conference was deloos church enjoyed a wiener Voorst.
before fire fighters extinquished called by the committeeon Reli- roast at Buchanan Beach ThursThe New GroningenSchool class
the grass fire, which was threaten- gious Educationof Adults of the day evening.
of 1915 and their respectivefamInternationalCouncil of Religious
The Choral Society will hold an ilies held a pot-luck supper at
ing a small woods.
The loss estimated at $10,000 is Education of Chicago. More than importantbusiness meeting Wed. Tunnel Park last Wednesday evepartially covered by insurance.
200 church workers met for a two evening.
ning. Those present were Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Huyser and Mrs. Jack Meeuwsen (Lydia AltNeighbors who rushed to the as- week’s session to confer upon a
sistance of Mr. Roman and the proposed "United Adult Move- childrenof Kalamazoo spent Sun- ing) of Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs.
day visitingrelativeshere.
Coopersvillefire department arc U> ment."
John Caauwe (Ella Boes), Mr. and
be complimented on the manner in
A refreshingrain fell this morn- Mrs. Art Ploegsma (Tena RicmMiss Ruth Meengs, a student
which they heeded the oft repeat- nurse at the Roseland Community ing which will prove to be bene- ersma), Mr. and Mr*. Adrian
ed advice to bring milk cans of hospital,in Chicago, is spending ficialto potatoes, pickles and other Veele (Lena Sterken), all of Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Comic Vanden
water.
two weeks’ vacation at the home small crops.
Bosch (Henrietta Bolman) of Olof her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dick
ive Center, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Meengs of this city.
DRENTH E
Oudemolen (Jennie Kolks and Mr.
MRS. PANTLIND DIES
The Rev. and Mrs. Henry Van

LOCAL NEWS

A

NEW

i

our Lake Michigan Waters along
the beaches are not fit to bathe
or swim fa. There has never
been a time that the writer
knows of when the waters of
Lake Michigan were so polluted
that there was any danger of inWEDNESDAY
fection, or anything else. The in2:30 P. M.— Woman’s Prayer
AT GRAND RAPIDS
ner bay, especiallynear Holland, Circle at the parsonage.
THURSDAY
might be unhealthyat times to
Death Saturday morning took
7:45 P. M— Prayer, praise and
one of Grand Rapids’ finest and
bathe in, because of commercial testimonymeeting.
most useful women, scion of one of
waste that flows in, and the inactivity of the water, but, in

CITY

this city’s oldest families. Mrs. J.
Pantlind, ill
four
months, passed away at her home,

.

i

Dyke have returned to their home
Recently a very fine program
in Holland from an extended trip
was carried out at
in the East and West. Rev.
, the Drenthe
Dyke, who is pastor of Fourth Re- ^lri'tl "'h‘’n lh<1 <l"'l ation took
formed church, is considering a !,laf0
»' ’hl‘ house ef
call

Van

'

,

,

(

»n'J
to Maurice, Iowa.
worship
the

,

‘

1^°^^
^
|

for

first t:me after its

and Mrs. Marvin Smith of this
place. Mr. and Mrs. Len De
Zwaan (Anna Vander Zee) of
Zeeland were unable to attend
because of sickness.A very pleasant evening was spent by all.

S. M. zwemer
Zwemer of
in
Dr. and Mrs. s.
oi r(,moHel,n,fafter hav'n*-nn,el
.......
Boyd
some
igan thia is impossible.Vegetable vices at the church, cor. 19th. and
Princeton,N. Y. arrivedin Holland
fhaPel ,hlrtf%n 'V0l‘kf' The ,,ro'
'gram
was
as
follows:
bind
music
matter will occasionallybe found on Pine Ave.
Tuesday to spend about a week at
134 collegeave., SE.
o
for fifteen minutes; prayer as ofour beaches along "Big Lake" when
Mr$. Pantlind was the daughter the home of Misses Henrietta and fered by the pastor. Rev. B. J.
CITY MISSION
the wind has been East, but will
of Moses V. Aldrich and Euphrasia Nellie Zwtmer, 353 Central Ave.
<k> no perciptible harm.
County TreasurerStockdale of Danhof; singing by the audieive;
51-53 E. 8th St. Interdenomina- Ledyard, both of whom were of the
The prevailingwind comes from tional — No memberr-hip. Telephone oldest families of Grand Rapids, Allegan reports that to date 600(1 vocal solo by Miss Loui.-e De Kleine
with Mrs. John De Weerd accoma Westerly direction, and not only 3461— George Trotter, Supt.
familieswhich played a most im- dogs have been licensed in Allegan
panist; a reading by Miss Janet
the chemical action of the water,
Saturday night — 8 o'clock. Open portant part in the city’s history county, an increase' of 500 over
Timmer who spoke for tne Willing
but the constant swells cause the Air Service,Cor. 8th and college and upbuilding.
the number of licensesissued in
Workers Society; accordian music
lake to cleanse itself. It throws Ave.
1935.
o
by Mi*s Henrietta Van Haitsma
Vegetable or foreign substance on
Sunday services— 1:30 Sunday
Frank Murphy, high commis- and Miss Marie Padding at the
OTTAWA COUNTY NEWS
Attorneys-at Law
the shores every few hours and School.
sioner to the Phillipines was hon- piano, representingthe Young peowith every good-sized sea, Lake
2:30— Serviceof Song, Music and
ored at a dinner given, yesterday ples’ Society; a piano and organ
A basket picnic was held by in the Association of Commerce
Michigan is thoroughly cleansed. Message.
Office — over First State
duet by Louise De Kleine and Mrs.
the Beaverdam Creamery company
The kind of sand that covers the
6:30— Young People’s Hour.
dining room, in Grand Rapids, by Jno. De Weerd. for Junior Ladies’
Bank
beaches and which constitutepart 7:30— A short, sharp, hot weath- at Smit's Grove, last week Tuesthe Ottawa and Kent counties’ Aid; a talk by Nick Beyer for the
of our sand mountainsalso have er Evangelistic meeting. Special day. About 500 people, including
Holland,
Michigan
Young Democrats. Paul Behm and Men’s Society; an address was
tremendous effect on refuse and Music. Real Song Service. George stockholders, patrons and their
Mrs.
Marine
Barendse
were
in given by the pastor of our nearfamilies and friends were present
Vegetable matter. Sands eeem to
Trotter will speak.
charge of tickets and reception,
to celebrate the 40th anniversary of
devour all auch matter and with
Tuesday at 7:30— Prayer mcet- of the company’s organization. respectively,for Ottawa county
all, Hie sand remains clean because
while Russel Haight of Holland had
ing.
Speakers in the afternoon included
foreign substance seems to disapWednesday 7:30 — The Fellow- L. R. Arnold, agriculturalagent charge of publicityfor this counpear from sight quickly.
of Ottawa county; Mr. Gunn, Pro- tyThe rumor is going around just ship Club.
Friday 7:30 — A Typical Mission
Prosecuting Attorney, John R
fessor of economics at M. S. C.;
Bow, that it is unsafe to bathe at
G. J. Veldman, member of the ori- Dethmers of Ottawa county has
Ottawa Beach. Pay no attentionto Service.
Remember— Aug. 22, "The Am- ginal board of directors, and Corn- been invited to address a mass
it because the rumor is more filthy
bassadors."
elius Van Farowe, Henry Smits meeting of Young Republicans of
than the beach. Carl Van Weelden,
and John Feenstra. Smits' band Oceana, Mason, Newago and MusState Park Superintendent, emfurnished the music. The original kegon counties, on Labor Day, Sept.
phaticallydenies the truth of the BIBLE WITNESS ASSEMBLY
ZEELAND
board of directors was composed 7. Mr. Dethmers. active fa the lorumor, saying that it does not bear
of Wilson Rief, Martin Dalman, cal Young Republicansorgallzaout the test constantlymade by the
C. J. Tarvestad— Pastor.
Candidate For
of the state
State Health Departments which
10:00 "The Believer’s Battle- Gerrit J. Veldman, Dick Huyaer, tion is a vice-president
fives the bathing beaches in this field.”
David Bekius, Albert Haveman and board of controlof Young Repubvicinity a "clean bill." He stated
Jacob Barense. The only surviv- licans. John H. Carton, chairman
11:30 Bible School.
that it ia simply the annual rumor
ing member is Gerrit J. Veldman. of the state board of control is
2:00 School House Services.
which has no foundation in fact.
7:30 Song Service. Message, The present board is composed of scheduled to appear with him as
These rumors, like the “failureof “Clothes or No Clothes?”
President Fred Berens, Secretary a speaker on the program.
the peach crop", have become stock
Six non-reliefworkmen in need
7:30 Wednesday. Prayer Ser- Peter D. Huyser, Manager CornelREPUBLICAN TICKET
uromer gossip in this vicinity each vice.
ius Huyser and DirectorsCornelius of employment have been hired to
year.
7:30 Friday. Chapter Summary Van Farowe, Andrew Kooi, John supplement the N.Y.A. force in
at
Bohl, Jr., and Edward Veldman. the proposed work on the tulip
Class- at the Brower Home.
lanes and the cemetery. Not more
7:30 Open Air Meetings in Harry Bowman is buttermaker.
There was considerable excite- than six youths, qualifiedto reZeeland and Hamilton.
PRIMARIES,SEPT. 15, 1936
ment at Nunica Sunday afternoon ceive jobs under the N.Y.A. , are
o—
when an automobile that was going working on the N.Y.A. project reIMMANUEL CHURCH
Services in the armory. Ninth quite fast around the corner of cently approved for Holland, to
Main street and the Air Line, provide jobs for as many a* 45
Street at Central.
struck an electric light pole, break- young men over a period of nine
Rev. J. Lanting, pastor.
10:00 A. M.— Morning worship. ing it off and throwing the live months, according to the local ofSermon. "Where Have You Laid wires onto the pavement. Traffic fice. Other young men qualified are
Him?" Communion service.
was detoured around the block for employed, at least temporarily,
which is an indicator of better
Of $25.00 to $300
11:30 P. M.— Sunday School.
nearly two hours before it was retimes in Holland.
3:00 P. M. Jail Service.
paired.
for any emergency.
Alfred Joldersma, Chester Van
6:30 P. M. Young Peoples'
Albert Busman of Coopersville Tongeren,Albert Van Lento and
Meeting.
No Endorsers
suffereda bad concussion and cuts Henry Cook of the local Legion
7:30 P. M. Evening Worship.
Sermon, "The Last Message." and bruisesabout the face when he post were among the 956 official
This will he the pastor’sfarewell fell from a scaffold while at work delegates who attended the lemessage. All are invitedto come. at the new high school. He was gion convention in Lansing. Mon-<y
attended by a local physician and day and Tuesday. Mr. Joldersma
TWO VERY SPECIAL SERVICES then taken to Butterworth hospital is state finance officer as well as
SATURDAY NIGHT
in the Van Allsburg ambulance official Holland delegate. Those
chosen as alternates to the conwhere the X-Ray showed that there
vention were l/iuis Dalman. Jacob
At 8 o’clock the City Mission will was no fracture.
Bultman, C. V. Miller and Marinconduct Open Air meetings on Cor.
10 W. Eighth St., Phone 3175
The ever-ready smile of the Jed- us De Fouw. Mrs. E. P. Slooter,
College Ave. presenting ‘The Amenak boys is taken for granted by Jr. and Mrs. Martin Japinga rebassadors”.a quartet of voung men
their many friends in Robinson, presented the local American Lefrom the Evangelical Theological
but when two of the brothers land- gion Auxiliary at the convention.
College, Dallas, Texas. The program consists of Trios. Duets. So- ed a 10$i pound pickerelone day The Holland folks have all returnlos, Testimonies and Gospel Mes- this week it would warm one's ed after enjoyingan outstanding
heart to see their smiles. Would Legionaire conclave at the state
sage*.
At 8:30 they will conduct the that there were more of the ready capitol.
The "Hitching Post" is not in2nd service in the Mission, 51-53 smilers among us.— Robinsoncortended for the parking of a horse.
East 8th St.
respondent.
Thirty years ago, Holland had
Thev are just here for one meht.
o
hitching posts on the street every
Their Slogan: "To Know Him
ZEELAND
fifty feet to prevent the euuines
and Make Him Known," on this
from running away. But with the
Quick Personal
tour thro the states.
More than 150 relatives attend- coming of the "iron horse" who
ed the third Morren family reunon the RepublicanTicket. Fearlessand Efficient.RememLoan Service
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wiersma an- ion at Zeeland City Park. Satur- stay* put if not made balky by a
carelessdriver, hitching posts are
ber him when you go to the Polls on September 15.
nounce the approachingmarriage day. Officers in charge of arrangeNO DELAY!
in Sentember of their daughter. ments, all of whom were re-elect- past. There, however, is one new
Contributed by a friend.
Miss Marjorie Wiersema to John ed tfor the ensuing year, 'were hitching post erected on River ave.
Its "middle" name is Luncheonette
Schreuder of Grand Rapids.
John Morren of Byron Center, de Luxe. Surely a mouthful. But
president; Mrs. J. Smidderks, secthat’s what the Hitching Post is
retary; Miss Kate Lamar of Blenfor, to tie up to the eating counter
don, treasurer; program commitfor folk who are in need of food
tee, Mrs. John Morren of Borculo,
and refreshments. The place has
Mrs. John Lookers and Mrs. C. been opened by Nick Hoffman, Jr.,
Wittengen
of
Beaverdam;
sports
10W. Eighth 8t., Phone 3175
and is in the location formerly occommittee, Albert Ver Beck of
for
of
Co.
cupied by the Wooden Sh(*c Diner.
Holland and Jack Hendrickson of
The atreet car looking cafe has
Cut Rate Drug Store
Grand Rapids. Those participating been remodeled, repainted and re(Holland's Pricemsker)
I have had actual experience
in the program included,Gerald,
managed.
in sheriff work, working diRiver and 8th St.
Raymond and Ruth Morren, HenA party was given last Thursrect from the office asi Turnry Wesveld and Jack Morren. SevHolland. Mich.
day afternoon,at the home of Mrs.
cey, Deputy Sheriff and Court
eral prizes were awarded to winNick Hofsteen, West 14th St, in
Officer.I have taken a course
ners of sports. It was decided to
honor of Mrs. Fred Mulfinger of
m Secret Service and Finger
20c Cal Aspirin ..............13c
hold the reunion next year at the
San Antonia, Tex. Members of the
Prints and also have beep to
same park.
65c Bisodol ................... 39c
the Identification
Bureau at
The Rev. and Mrs. Clarence
55c Mistol Drops ............42c
East Lansing to acquaint mySchipper of IreUm, la., were vis$1.00 PepsodeiU Antiseptic
"GIGANTIC STOCK-UP SALE’
self with the latest police
itors last week at the home of
_ _________
79c
merthods. I am well acquainted
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Aside from the extensive newsReduce Ute Payne
Pt. Mi'k of Magnes»a .... 13c
with the duties and clerical
Schipper on West Cherry St.
paper announcement*,filled with
,
work of ’this office.With this
The Zeeland Kole girls’ base- grocery and baked goods bargains
70c Sloan's Liniment.... 47c
On Your Care
knowledge and experience I
ball team defeated the Kresge at the Atlantic and Pacific Tea Co.
24 Bayer Aspirin
........ 14c
1/1 to 1/2
feel that I am folly qualified
girl’s team from Holland, by the
in
their
several
stores
in
Holland
60c Bromo Seltxer ------- 34c
to fill thia office.If I am
score of 9 to 5, la»t Thursday eve- and vicinity, are broadcasting a
70c Kruschen Salts ........ 41c
lectcd I will serve the people
ning, at Lawrence Street City Park. full sheet poster setting forth their
50c J A J Baby Oil ---------- 29c
to the best of my ability.
Because of rain the game was "Gigantic Stock-Up Sale" on food
60c MAR-O-OIL Shampoo 34c
called at the end of the second innstuffa. There are thousands of bar-

-

Diekema
Cross &

-

-

TenCate

Employment Outlook Improves

as fall term approaches
Holland Businasc Institute
a steady demand for its graduates.
Since July 1, 1935, the following students and graduates (day and evening) have secured satisfactory
employment through the cooperative efforts of the Institute and the students themselves
is experiencing

:

Pauline Bosch ..................................
Zeeland, Michigan
Henrietta Bosch .................... Montgomery Ward & Co.
Ruth Wabeke ........................
Mich. Gas & Electric Co.
Thelma Homkes ..................MontgomeryWard & Co.
Lillian Klein ................................
W. E. Dunn Mfg. Co.
Velda Blair ................................................
City Library
Henrietta Hietbrink ...................... Holland City News
Myrtle Hulst ..............................
Holland Furnace Co.
Gertrude Wise ..............................
Holland Furnace Co.
Wanetta Alofs ..............................
W. E. Dunn Mfg. Co.
Harvey Schipper ..........................
Rooks Transfer Line
Kathryn Schaafsma ..........................
Gil-Boat Company
Raymond Karsten ..............................
Zeeland, Michigan
Grace Keeler ............................................
Baker Company
Cornelius Van Liere ............ Holland Peat Products Co.
Raymond Van Hemert ........................
T. Keppel’s Sons
Howard Wassenaar .......... Bolhuis Lumber & Mfg. Co.
Esther Harris ........................ Hart & Cooley Mfg. Co.
Mabel Lanning .................. Consumers Power, Zeeland
Annagene Raak ................................
Holland Shoe Co.
Henrietta Meiste ..............................
Holland Hospital
Glen Filers .................... Western Machine Tool Works
Mae Ver Schure ..........................
Holland Furnace Co.
Katherine Dykema .................. Bay View Furniture Co.
Elsie Gunn ..................................................
Gil-Boat Co.
Janet Witteveen ............ Standard Groc. & Milling Co.
Evelyn Steinfort ................................
Home Furnace Co.
Business training offers present security and future
opportunity.The office is open on Saturdays from 3:00
until 5:00 p.m. For information at other times call

HOLLAND BUSINESS INSTITUTE
E.

De Vries,
Secretarial

A.

HOEKSEMA,
Accounting
Phone 3955

Phone 2069
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The HITCHING POST
LUNCHEONETTE DeLUXE

NOW OPEN
CORNER RIVER AVE.

&

TENTH

ST.

[FormerlyWooden Shoe Diner)
Completely Remodeled and Under

New Management
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Karl

FEENSTRA

County Treasurer

-

-

LOANS

An Able Officer
VOTE FOR

HOLLAND
LOAN ASS’N

LOANS

-

If

-

J

Peter A.Ue vense
SHERIFF

of

MODEL DRUG STORE
Your Walgreen Syitem Store
35 West 8th

Street

Special

on

WILLIAM

PECK’S

Candidate

Picnic Supplies

Sovereign, Pomona, or

Kodaks and Fresh

Imperial Pastes

Films

Large Size

Come

19c

'The Model'

3 for 50c

Prices Right!

Fountain Specials
Giant Sodas

Wexford

and

Quality Ice Cream

Delicious

Sundaes

5 flavors

only 10c

19c qt.

Cigar Department
Your Favorite
Cigar

10c Tobaccos 3 for

25c

15c Tobaccos 2 for

2§C
25c

Cigarettes 2

Kept Fresh

The

Of Specie!

LOAN ASS’N

15c Pepaodent Toothpaste 19e
10c

Edwards OUre

Tablets -------------------- 18c

W. Eighth 8L, Phone 3175

Tablets
75c

-------

-

--------------62c

Doans Kidney

Pills

B. J.

BACHKLLKB

D.O.Pk.C.

11.00 IronizedYeast
10

ing.

....

44c

CHIROPRACTOR
Ofl<«: Holland City State Bank
Hoara, 10-11 :3I a*.: S-6 ft 7-8

om

gains for the table kitchen and to
store away in your canned-goods
cellar for winter. "This is your
last opportunity to buy the celebrated 8 O’clock Coffee too, at the
new lower price.”
A. and P. Food Store,
established1859.

-

—

•

for

5 Leading Brands

M.

SHERIFF

BOEVE
Ottawa

Interest to All

YOUR SUPPORT WILL BE
APPRECIATED
—Political Adv.
Primaries, Tuesday, September 15th, 1936

Who

Suffer from

HAY FEVER
Those who are susceptible to Hay Fever and ita after
Asthma will be glad to learn that after three
years of laboratory study and clinical researcha method
of Inhalation Therapy ftaa been perfected which can be
reliably depended upon for immediate relief. The base of
this treatment ia volatile iodine, combined with other
soothing and antisepticagents, which serves to nourish
the mucous glands and to relieve the irritationof the
sensitivemembranes in the upper respiratorytract Besides giving the relief so much desired, ita continued use
strengthens the entire mucosa and buikh up a normal
condition which resists the poisonous pollen attacks.
effect of

An attractive, safe, and convenient
inhalator makes applicationof the

....

HOLLAND

to

Ottawa County

a«

LOANS

Your

TOOTH PASTES

HOLLAND
LOAN ASS’N

For

Holland

treatment easy and pleasant,with
absolutely

no harmful

reactions.

TODINB THERAPY’ is the title
of • most instructive booklet on

known as VOLlodine Inhalant, and can be pro-

all disorders of

cured from Model Drug Store under

piratorytract-

a money-back guarantee.

ask for free copy.

The treatment

ia

A»K row

the upper

res-

V O Linhalant

'-A

a

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
OLIVB CENTER

make their home there.
Egbert Mulder and his aged- faAleU Mae Gronewould,daugh- ther, Albert Mulder called on Mr. DRIVE
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Groene- and Mrs. James Knoll Tuesday evewould is in Grand Rapids hospi- ning.
tal for treatment.
The Ladies Aid of the Crisp
The Crisp church held a prayer church held its meeting at the
meeting Wednesday evening Aug. Harlem parsonage Wednesday af-

FOR

$16,000,000

IN BACK TAXES

Second Payments Under Ten-Year

ternoon.

12 for rain.

WAY

UNDER

Mr. and Mrs. David Van Vliet
and family from Borculo are callA regular mecUng of the Auxing on relatives and /intend Ho iliary of Eagles will be held, Frileave for Hull, Iowa this week to day evening at 8 o’clock in the hall.

FROM

I'M

MISSOURI
WHEN

COMES

IT

FOOD
VALUES

TO

You Save

at

C. Thomas Stores
Seeing

Believing

is

Now

Plan

Set

Due; Total

New

to

Record

With the campaign on in every
county in Michigan to collect the
second installment of taxes due
under the ten-year plan, State
TreasurerTheodore 1. Fry predicted today that the payment®will
aggregate $16,000,000.
A sizeable army of taxpayers already has begun marchingon tho
variouseounty treasurer®, demanding a “paid” stamp on their bills.
Early collectionreports all have
been good.
"On the basis of our experience
a year ago, when the ten-yearplan
was inaugurated, I have no hesitancy about saying that this year's
drive will be a big success," Treasurer Fry said. “I look for collection® to top last year’s total of
$15,000,000and to reach possibly

high as 50 and 60 per cent of the river afford subjectsin plenty. One
originalamount, a fact which fur- of the schools is sponsored by Chither discouraged payment.
cago Art Institute.A gallery is
Governmentunits needed the maintained for exhibit of the picmoney which these taxes represent- tures, many of which also are
ed. A tax title sale would have shown in various cities. Artists
raised funds, but thousands of fam- arc there now from all over the
ilies would have lost their homes
country and there are many able
and life savings. Pledging the de- instructors.
linquencies for a good-sized loan
Dr. C. C. Corkill of Fennvillchas
was also considered and rejected,
because paying back the interest sold his professionto a young docand principal on the loan would tor from Monroe, effective Sept. 1.
just have added that much more of Dr Corkill,who has built up a
a burden on the already-overbur- large profession and circle of
friends, plans to go to school and
dened property owner.
Then the part-paymeqt idea was specialize in surgery. Mrs. Corkill
who is a patient at Pincrest sanievolved.
The state went right to its own tarium, is able to take a few steps

iy» this past week.
The focal 4-H club held a joint

meeting with Overisel and Wayland in the Farm Bureau Last
Thursday evening.Mr. Morley, Al-

Edw. Rycenga

legon, county agent of the organi-

Candidate for
Republican Nomination

zation,talked to the group about
the different projects.
Rev. and Mrs. John Roggen and
son, Leon, left Friday morning for

a two weeks

visit

with

fo«

|

SHERIFF

relatives

in Iowa.

Ottawa County

Helen Kuite spoke on the topic,
"The Christian Idea of Success"
in the Christian Endeavor meeting at the First Reformed church
Sunday evening.

PRIMARIES, SEPT. 15, 1936
14 years continuonasenrfco

and experience as a Depot/
Sheriff,Chief of Police of
Zeeland for five years *»d

Stanley Bolks, professorat Pur-

due University in Lafeyette, Indiana, has returned home from n
each
day.
The
new
doctor
will
property owners for awistance, and
tour of the Eastern states and
made the paying of taxes popular. occupy the house now occupied by will stay until school opens this

I'ndcniheriffevidence of my
qualificationand ability to
administer the office.

Of the $15,000,000collected last Dr. Corkill.
fall.
World War Veteran
year, about ten per cent went to
Funeral services for Mrs. EvaMr. and Mrs. John Illg in celethe state treasury,while the other line Hungerford, 75, who died at
YOUR VOTE WILL BE
bration of their 60th wedding anninety per cent went into local her home in Saugatuck Saturday, niversary entertained Mary ('rocAPPRECIATED
treasuries.
were held Monday morning in ker, Charles Otterbine and Mr.
The $15,000,000was actual cash. Saugatuck and burial was in and Mrs. Charles Bruidi from
Through payment of it, $55,000,000 Spring Luke cemetery.The Rev. Grand Rapids last Sunday.
in taxes was “revived and shifted
Mm. H. M. Horton, California,
Albert Schrock of the All Saintsfrom dead to active rolls, with colEpiscopal
church
of
Saugatuck visited her niece, Mrs. Joe Luglection of the whole amount merely
ten last week.
officiated. Mrs. Hungerfordis sura matter of time.
Mrs. Mudge and Father Day,
So successful has been Michigan’s vived by the husband, Henry Hun- Catholic chaplain of the 32nd In$16,000,000.
new method of collecting delinquent gerford, a son Wallace, and two fantry, from Three Oaks, and Mr.
"Business conditions are better
taxes that it has commanded na- grandsons of Saugatuck.
and Mrs. Theodore Dutmor from
generally, some individuals have
The first reunion of the Pershing Grand Rapids were dinner guests
tionwide interest.
kept their bonus money to pay the
All county treasurers have the school of Overisel,district No. 6, at Mrs. ArehambaultSunday.
tax installment, and an investment
machinery of their offices geared will he held Saturday, Aug. 22, at
Rev. and Mrs. Tanis and family
in real estate is well worth proto provide a maximum of service, the Overisel Community grove. A from Grand Rapids Visited the
tecting at this time. I am sure
knowing that the tide of taxpayers completeprogram cf sports and Henry Nyenhuis home this week
that practically everybody who paid
will be a rising one right up to the entertainment has been arranged. Monday.
his first installmenton back taxes
last minute.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Kempkers
A grass fire Saturday between
will realize the necessityfor keepThe campaign, for which $27,000
and daughter,Norma Jean, Mr.
ing up the payments.
(I
ren woods and Balgoyens at Dunbeen appropriated this year,
and Mrs. Henry Schutmaat, Mr.
"One of the purposes of the has
ningville destroyed some stump
is again being handled by Milton
and Mrs. Albert Kroncmeyer and
campaign is to acquaint those who
fencing and quite a lot of standing
M. Alexanderof Detroit.
sons, Victor and Austin, Central
failed to pay the first installment
hay for Mr. Balgoyen before the Park, Mrs. Jansen and children,
with the fact that they may still
n< ighbors with the help of the solGladys and Henry John, from Chido so, with only a slight extra ALLEGAN
diers could put it out. Monday a cago, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vanden
charge. A third group, who are
second fire in almost the same place Berg and children, Billy and Frednow financially able to do so, will
High praise for the army maneupay the whole thing up, in this vers as a means of defensivetrain- was brought under control before dy, Grand Rapids, enjoyed a beach
supper at the SaugatuckOval last
way saving large amounts of inter- ing was expressed by Col. Scott much damage was done.
Principal Assistant Chief Engi- week Tuesday evening.
est and clearing the title to their W. Lucas who holds the position
Rev. Van Keursen from Holland
neer CliffordPaine, who is workproperty."
of judge advocate with National
The rush of the public to pay in
ing on the Golden Gate bridge at took charge of the servicesin the
Guard of Illinoisand is attached to
advance of the September 1 deadSan Francisco,has joined his fam- First Reformed Church la®t Sun33 rd division headquarters at
day.
line recalls last year's jam at the
ily at Eennvillcto remain a month.
Fannie Bultman returned home
treasurers’offices. All indications Pearle. Col. Lucas viewed with Mr. Paine says the project will
from NorthwesternUniversity in
are that again this eleventh-hour great satisfactionthe work of his
TIRES
probably be completed by April.
Chicago where she has been going
visitors will have to wait in line division as they went about the
Mr.
and
Mrs. John Crane of to summer school.
and take their turn. Officials point tasks of "breaking camp" to go inThe installation of Rev. Scherout that those who pay now, not to concealedbivouac preparatory to Eennvilleare enjoying a visit from
only gain the comfort of knowing the advance on Camp Custer."The their daughter, Mrs. Oscar Pearson per.esse was held in the American
Reformed Church last Thursday
that their propertyis protected, training is invaluable," he declared, of San Pedro, Calif.
AT
Former teachers and pupils of evening. Rev. Van Erden, Seventh
but save themselves this trouble of "and its results are bound to be
ITS GRIP!
waiting.
the Overisel school, District No. 6, Church In Holland was chairman
reflected in increased efficiency of
The onslaught of the taxpayers
Allegan county,will hold a reunion for the evening. Tho main address
our
national guard units. The
gives visibleproof of a thriving
Saturday, August 22, beginning at was given by Rev. W. Pile, pastor
training the men are receiving is
public realizationthat the State
10 A. M., at tho Overisel Com- of the Reformed Church in OverTHE
of Michigan is offeringa bargain. as warlike in character as can pos- munity Grove. Free coffee will bo isel, Rev. F. Van Dyke, from CenUnder the plan, taxes for 1SW2 and sibly be achievedwithout actual furnished for the picnic dinner to tral Park gave charge to the minir-ter and Rev. J. Roggen gave
prior years— for state, counties, warfare."Col. Lucas also is memhe served at noon. A program inthe charge to the congregation.
ber of congress from Illinois.“One
villages, townships, and all cities
cluding sports and baseball has The public reception will lx- held
Gives you the famoua Goodyear Martin
except Detroit, which has its own pleasurable feature of the maneuthis Thursday.
seven-year plan— are lumped and vers for me personally,"he con- been arranged for the afternoon.
of Safety - 14% to .19% Quicker
Mrs. Marie Rasmussen, of EennArthur Postma left his position
then divided into ten annual pay- tinued,“is the opportunity to visit
Stop#— for 43% More MUef— ft NO
ment®. All the heavy intereston my colleague, Clare Hoffman. As a ville, died suddenly at her home, at the ManufacturingCompany
Extra Coetl
in
this
village
and
i®
now
emthese old taxes has been cancelled. Democrat I undertake to say that last Friday morning,of a heart
The next interest amounts to only if a Republican is to representthis attack. She was born in Denmark ployed at the Metal Works in Holfour per cent per year on each inin July, 1875, and came here 31 land.
district it would be difficultto find
Dr. Hamelink is enjoying his
stallment,figured from September
years ago. Funeral services were
1, 1935, when the plan went into anyone who would more thoroughly held Sunday from the J. E. Burch vacation this week.
and conscientiouslyrepresent his
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Johnson,
effect.
funeral home and burial was in
and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Walters
Those who arc just starting in constituents.I have a very high
Eennvillecemetery. Surviving are
from Holland visited Mr. and Mrs.
and making the two payments, put
four children:Chriss of Eennville, Henry Drenten Sunday.
themselveson an equal footing with
Mrs. John Welch of Pullman, Carlo
Funeral service®for Henry
the rest, getting another eight
at home and Ix'onard, a patientat Klein were held at the First Reyears to meet the balance owing.
Pine Creek Sanitarium. Two grand- formed church last Thursday. SurThe ten-year plan, embodied in
children and two sisters also viving are his widow, one son.
the Moore-HolbeckAct, was the
by Experienced Tire
Donald from Holland and four
happy solution of an extremely sersurvive.
(laughters.
Mrs.
Walter
Monroe.
ious tax problem. Many, many milAlma Naberhuis, 12, of Holland
Chicago, Mrs. Arthur Grevengoed.
lion® of dollars in taxes lav uncolclean and straighten rims, carefully insert tubes, proprural route No. 5, who was seriHolland. Mrs. Harold Rankens,
lected, and apparently uncollectable
ously injured when she fell on a
Holland.
Mrs.
Gerald
Veen,
Hamon tax rolls. Accumulated for years,
erly mount and correctly inllate tires here. Our men are
pitchfork July 24, is said to In- i'ton
the taxes in their net amount were
improving
according
to
hospital
Mr. and Mrs. George Jacobus tire specialists.
so huge that the property owners,
he was handling ignited.
visited relatives in Sand Lake Sundespairing of ever paying the today.
tal. refused to pay any one year's
Aiken Dangremo:',.’and Ernie
delinquenttax. Interestand penalHAMILTON
Kronbc',g f-nm Al’egan *prnt Sunty on the older unpaid taxes ran as
day in Grand Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Lehman
Hamilton Independents
and daughter, Viola, and Bernice played the Zoet File's from Hol- Ma>be a rim-nut is loose— maybe the tire bolts ne«d a bit
Schaap spent last week Friday in land last Thursday. The game end- of oil. Come in, we’ll go over all your wheels, no charge
ed in a t'e: 4-4.
Chicago.
Henry Nyenhuis went to Grand
Gladys Lubbers, employed in
Lansing,returnedhome Friday Rapids Tuesday afternoon to atevening to stay here for another tend the business meeting of the

YOU BET
WE HAVE

i

Tomatoes

i^ck

Hr AC
FE/iJ

lime

sweet,
F.arlv

Fig Bars

3 nLl 25c1

tender

2

no.

SJas,y

3

1

Puri,y Brand for
cooking or table use" lbs.

ULLv

P’Nut Butter

lBt

WL

Prize
2 lb. jar 25c

Soda Crackers

Me

2

14 oz.

Sr
Tuna Fish
Catsup

JellO

vv

25c

ib,

?

ni fa

COUNTY NEWS

1

can

10c

.....
bottle

15c

Ligl,t can

3Pkgs17c

Flavors

ON LIFETIME GUARANTEED

GOODYEAR

SPtEDWAf

LOOK

NEW

GOODYEAR ALL-WEATHI

Morgan

bottle

SALAD OLIVES

TEA
Thomas

Special

J

6 oz. bottle

j# 13c

J/£# pkg.

25c

Cleans

Aluminum Quick

ft

5 Pad

2

(Fancy Black)

Baker’s

15c

BRILL0

Mission Inn J/2# pkg. 23c

Hollywood

17C

17C

Boxes

Cocoa

Expert Tire Mounting
Men

^ 29c

2

j

We

C.

THOMJIS STORES

32 West Eighth Street

Holland, Michigan

Have you

a

Squeaky Wheel?

The

We Mount

retailers.

week's vacation.

Rev.

and

no Tire on a

Mrs. SherpenDso

Helen Kuite drove to South Haven Wednesday to get her sister, went to Mason to get their daughter. Betty, who has been staying
Josephine, who arrived from Chiwith her grandmother.They left
cago
by
boot.
The
latter
has
been
regard for Mr. Hoffman.He is one
Tuesday and plan on returning No Sir! Your rim is scraped, coated with graphite to preattending summer school at Northof the outstanding new members in
Thursday.
western.
the house on the Republican side;
Mrs. A. Vanhoven,Zeeland, and vent rust. Whether it’s a puncture, a tire repair or a new
Grada Tanis, Forest Grove, vis- Mrs. Dorothy Northhouse from
I and while we are on opposite sides
tire— you get this service at no extra charge.
of the fence politically, neverthe- ited Marian Roggen the past week Grand Rapids visited Mrs. William
end. Grada is leaving the twenty- Ten Brink Tuesday afternoon.
less 1 consider him as a man with
seventh of this month for the
The I>abor Day Committee rehigh qualifications and convictions.
Methodist hospital in Rapid City,
No one on either side has ever been South Dakota where she will take port progress in their various plans.
The Purchasing Committee went
in doubt as to his position on leg- up a course in nurse’s training.
Tuesday to buy the prizes and ma
islation and no member ever quesMr. and Mrs. Marion Brink and terials for the different concestioned his sincerity.”Col. Lucas family from Holland were the din- sions. Valuable pieces of furniture
emphasized the appreciationof the ner guests of the John Brinks, Jr. and minor prizes costing several
headquarters staff for the willing- Saturday evening.
hundreds of dollars will he given
ness of Allegan county people to
Mildred Lubbers is spending this on Labor Day to the lucky ticket
co-operatewith the visiting troops week up north at Glenn Lake, near holders.
Holland
480 River Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Dangre- Phone 3926
in making the maneuversa success. Traverse City, with Dr. and Mrs.
mond,
Fennvillc
visited
the
Harold
"We have found the country in O’Dell and daughter, Loi®, from
Daneremond home, Sunday.
Michigan to be most interesting Jackson.
Florence Lugten, emp'oyed in Otand the people extremely friendly
Elaine Brower, Holland, visited
at Elaine Van Doornink's a few sego is spending her vacation at
and courteous,”he commented.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Summer art schools have for sevLugten.
eral years been busy in Saugatuck
Rev. and Mr®. Dowstra. Hull
and vicinity.There are four of
Iowa, were supper guests of H. W.
them now. The first was started
Schutmaat’s Sunday.
thirty years ago. The great lake,
Sarah Drenten and Gertrude
the dunes, quaint old buildings, the
Vo®s started working Monday in
village itself, and the Kalamazoo
Holland.

CLARE

E.

Rusty Rim!

HOFFMAN

Prestolite Batteries— $3.95 up

COOK BETTER MEALS

Holland Vulcanizing

i

n

COOL CLEAN COMFORT
COOKING is actuallya snap in over
700 Holland homes. They simply place

STAY FRESH

the food for a meal in the oven of their

modern ELECTRIC RANGES — snap on
the switch— and promptly forget it until
time to serve. What adds so much to

f

this pleasure is the fact that the food
really tastes better, is more appetizing,

more

healthful, and costs less.

that awful wilted,
tired feeling. None
of this with Elec-

cool 0

clean, so
U ElectricCooking

ACTIVE

M

that you could wear your pretti- ^3'S»ViP!
est frock' in the
kitchen without

CHEAP

HAVING AN ELECTRIC RANGE
means that your kitchen stays as

LOST

Cooking.

COOL

KEEP
So

FIRST

headaches, and

tric

FAST-CLEAN
and

Foul, burned - out
air is what brings
on those kitchen

*

Timtotu
SUM-DIPPED TIRES

MARKETS

A

diamond ring,

three

stones, near Central Avenue and
7th Street. Liberal reward to finder if returned to Warm Friend Ta-

vern. Alfred Fairhead of Saugatuck, Michigan.
On The River Front. North Side,
Vi mile East of U.S.31.is River

Maintained

Hills. It is just the place for that
nice shady spots.
See E. B. Scott, on the property.
p 3t.

in All

WANTED:— Capable girls and women to become skilled needle

it low Jt

MORTGAGE
LOANS

new home. Some

spoiling it

Do you wish

to

buy or build a home?

Do you wish

to

purchase a farm?

cool as

TAKE

your living room— and just as clean and
fresh. There is no flame to give off soot,

nor to blacken your poU and pans.

spiration—no more kitchen headaches.

My, how you would enjoy this new way
of cooking! See the marvelous new
ELECTRIC RANGES with their wonderful conveniences— and BE SURE to
find out how much cheaper it is to do
your cooking this EASIER, CLEANER,

COOLER way with HOLLAND’S CHEAP
ELECTRIC rates.

1

%

No

foul and stuffy air; no wiltingwith per-

T

EASY

Automatic Electric

Cooking moans

Listed

you can put
a wholo meal in
tho ovon and for-

and

that

Come in Idday and find out
how eaiy It is to replace
those thin, worn tires and
how easy it is to pay for
them and other ear needs
on oar convenient budget

got it until time to
serve.

Unlisted

DO YOUR COOKING

purchased in this easy way.

OF HOLLAND p

TTre$lon<>
J. H.

FETTER & CO.

BROUWER CO. KNOLL PLBG. A HEATING
DE FOUW ELECTRIC CO. THE JOHN GOOD CO.
MEYER MUSIC HOUSE MASS FURNITURE CO.
WHITE BROS. ELEC. CO. DE VRIES ft DORN BOS
In Cooperation With tho Board of Public Works

mm

Phone 4621— HolUnd, Mich

Security SportswearCompany
13th and Van Raalte Ave.

FOR

77 East 8th

money

First

available for sound

Mortgage Loans!

St.

Phone 3662

$25 to $800.

Autoa — Livestook— Furniture.
Holland. Loan Association,over
Olliea Sport Shoo.

SALE; — Hoaae located at

195 East 10th street. Conveniences.
Priced at only $1,000.00.Will accept $500.00 in cash — remainder
.

Holland, Mich.

Arendshorst

FOR SALE—
Resident Managers

have

ness.

interestrate.

Bernard Arendshorst

We

SALE— Peaches. Howard

on mortgage at very reasonable

Wm.

Should your present debt be refinanced?

Phillip®,

FOR

Cor. 8th ft College,HolUnd
A.

ply.

QUICK CASH-Loans

-8-

1

1

workers. Pay w h i 1 e learning.
Steady employment.Only bright,
energetic girls and women interested in permanentwork need ap-

iV» miles West of Alplan. All FirestoneService lagan on M-40. No Sunday busiand anto supplies may be
p. 3w.

Stocks

ELECTRICALLY

electrical associates
JA&

Company

j

Lbta* to the Voice of Flmssiw.
over N. B. t-JVEAF Network

Eight Room House

located Near Kollan Park. Must
be sold to close estate.A bargain.
See Ben Wiersma, Administrator.
264 W. 17th
3t 35

St.

FIRST
STATE BANK

.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

MEMBER FEDERAL
......

DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORAI
'

i

I

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Four
and Mrs. Stephen Karsten of 219
West 20th St. left Wednesday for

LOCAL NEWS

the Universityof Nevada, at Reno,

The

ip sh<
flrrt trip
shoot of the eea-

•on, will be held, Friday, at 4
p.m. at the Holland Fish and Game
dab ponds, 3 miles east on M-21.
flhoota will be held every Friday
•t the same time durinp the season. The shoot will l>e open to the

{^oblic and will continue until
I

Kenneth Karsten, son of Mr.

where he holds a scholarship in
chemistry. He attended the summer session of the University of
Wisconsinand has been visiting
here, a few days, since the close
of the summer school.
The Rev. and Mrs. M. E. Broekstra of Patterson,N. J., who spent
the past eight weeks at Central
Park resort,and their guests of

Be Sure to Clip

Coupon

this

Coupon and 5c

This

Entitles me and a friend each, to

WALK AWAY SUNDAE.

2 scoops of YONKER’S Delicious
lee Cream covered with your favorite flavor and topped with a animal

cracker. YOU

EAT JT ALL.

SUNDAE
The new Way to Enjoy
Ice

f

ream

YONKER’S STORE
Drus

Just how to get

a

college

scholarship without coat la fully
given in an announcementmade by
Ray Smith, local distributor of
Sinclair gasoline and Sinclair oil
products. The contest covers Holland and Zeeland and vicinity and
by going to neighborhood Sinclair
Service Stations,young men and
women can get full information as
to just how these scholarships in
any accredited Liberal Arts College the participantin the contest
may se'ect. Here's a chance for a
start on an education without cost
to the student.

Boys and

girls,

purchase of a glass, for one cruiser at an expense of |80, was authorized by the commissionersat
a meeting, Tuesday afternoon.The
order was to be placed with the
Pittsburgh Plate Glass company.
The bullet proof windshield was
ordered with the understanding
that the same type of glass shall
be secured for the other squad Jater on. CommissionerFred Kamferbeek, an ardent agitator for the
protectiveglass supported the motion authorizingthe purchase, Upon
Commissioner Donnelly’s recommendation, Jay Dalman was extended the appointmentfor work
as driver for the police E-quad car
while cruising at night. He is to
work seven hours per nght, seven
nights a week. The favorable physical report of Dr. William Westrate who examined Roland Overway, newly appointed fireman was

Budget Dress Shop

on the RepublicanTicket

PRIMARIES SEPT.

EXCEPTIONAL Cvtltj

VALUES
See our wallpaper

Extra Pants

The first reunion of the Overisel District No. 1 school was held

15,

1936

pPF[J

Save now for

uuakGM
qice tjcm

HOLLAND, MICH.

Fall decorating!

crystal — special .......

$28.50 Suits,

Bean

SHOW

ME" ORCHARD CAKE

25c

'•

An entirely new •‘controlled belting"ma.lrrpieie. A. good or
belter then home made rake or jour money bark - Guaranlre
bond attachedto every rake.

REPEATED BY POPULAR DEMAND
SINCERITY MICHIGAN MILLED

71c
*5.49
77t

r

FLOUR

KING'S FLAKE ’IT

*5.99

COUNTRY CLUB :r 87c
COLD MEDALS

9
$8.59

8 Sark. $6.7

*109

:

lit ib.

.ark

lUrrrl

51.09 ;r.t. *8.59

SUGAR

PL RE MICHIG AN

BUTTER

MICHIGAN M AID
STRICTLY FRESH

lb..

53c

balk

HE El-

lb.

exclusive Apex
Double Dasher washes

.89

NUT OLEO
COUNTRY

Warner Baxter and Myrna Loy

Ouart

Apple

cutting machines
2.75

To Mary-With Love

COUNTRY (Lin

4

2

Kraft's

n*- 17c

29c
25c

s

MASON OR KIRI

15c

Peanut Butter

tall

ram

2

EATMORE BRAND

Butter

29c

W

MILK. 3 tall ram 20r

CUB

EMBASSY

constructed — special .98

73c

roll

COUNTRY CUB - EXTRA RICH

Fri. Sat. Aug. 21-22

gently as your own hands.
Washes at any water level.

well tinned — only

FREE

10

PET MILK

1 The

special

Kitchen Chairs— All metal

now 26.95

lb,

LOAF

starting 2:30, price* change 5:30—

as

FREE

extra pants

..............................
$2.29

Gallon outing jugs—

well

$35.00 Suits,

88

— continuous performances daily
t
'

DASHER

now 2195

extra pants

UP
DOUBLE

Wrist Watch with leather strap
special

FULL 2

SALAD DRESSING

splint clothe* basket

Pocket Watches — unbreakable

SUIT SALE

Twin or Sliced Sandwich

specials.

special ...............................®

r'fm

BREAD

THEATRES

HOLLAND
No. 2

COUNTRY CLUB ENERGY

PILLSBURYS

DOUBLE DASHER

iltc

on August 11th at the Overisel
grove. A basket picnic was enjoyed at noon and coffee was provided
at the canteen, where ice cream,
candy and cold drinks were also
sold. Manv old friendshipswere renewed and reminiscences enjoyed.
The program of the afternoon openen with a group of people singing
old-time school songs. Prayer and
remarks were given by Rev. Pyle,
who acted as chairman. The welcome song was sung by seven little girls adorned with rainbow-colored ribbons, and spellingout the
word "welcome." Charles Veldhuis.

STOP!

up

with a gift After a group picture
hod been taken, sports and a ball
game were enjoyed.

and family attended the Ionia Fair
Wednesday afternoon.

I

New Gotten Styles

J. K. Dangremond, was honored

Henry Rigterink, and the pastor,
Rev. H. W. Pyle, gave a short
talk. Special music was rendered
by a male quartet. The singers were
Marinus Mulder, Harry Lampen,
Will Slotman and Julius Nyhuie.
Mr. and Mrs. George Koopman

Ottawa County

nrfi

of

The Men’s Adult Bible Class led
the prayer meeting in the Reformed church on’ Sunday evening. The
meeting was also a Thanksgiving
for the much needed rain. Mr.

PROSCECUTING

VI

tend the District No. 1 school, Mr.

KROGER STORES

"The Inspirationof Noble Lives”
was the C. E. topic Tuesday evening. The leader was Miss Janet

L. Smith

Outfit your Children for School

Hundreds

Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Mulder
and Dorothy Mae of Holland were
tinner guesta of Mr. Fannie and
Gladys last Sunday.

ATTORNEY

at the

form and each gave a little message. The oldest living man to at-

Saturday.

FOR

4

also gave a short talk. All of the
school teachers who taught in the
school were brought to the plat-

The Ladies Mission Circle of the
Reformed church held a pot luck
dinner and meeting at Tunnel Park

James Koopman acted as chairman. A paper was read by Mr.

Raymond

Yonkers Drug

selections. Rev.

friends gathered for the occasion.

Games and music were enjoyed and
a supper was served. The guests
from out-of-townwere Mr. and
James Dill of Dallas, Texas, Mr.
and Mrs. John Donnely of Durand.
Michigan, Mrs. Sena Harvey and
Mr. Ben Kapenga of Flint, Michigan, brothers and sister of Mr.
and Mrs. Kapenga.
The Rev. R. Heyman of Rock
Rapids will conduct the morning

TIME—

THIS
Nominate—

James Hoffman of
Hasbrouch Heighta, New Jeney,

Blom recom- service in 14th Street Christian now principalof Cooperavillohigh
mended installation of a fire alarm Reformed church Sunday. The Rev. •chool, gave a hlatory of the achool,
box at the intersectionof Van W. P. Van Wyk of Grand Rapids beginning with the old log school,
Raalte Ave. and 16th St It was will preach in the evening.
then the red wooden school and the
approved.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Curtis and preaent red brick schoolhouse on
A house-warming was held Mon- childrenhave returned to Holland the hill built in 1885. The first
day evening at the home of Mr. after a trip to Simcoe, Ontario teacher was Miss Lankheet, mother
and Mrs. Albert W. Kapehga in where they visited their uncle, of Dr. J. B. Nykerk of Hope College
honor of the completion of their Charles Curtis.
fame, who also gave a short talk.
new home, which was built after
The Sand Burr quartet— John
fire destroyed their home last JanSchaap, John Schipper, Ed VeldOVERI8EL
uary 26. Twenty-six relativesand
huis and Harry Lampen sang two
ordered filed. Chief

Kollen.

Store has a new method of serving ice cream. It is called the \\ alkAway Sundae, for a nickel, the new
way to enjoy ice cream. The ^ onker announcement in this issue
shows how to get the nickel sundae*

Holland, Michigan

20 West 8th Street

...................

SCHOLARSHIP CONTEST PUT
ON BY SINCLAIR

the past month. Mr. and Mrs. A.
Ten Hoor, of Utrecht, The Netherlandshas returned east.
Mr. and Mrs. Ten Hoor will sail
for their home in The Netherlands
Sept. 26. It was their first visit
to this country. Their comment
was that they liked America and
particularlyCentral Park.
Upon recommendation of commissioner John Donnelly, chairmanof
the personnel committee of the police and fire commissioners, the

WALK-AWAY
a

.........

.....................

Jars

25c

5c

5

QUARTS 4°*-

SWANKYSWIGCHEESE SPREADS

l/j

GALLONS

65c

Jo.. 89c

Except Old Eogllab and Roquefort

Summer

Suits

Q The Apex Adjust^ able Pressure Selector

AUTOMATIC
WASHERS

2 Piece White Gabardine

Wringer tells you correct

$13.50 now

J$8«50

Wash

cpHE

pressure for all fabrics.

3 MODERN

Suits

modern and

attractive.

operate quietly

are

TERMS AS LOW AS

give longer service

Others that were $10.50

We

now

exclusive Apex Double

Dasher

X washes all garments thoroughly,
gently, rapidly— even dainty ailk*
and fluffy woolens without damage.
As little as a quarter of a tubful of
water may be used when only a
few things are to be washed. Your
clothes actually last longer when
washed in an Apex. , —

STYLE.

New graceful lines
make Apex Washers

efficiently

Mon. Tue*. Wed. Aug. 24-25-26
Robert Taylor and Barbara Stan-

Let us tell you the inside story of
Apex, the finest washer you can buy I

$1.00 arweek

Mass Furniture Co.

u>.

box

OGELZAN
Two

TEN CATE

it pays to get our
WashingtonSquare

27c

His Brother’s Wiie

Jar

Remain as

OUR GUESTS

to see

Mm,

G

River and 10th

Phone 2011

St.

Charles Laughtonin

"MUTINY ON

THE BOUNTY".

CO.

qiuct) qtrM the g|G

SUNBRITE

RINSO

3
Thurs. Fri. Sat. Aug. 27-28-29

E. 8th St

Randolph Scott and Heather Angel

prices'

S

You Can Earn a

Chickens Fresh Dressed lb. 20c

Beef

Roasts

lb.

13-15c

COLONIAL
THEATRE

CHIPSO,OXYDOL OR
AMERICANFAMILY SOAP FLAKES

College Scholarship

of Yearling

Matinees daily 2:30 — evenings 7

and 9

Hamburger
Sirloin

^SINCLAIR

Boiling

all beef

lb.

16c

ground 2 lbs.

25c

Steak

Beef

lb.

20c
9c

lb.

Pork Shoulder Roasts Center Cu'- 19c
Pure Lard OpenKcUl. Rendered {{),

&

Metworst fS
Dealers in and near Holland and Zeeland are offer-

ing a Semester’s (scholorship in an accredited
Liberal Arts

College For Details see your neigh-

lb.

20c

Smoked Picnics

lb.

20c

Babo

Our Best Sliced Bacon

lb.

32c

Salad Dressing

qt.

23c

lb.

15c

SMITH,

101 West 26th

Sybesma'* Sinclair Service, 285 E. 8th
St., Holland.

Vrieling-Plaggemars, Inc., 7th and River,
Holland.
Steketee Sinclair Service, 9th and College,
Holland.
Overbeek Broa., U.S.-31, % mile North of
Holland.
Vernon Miles, M-21, % mile Ea&t of Holland.

John Leramen Garage, W. 17th St, Holland.

Vani' Sinclair Soper Service, Main and
Elm St, Zeeland.

IWm°

B,,"'d

Coffee Special
Or

N.

Mad.

St.,

Holland, Mich.

George Van Eden, W. Main St, Zeeland.
Dave Penland, U.8.-31,5 miles North of
Holland.
N. G. Polich, West Olive, i
Louis Sendlak, U.S.-81 near M-50. C
William Herbst, M-50 near U.S.-31.
Walter Winstrom, U, 8.-81, Virginia Park.
John Flieman, Boat dock on Lake Macata-

BB

BRAND A

DOUBLE FEATURE
Roes Alexander

Ir

’

Mash

Chick Feed

I
Mash

“C

Hot Money

Lifebuoy 80AP

tuck.

30$ Dairy Feed,

lb.

18c

Cookies

lb.

10c

Mild or Brick Cheese

lb.

22c

Mon. Tues. Aug. 24-25

$2.55

2

Tomatoes

*

9c

\

BIG K LUSCIOUS

1<b.Jb'$1-95

Relish

$2.09

HOT

Oyster Shells 1Sl,b79c

Giant

Spread

25c

DATED ^

Jewel Coffee

b,« 17c

lb

lb. bag 21«

CALIFORNIA SUNKIST

ORANGES
FULL OF SWEET JUICE -

2 - 33c

% CASE 12.35
FIRM - CRISP
LARGE HEADS

HEAD LETTUCE
GRAPES URGE SWEET
TENDER
WELL
FRESH PEAS

10c
10c

-

- SWEET
FILLED

10c

Potatoes 13 ,b- i*rk 45c
WHITE COBBLERS-U.

Honey Rocks ** tt'Ac Sweet Potatoes

MICHIGAN

6

S.

No.

I

^ 29c

-

GENUINE VIRGINIASWEETS

STOPI SHOPI SAVEI

Ruth Chatterton,
Herbert Marshall

& Simone Simon

FRESH DRESSED

BROILERS

lb. 25c

CHUCK ROAST Girls’

Dormitory

Wed. Thurs. Aug. 26-27
JeMi* MstUiews and Robert

Young

8th Street

23c

bnlk 10c

RED RIPE

100-lb.

BEEF

RIBS

15c

BAIUN<;

nNE n*
,k 10c
tender and juicy ib. 23c

ROJ-UP ROQAST

FRESH GROUND BEEF

Cottage Cheese

West

4

OVEN FRESH

$2.59

100-lb. big

25c

WOODBURY’S SOAP 2 bart 15i

Big onei— Every melon gairanteed

Delicious Boneless Briskets

7

^

S roll. 19a

CHOICE CUTS

BUEHLER BROS.
1.

Dairy Feed

23c

CANS

CASHMERE BOUQUET or

$2.59

Watermelons 35c

Ann Harding ir

Inc
Holland

It’s

Love Again

lb, 14^c

PORK ROAST

n,

19c

CENTER CUT SHOULDER

PORK STEAK choice uan cuts a.
PORK
BOSTON butts
tb.
RING BOLOGNA BrorscaAOEi 2 ^
PEANUT
u.
CHUNK BACON sue** cubed squabis n.

ROAST
BUTTER

Charles Hiestand, Boat dock, Lake Sauga-

John Westveld, U.S.-81 near M-89.
Wayside Garage, Graafaehajt^
James A. Klienheksel,
Marvin Meyaard, Hamilton,R. R. No.

*•“
2

Scott Tissue 4
WALDORF TISSUE,

UARTLNG AND GROWING
bag

19c

RED ONES

REAL BUY

Corned Beef

2

Scratch Feed ‘“^ $2.39

*

hood Sinclair Dealer.

RAY

Fri. Sat. Aug. 21-22

The Witness Chair

‘

f
I

Lamb

IP-

Pk«

FRENCH COFFEE,

[Best Center Cuts]

Leg

3 ““13c

CLEANS - SCOURS

Wesco Feeds
Egg

FOR SATURDAY ONLY

3 IJ 25c

BANK FREE WITH

store open

33c

Urge No.J# «• IT*

CLEANSER

169k PROTEIN

I

19c

---

APPLESAUCE

..

The

Caps ^

.u™™
.. ..2^
^

PEACHES

GUEST NIGHT—

is

Last of the Mohicans

J'

i*0®1 bBlk 19c

MASON OR KERR

YOUR CHOICE - EASY TASK.
CLEAN QUICK or SWEETHEART

evenings

Holland, Michigan

CIDER OR WHITE

Stores

WashingtonSquare 76

P*!IS 69c

JARS - QUARTS. do«. 79*

Vinegar

Clark Gable, Franchot Tone and

and

Wide Mouth

29c

SOAP CHIPS

wyck

Tues. Aug. 25

DON’T MISS THIS!

HARDWARE

2

OIL MOOT! PIACHRS, Halm, or

$ 3 9. 9 5

HOOTING

Cherries

OOdVTRY CLUB

can save you money!

#6*50

V

KERR OR MASON

AVONDALE MED SOUR PITTED

^

buu

23c
25c
27c
10c
19c

•v

Two

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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Number 35

Volume Number 65
WE HOPE YOU’RE
RIGHT, MR.

A

long,

COSTER

SPARROWS’ DEATH BROUGHT DEADLINE FOR TAX
PAYING EXTENDED
ON WOE

Historiansrecord that Frederick
the Great once ordered the death
of all sparrows because they ate
some of his cherries. Two years
later, however, his cherry trees and
other trees were so completely defoliated by insects that he ordered
the importation of foreign sparbloomed again this rows at considerable expense to
reduce the invading insect hordes.

is predicted this year by Herman Coster,
building and grounds custodian at
the Ottawa county court house. He
bases his prediction on an old saying that if spirea blooms twice in
a season the fall will be long and
warm. Spirea bushes at the court

house have

week,

i

The deadline for payment of
summer taxes without penalty is

warm autumn

I Every Resident of
| Should

100
Bigger!

Better!

/

ART

THIS CITY AS
‘

pAu?M

fcVtN IH

|.0-V/AV

86

Agricultural

Stupendous

Exhibits!

Thun Ever

frlw a*ptl C«o»to*
aaiUipitctil UUi•fUng4«MO*ctiMil
faM, to. mri

Before!
Largest Midway
of Any Carnival

Mrs. Martha E. McBride, widow

m

in dotf Pet

Last week the villagefolk and
a great many of those living and
who were identified with the little
village in the earlier days, many of
them teachers, gathered together to
re-livein their memory the Old
Groningen of yesteryear. Today, instead of a gravel or clay road, a
concrete ribbon curves through it.
The village is well kept, a substantial brick school adorns the highway to the north and Holland’spretentious fish and rearing ponds,
surrounded by a fine park in the
making is at the west limits of the
village.That is New Groningen of
today. John A. Hartgcrink, however, who by virtue of his knowledge of this vicinity, was made
the historian,gives rather a detailed and interesting review of
New Groningen. Mr. Hartgerink
said, as follows:
• * *

Am

come

Hendry family of Angola,

wiR

Sffi*

• •

W. Mc-

Bride of Grand Haven and one of
the best known pioneer citiiena,
died early Friday morning at her
home, where she had lived for
nearly 60 years.
The deceased was the loot of her
line, having
from the
rue wot

rttu

enw

mSElWS

kid.,

where that family was established
even before the time of the origfn
of that city. The old Hendry faim
is now the town site of
The family always pceu
prominent place in that sect
were considered the trail blazers
Indiana.

Mrs. McBride came to Holland
to live with her yoang groom,
Capt. McBride, and with hia
brother, attorney Patrick H. McBride often Mayor of Holland and
prosecuting attorney,later opened
a law office.
George W. McBride waa nominated as prosecuting attorney on
the republicanticket and waa elected more than 60 yean ago. He
held the office for three terms and
continued to live in Grand Haven

7,

By John A. Hartgerink,

115,000mmr-f-nmJ
Iwht mint (aril «4mM
loop tL loopl Doocad

'

YEARS OLD

of the late attorney George

offer.

More

PROSE-

CUTING ATTORNBY
60 YEARS AGO

WIDOW OF LATE CIVIL WAR
VETERAN HAD LED
ACTIVE LIFE; WAS

fcflfcWP

onWaXH

and many years ago it
boasted of a tavern where the
weary pedestrianecould rest and
could re-vitalirethemselves with
food and what the little inn had to
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Village

to be extended but the length of
the extended period has not yet
been announced. This was confirmGRONINGEN RE-LIVES
ed by the city treasurer’soffice
YESTERYEAR AT RURAL
this week. The original deadline
SCHOOL REUNION
expired last Saturday. An extension was granted for the city and
New Groningen, or Old Groningschool taxes last year.
en last week celebrated the anniversary of the establishmentof the village school at I>awrence Street
City Park. New Groningenhas always been a quaint little wayside

Attend the State’s/

Birthday

Former Holland

Building New

and practice law after that.

•

“Me” was in many a stormy

M«.„.

OddtUMl

“In the spring of 1847, six fampolitical battle which always apilies arrived at New Groningen GRAND HAVEN GETS $13,000
T ravelogue on
peared to be local. It wai not ao
FROM
LIGHT
PLANT
from The Netherlands. It appears
Sheriff Rosema
much along party lines that these
that they were vanguards of the
Interesting
battles were fought b»t
Surprise
Grave civic
colonists who came by sailing vesAn additional$13,000 from the
rather between two factions the
sel from their own country to set- profits of the municipal light plant
European Trip
in Woods Is Openec one attorney Geo. A. Fafr faction
tle in these parts. These men was turned over to the city council
and the other attorney George W.
were John Rabbers, J. H. Stegink.
Hll Mrn. Mae Van I Inzer Huxh
of Grand Haven by the board of
A francticcall from Tallmadge McBride faction. As these young
H. Wassink. John Jekel, Henry
township “to con* Immediately” attorneys grew older the factions
Ten Have and Klass Boer. Their public works. Mayor Richard L.
July io, iy:iG.
Cook
said the money would lie emwas receivedby SheriffBen Rose- grew more mellow until differences
arrival was some months before
Paris
ployed
in
building
up
funds
which
mn the other day which sent the were wiped out largely.
Jannes Vander Luyster, first Zee0. W.
___________
George
McBride was
w a forceDear
Ones
sheriff post-haste to the Grand
land pioneer and Rev. C. Vander have been depleted more rapidly
Greetings from Gay Parec. We River Tavern, Tallmadgetownship, ful campaign speaker and Holland
Meulen, the spiritual leader, came than anticipated, in bolsteringthe
has often heard his ringing voice
to Zeeland to found that city. Some welfare fund for next year and to sailed from New Haven this morn- operated by 0. Harmon.
during a political campaign. At
ing
and
arrived
at
Dieppe
about
of these colonistssettledwest of provide the small amount of extra
The sheriffwas led through a republicanconventionsthe Veteran
Zeeland, what is now known as money needed to complete the po- three. We had what the French deep, isolated wood, whore fresh of the civil war did shine m orator
Old Groningen: others went on to lice, fire and garage building.
would probably rail a "joli" gale. earth indicated a new grave, and and was at his best.
Zeeland, Vriesland and Drenthe.
His wife, Mrs. McBride, despite
The hoard voted Wednesday to It was very joli indeed. Many peo- marks nearby showed that a body
The few remaining pioneerswill regive the council $2,500 hut it was ple in the dining room folded their of some kind had been dragged for her advanced age of 86, wo* re- J
member that the first settlement
tents (in this case napkins) like
markable in that she maintained
was in the neighborhoodof the earmarkedto l>e used in the water the Arabs, and silently stole away. some distance from the road.
all of her faculties, waa able to
Shovels were employed. At four
present cemetery. The road that front lieautifioation project. Black
The boat train took us swiftly to and a half feet deep a box was read without glasses and heaid
earth
is
Lieing
placed
on
the
harled to it was one that went straight
Paris. English and continental found about four feet long and on distinctly. Last September she
from Holland from the top of the bor front extending on both sides
trains
surely have speed. We top, in heavy pencil, was inscribed, suffered a stroke and she had.
hill by the old Vander Haar woods of Kelly park and the area will be
gradually failed since.
arrived about six and are already
through what is now known as the seeded.
“My best friend and pal. May
Although expected momentarily,
installed
at
the
Louvre
hotel.
Holland Country Club property,
her passing was a shock to many
God bless you.”
Ben and I are pleased with the
near where that small cemetervis BUOY MARKS DANGEROUS
Even the sheriff, usually calm in Holland and Grand Haven.
location because we are directly
now located, and then angling
The body of this fine old lady ,
SPOT IN LAKE
in all circumstances,became excitnortheast,finally into the Zeeland
oppositethe Ixiuvre and that moans
was committed to the family
ed. The box was lifted out of the
colony. This old road was later amausoleum at Angola in the laat j
it will bo oasy to slip in every day
oancionea
Decause with
wun evt-ij
Marking of a sandbar which ex- for a glimpse of some picturesor ground and despite the ordeal the crypt remaining, next to the one
bandoned because
every neonfreshcover
was
pried
up.
et in the spring the bridges would tends several rods into Lake Macholding the remaine of her ho*other art treasure^. I assure you
There lay the body of a large bond, who was committed there
not hold in the low-lands there, and atawa ban been completed by the
our first and last visit will be to
beautifuldog, surrounded with eight years ago. She ha* no known
later the road took a curving at Holland harbor board. A red flag
the Mona Lisa and Venus de Milo.
the hiTl just as it does now to the is attached to the buoy. The bar is
relatives left.
And being near the Ixiuvre quantitiesof flowers,cloth for a blood
present bridge acrow Black River only five feet under water and at
couch and every attentionthat the ' She is however survived by a
means
being near the Tuileries and
at that point along the now north the end of the bar is an 18-foot
owner apparently could give h i s nephew from her husband’* side,
lovely gardens. We are only a few
namely former city attorney.
boundary line of the Holland Coun“pal,”
at the final parting.
drop.
steps away from the Rue de Rivoli.
try club. A large wooden bridge
Mr. Harmon had gone blackber- Charles H. McBride of Holland and
The work of filling in the rip- We can see the opera from the
spanned the river at that point, and
a niece, sister of the Holland atrap
of
the south breakwaterhas hotel entrance and the Rue de la rying early in the afternoon.He torney, Mrs. Lelia McBride Cadto the south of it the DeVries-Boone
came
upon
the
freshly
made
grave
waledar of Owosso also and Mrs.
saw and shingle mill was located. been suspended temporarily by the Paix is also very near. But the
There was a mill pond and logs government. The crew working on Rue de la Paix will not tempt me and after some investigationfelt Maude Munson, Lodole*,Ohio.
• • »
were towed up Black River from the fill-in were called to an emer- for everything in France is very that the sheriff should lie called.
The sheriff said he did not exThe Grand Havefi Tribune give*
Black Lake, the logs being cut at gency job at another section of the expensive
the following added details.
what was then known as Point Sup- lake region.
There are so many things 1 in- amine the dog very carefullyas it
erior, now the Waukazoo district.
The rip-rap on the north side tended telling you about I/mdon had apparently been buried about “Mrs. McBride came here 60
yaors ago when her husband, the
A small flat-boat called the “Mud has been completed.
but our time was so filled with two weeks, judging from the con- late George MvBride, was elected
Turtle”, “snaked the logs” out of
Mr. Henry VanderSchel, member conferences that there was little ditions.
prosecuting attorney. Proviops to'J
Black Lake through the very windRosema states that he has been
of the harbor board and secretary left for sightseeing,pleasure or
that time they had lived In Holland
ing Black River to the mill. This
called on many strange cases but
of the Holland Fish and Game club, letters.
for four years. Their marriaga
bridge was then called Scholten’s
We were delighted to find the this was a new experience.The was the culmination of a college
bridge and a half-way house at the stated that the crew would return
bend in the road where the large to complete the work before the Vruwinks had come over from The circumstances would have aroused romance begun at Adrian college
brick house now stands, was the navigation season closed. Good Hague and had joined th« Ixxndon the fears of anyone, he said, but which they both attended.Mr. Me- '
place where food and drink and li- work, “Dutch!"
Seminar. They will join us again he regretted that the grave of a Bride was a Civil War Veteran and
they were always active in the
quor could be purchased. Later the
oin Paris and later in Berlin, Dr. beloved pet should have been thus
Memorial Day observances here.
steel bridge was built. The mill VANDENBERGS ARE HOSTS TO Vruwink returning to The Hague disturbed.
“During her active years she wae i
was burned severalyears ago. The POLISH EMBASSY OFFICIAL each Sunday to preach.
a leader in cultural circles.She
De Vries mentioned was the father
Ben is downstairs at a commitwas a member of the Woman’*
of the late Ben De Vries, local Senator and Mrs. Arthur H. Vantee meeting. You remember there OTTAWA SCOUT CAMP
club and took an active part in
dentist.
denberg, Mrs. Vandenberg Knight,
BEGINS FINAL PERIOD it. She was always associated
Groningen was not confined to Miss Betty Vandenbergand Arthur is a committeeof five elected to
with the fine things in life and
one spot, but folk in those days Vandenberg,Jr., entertained with representthe group on special occasions. Ben was elected and then
The Ottawa county Boy Scout had a keen mentality. During her
called the square mile in that disa dinner in their home at Lake- selected chairman. It is a nice camp at Newaygo will enter its later years she read current littrict, Groningen. The changing of
erature, magazines and newspathe road, which evervone knows wood farms, near Holland, Satur- honor but like all honors entails last period of camping Monday.
pers and was exceedinglywell
angles into the present New Gronin- day evening in honor of their house some responsibility.
This season’scamping period has posted on general affairs and poliguests,Edward Weintel of the Pogen on the hill, with a large
I do wish to tell you about meet- witnessed the establishingof new
tical matters.
at the river and bridge, caused the lish embassy in Washington,D.C., ing Viscount Cecil before telling
record for swimming accomplish"She was a devoted wife and
old site to be nearly obliterated, and Tom Sunderland of New York you of our experiences in France.
ments. Under the supervision of during the last 17 years of htf'j
started the new site at the Vene- City.
He is one of the great men in the Carl Damson of Holland, 72 Red husband’s life, during which time
klaasen brickyard to thrive, and
o
world today, but he is a sad, Cross beginners pias, 65 swimmers he was blind, she was bis constant
slowly Old Groningen simply beHOLLAND
BOY
HURT
IN
broken man. Mr. M alien described pins, 24 junior life saving badges, companion reading to him all of
came part of a countryside again.
papers and magazines which
MOTOR CAR CLASH him as the Knight of the Woeful 3 senior life saving badges and 10 the
Among the early industrieslokept
him posted on the affairs of
Countenance. He has sacrificed his scout life guard insignias have been
cated there were a saw mill owned
the nation and ia which he was
George, 8-year-old son of Mr. private interestsfor the interests awarded.
by Jan Rabbers; a gristmillowned
keenly interested as in his y«ingby Jan Kolwoord which was after- and Mrs. Peter Botsis, is in Hol- of the league and he feels his
The troops that will be at camp er days he was one of the mow
wards turned into a furniturefac- land hospitalwith a fractured left work undone. Probably Lord Ceril the last week of the season are prominentpoliticians in this sectory; a tannery owned by August leg and body bruisessufferedin an and Woodrow Wilson did more to Troop 26, Holland. Troop 21, Zee- tion of Michigan.
Jansen and brick yards owned by accidentSunday. He was riding on shape the league than any other land, and Troop 23 and 16 of Grand
“For many years rfhe assisted
B. J. Veneklaasen and sons.
her husband in the management'.;
the running board of the Botsis men. Lord Cecil foresaw the dif- Haven.
Kolwoord also started the first
of the Highland Park Hotel which
car near their home on Lakewood ficulties from the beginning. He
store but this was later sold to
they operated up until wie time
saw,
too,
the
weaknesses
of
the
Blvd., when a passing automobile
George DeVries of Robinson,
Jan Van Eenenaam who also was
treaties.I suppose he must be 70 who fell from a scaffolding,has Mr. McBride became blind. Since
sideswiped
the
car,
knocking
the
the first miller at this i*ace.
his death she had led a very reWilliam Huizingawas the first boy to the ground. Police are look- now. The last five years have aged been taken to Ann Arbor for treat- tired life in the home that waa
him
greatly.
His
massive
shoulders
ment of fracturesto his feet.
blacksmithand Klaaa Boer, the ing for the driver of the car.
always one of the comfortable
are stooped and his bright, sparko
ones in Grand Haven. It wa$. refirst wagon maker.
ling eyes are very, very sad.
Here too, settlerserected Het INSTALL NEW PASTOR
called by one of the members or
Strange
to
say,
none
of
our
speakIxird Cecil is known to most peoWater-huis”which was an overthe family that the McBride and
AT HAMILTON CHURCH
ple as the instigatorand inspira- ers thinks there is an immediate the Boyce house, next to it, weroo
night stopping place and distribustarted tho same day nearly 60
tion point for the settlers and their
Rev. Isaac Scherpenisse was in- tion of the Peace Ballot taken last danger of war in Europe.
baggage and household goods. Up stalled Friday as pastor of Ameri- year in Britain. Twelve million
years ago, tw’o of the most behntra
to this point travel was by ’ plaat- can Reformed church of Hamilton. adults voted on this Peace Ballot
I stopped there last night to ful homes in the city at that time.HFuneral sendees were held from,
boat” and from this point on the The services were in charge of 33 to 1 voted for the league and walk in the Tuileries Gardexs. We
settlers made their way to Zeew 1 voted for Disarmament.
......... _______ _____
began at the Ixiuvre and slowly the Grand Haven home on SaturI
Rev. Paul Van Eerden, president 33 to
day at 2:30 p. m. with Rev. Ever- I
land, Vriesland,Drenthe and
of the Holland classis. Other pas- asked Lord Cecil how many of the j walked through the gardens, past ett Moore officiating.The body
Staatsland, either on foot or in
—
*
—
-nX
Kn
pIqoa
Hn
la
Concorde,
on
tors who took part in the ceremo- voters were women and he said the Place dc la
was taken to Angola, Ind., oh ~
wagona drawn by oxen.
through the Champs-Elysees to the
day morning with committ’
Althoughalmost all of the colo- nies were Rev. William Pyle of about half. All I>abor voted for
Peace. The governmentsaw clearly Arc de Triumphe. It was all so services at the cemetery, Si
nists were members of the Zeeland Overisel Reformed church, Rev. F.
amazingly beautiful in the ni^it. afternoon at 3:08 o’clock, wl
church of which the Rev. C. Ven- J. VanDyke of Central Park Re- the people did not want war. Sevder Meulen was pastor, an attempt formed church and Rev. John A. eral of our speakers, among them There is nothing comparable in the were very largely attended.
was made to form a separate con- ^Roggen of First Reformed church, Sir Arthur Salter, admitted the world, that I know of, to this magSPEEDERS *A RE FINRD
Peace Ballot had influencedEng- nificent avenue.
gregation at New Groningen in Hamilton.
Our
long
walk
led us to the tomb
1848 and serviceswere held there
land’s
policy
regarding
Italy
and
Mr. Schearpenisse was formerly
Persons fined during the .
of the Unknown Soldier with its
for some time.^ ^ ^
pastor of South Barnard and Tyre, Abyssinia. All agree it will not be
easy
to again take Britaininto any beautiful floral tributes and its week on charges of speeding,
The first school was located at N. Y., churches.
ever burning flame. The loveliest cording to Chief of Police F*
war.
Old Groningen a short disUnce
To the tourist,England seems wreath there— a massive one of red Van Ry, were: Frank Prochase, $4|
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
Van
Vliet
and
north of the bridge which crosses
very prosperous. There is an enor- roses — was in memory of the M. Davis, $5; Hiram Brinks,
the river on a road east of the children are moving from their
mous amount of buildinggoing on. American soldierswho had given E. D. Stebben, $5; Elbert He ‘
home
in
Borculo
to
Hull,
Iowa,
Country club grounds. This loca$10; Anson Paris, $5; Me
There is another kind of prosperity their lives for France.
tion was the site of Old Groningen. where he has accepted a position
I am writing for Ben. He and etenuan, $8; J. B. De Ford,
A. J. Hillebrands was the first as principalof a high school there. which one does not see but hears
about, and that is the making of a few others are having the rare H. Alden, $5; C. C. “
teacher.The first school was a
buildingof some 20 by 30 feet
The West End Yacht club cele- armaments. It seems inconsistent, privilege of meeting Blum, the new Ivan Brown, $5; R. P.’
The teacher occupied one end brated the return to Holland af this big Peace Ballot on one hand French Premier. I shall tell you and Menno Smitts,$5.
of that
and the school room was at the Barnard E. Poppema, by a beach Mill
and rearmament
IcarillMUCJIV VIl
on the
vuc other. But more v*.
vaiuv later. I must say kins paid a fine of $3 on on
other end. In the center of the party given lost Thursday evening. nothing gives jobs like the building good night. We are well but rather section violation charge. A< '
building waa the heaUng plant of Mr. Poppema returned from a six- of armaments and to the people |
Lovingly,
of those fined were not ft
Mae.
the report.
weeks* visit in Florida and Illinois. vote enormous aims for
(Ccnttouod on Po«« 4)
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Michigan Real Estate

i

Worth Protecting .....
Make your 2nd payment
on the 10-Year Plan
is

-

-

j

before September

failed to

place these taxes on the 10-year

may do
two parts,

plan heretofore,you still
so by paying the first

together with

4%

interest, and a

small extra charge on the

first

-

payment.

first part.

Now

1936,

And remember:if you

'ICHIGAN

has made real
progress in cleaning up
<jLv.rn.its back tax problem.
During last year’s drive fifty-five
millions of dollars in taxes for
1932 and prior years were put on
a 10-year plan, by payment of the

1,

the second payment be-

.

_

Note:

comes due.

You must meet

this payment
promptly in order to retain the

If

you secured by
putting your back taxes on the

Interest Payments.

fullest benefits

You can pay now in full You
will Save 8% to 36% in Future

10-year plan.

See your county treasurerim-

mediately. Make your second
payment, with interest^ of 4%.
Your property should be a cherished possession. Protect it by
keeping your tax record clear.

m

'T^HOSE who are in a financial poaik tion to do ao are urged to pur up
the remainingportion of their beck
taxes now on the 10-year plan. For
them there ia a substantial saving,
ranging from 8% on the third year*
payment to 36% on the tenth year's
installment Pay now and save.

Augmented
ffldministratioe fooard
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Order

of

of State of ^Michigan
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tired.
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LOCAL NEWS
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Always, when we have a protracted drouth, some scientist (or
near such) declaresour climate is
P graduallygrowing warmer; but
auch averments are never heard
when we have such a winter as the
latest one. Of course such a radical change possibly could occur, for
it is an establishedfact that the
earth’s poles once were warm. It
is a queer fact, speaking of the
poles, that there is no animal life
on land at the south pole but plenty
of it at the northern one.

'V

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
pany report made in Holland. The
ice company purchased two new

crease in salary.

FennviUe regrets that it will soon
August tea, at
Wednesday lose the Michen family as Mr.
afternoon in the G. A. R. room of Michen has purchased a service station in Gobles and will move hia
the city hall. The tea will be held
family as soon as he can find a
at the home of Mrs. Mae Hiler, 61
house.
West 9th street Wednesday, Aug.
At a meeting of the Douglas vil19th. Twenty-two members were lage board, James Goshorn, Village
present at the meeting Wednesday treasurer,resigned and Roy A. Mcand tea was served by Mrs. Winnie Donald was appointed in his place.
Watrous and Mrs. Mae Barnard.
The Standard Oil station at Fennville has been moved to a vacant
lot east of the present site where
Relief Corps for an

Pony Entrant

a regular meeting held

Resignations of Clare E. Hofftrucks for the purpose of supplyLelia Boyce from
ing the army with the 800-pound
their positions as chairman and
cakes used for general refrigerasecretaryrespectively of the county
tion.
Republican committee were receivGlenn Fynewever of Holland
ed Tuesday by Miss Esther Warcalled at the Gordon Fynewever
ner, treasurer of the committee.
homo Tuesday afternoon. Mr.
Mr. Hoffman has served as county
Fynewever has accepted the posichairman since lUlf> and Miss tion of superintendentof the Marne
Boyce as secretary for the last schools for the coming year.
twelve years. Their passing from
CoopersvilleObserver.
these positions in which they have
Hudsonvillehigh school band
given such faithful and efficient renderedtheir Saturday evening
service will be regretted sincerely concert on the lawn in front of
by their party; but they may Ik* Visscher’s drug store Saturday,
compelled to serve further.— Alle- August 8. Min Ethel Brandt of
gan Gazette.
Holland was the guest soloist,play-

man and Miss

consuming antagonismswhich de- Gentile. Today it looks as if Uw
feat the normal growth of human Gentileshate the money power of
personalities.Peoples cannot af- the Jew.
ford to hate other peoples for the
One wonders if we well ever come
very simple reason that hatred to feel better toward the races as
costa more than It gains.
trains.
we come to understand them betPeter was a Jew and he
e waa
was a ter. It looks as if it would be the

one at that He thought wise thing to seek to understand
that the best things were intended the races of men, seeing that we
for the Jews. If they were the are coming to live so close tochosen people of God why should gether. We cannot say with any
not they have the beat of every- degree of safety that we hate
thing! CertainlyJesus and hia re- China or Japan. For our own
Zeeland
it will serviceits patrons temporligion were not for the Gentiles. safety and welfare we must learn
arily until the new show room So thought Peter. They were not to love China and Japan and India.
Miss Gertrude Ortmun, student which is being built is completed. good enough for these blessings There are some people becoming
nurse a( Butterworth hospital, It will then be moved to the east and^the high^prMlegesthey bring mightily conscious of themselves.
Grand Rapids, and Gerald Vande end of town where Mr. Teed will
They are making themselves felt
remodel it into a modem dwelling. great deal of plain and emphatic in the great game of world relaVusse of Zeeland, visited in Kalaand unmistakable testimony to tionships.They are practicingthe
mazoo last week.
83883:
rove to Peter that the gospel of doctrine of self-determinationand
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Kooiman
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
Trolling for trout on the waters ing an accordion solo. — CoopersSesus is intended for al11 people. they are demanding that they be
of
Zeeland
celebrated their 25th
of Lake Michigan behind yachts is ville Observer.
He had the doors against the Gen given consideration according to
wedding anniversary at their home
August 23, 1936
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit V under Hill
tiles,so far as his mind and heart what they merit. The preachers in
a popular pastime among owners
The Taylor Produce Co., located
Sunday,
Aug.
9.
A
group
of
relaof Holland were Dunningville vis- of pleasure craft moored on Maca- on North Shore Drive, which has
The Gospel for All Men
were concerned, and God had to our churches and the professorsin
tives were entertained on Monday.
itors last week viewing the camps
batter them down. It waa a uni- our schools and colleges and uniActs 11:5-18
tawa bay. A1 Beal, owner of the branches in Holland, Kalamazoo,
A dinner was served at a cafe in
of the soldierscovering most of Mohawk, and Bert Gilcrest, hauled Battle Creek, Sturgis and Jackson,
que way God had of getting a versities must seek more and more
Henry Geerlings
Holland. The guests included the
great idea in the prejudiced mind to cultivate in hearers and students
[. Dunningville,south of Bear creek.
in a 12-pound beauty while trolling were low bidders on much of the
families of Mr. and Mrs. John W.
of Peter. He felt about the Gen- a world understanding and a world
—Allegan Gazette.
fruit and produce needed to feed
Monday.
Vcrhoeks of Grand Haven, Mr. and
tiles much like the majority of sympathy and a world interestin
the 24,000 troops near Allegan.
Applications for marriage licenHow unfortunate and even sin- Gentiles feel today about the Jew. people. The day is past or is rapidMrs. George De Young of MuskeBesides being a haven for pleasThe order for the local firm inses have been made at the county
gon, Gradus Wedeven of Holland, ful are race prejudice and race It is a very strange reversal of ly passing when any one race or
ure craft, Macatawa bay is the
cluded 223,359 pounds of potatoes,
clerk’s officeby I/mis F. Nykamp,
Mrs. Art Kooiman of Grand Haven exclusiveness. They connote the human attitudes. Once the Jew any one nation can stand up behome port for two boats used to
feeling that we are better than kept the Gentile out The Jew was fore the Almighty and unctiously
I 85, Holland, and Esther A. Brink, provide a livelihood for the owners. 36,055 pounds of tomatoes, 33,881
Little Walter Rix, 7, of 1143 and Mr. and Mrs. A. Kooiman of
other people. Therefore we shall sure that the Gentile did not be- thank him that it is better than
| 28, Holland; John Van Houten, 22, The two boats are commercial fish- eggs, 137,953 apples, 49,208
Zeeland.
It
was
also
the
twentyWest Six Mile Rd., Detroit,is the
have no dealings with them. It is long. Now the Gentile is sure the others. The time is here when
I Coopersville,and Jeanne Bouwer, ing tugs. The tugs are moored at peaches, 59,768 pounds of cabbage
fifth anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
true that there are some people that the Jew does not belong. Now the situation is demanding that
first
to
enter
a
pet
in
the
Michiand
51,474
onions.
The
local
branch
I 22, Hudsonville;Wedward F. Doni- the old Interurban docks, located a
J. Ver Hocks of Grand Haven. in some senses better than others. the Gentile is sure that he 'is go- peoplesand nationsgive reason for
| van, 37, Holland, and Lucille Lind- short distance east of Jesiek ship supplied provisions for Pearl and gan State Fair pet show. He Mrs. Ver Hocks is a sister of Mr. There are differences brought about ing to continue to rule the world. the claim of the merit within them.
East Saugatuckencampments;the
sey, 30, Holland.
peoples by reason of cultural ad- But the Jew is sure that some day We cannot any longer say that we
yards at Macatawa Park. Harry Kalamazoobranch were responsible brought his pony, Ginger, to the Kooiman.
Arthur De Fife of Detroit is vantages and sometimes by geo- he is going to rule the world in do no like you. There certainlyis
Members of the Zeeland fire de- L. Orr of Holland is operator of for the Allegan area and Camp Fair Grounds and said he would
graphical locations.Some people several ways. He is getting ready a plain path for Christiansto purpartment spent more than eight one of the two tugs and John and Custer was provided for by the enter his pet if Ginger were spending a brief vacation with relatives in Zeeland. He plans to leave know more than others. It is for it. But the Gentiles do not love sue. The path Jesus and the
hours fighting a muck fire on the George Vcrduin of Grand Haven Battle Creek branch.
given grazing privileges on the for Spokane and Seattle, Wash., claimed that some people are more him any more for that. The Jew apostles
istles ttrod is ours. That path is
farm of Wynand Bos, about three do their fishing from the Mary G.
ffe
to all.
The 135-foot yacht, Reo Mar IV, Fair Grounds. The request was next week where he will visit his civilized than others. The white at one time hated the power of the offered
miles east of Zeeland. They saved Mr. Orr has had his boat out every
owned by R. E. Olds of Lansing, is granted. Ginger is here shown sister, Mrs. Lena Henry, and race may have a better training
the celery and should have an in- other day except Sundays during
and racial experiencethan the
anchored in Macatawa bay for an
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and
the sailing season of the past two
black race, or the brown race, or
taking a lump of sugar from
indefinite time.
Mrs. John De Free, for an indef- the yellow race, but one wonders
years. The Verduins have operated
Miss Virginia Lyon. The Fair inite time.
Miss Betty Van Timmeren enterhow all these things are any justiout of Holland harbor for the past
will be held this year Sept. 4 to
The Girls' Society of the Chris- fication for race hatred and race
Ottawa Investment Corp. two months. Fishing from the tugs tained a group of friends last Wedtian Reformed church at Allendale prejudice. We would rather be
is done about two miles south and nesday evening at a wiener roast 13 inclusive.
enjoyed a beach party last Wednes- Gentiles than Jews, white people
Bonds west of the piers on Lake Mich- at Tennessee Beach. Those present
Candidate for Republican Nomination for
day evening. Those attending the than black people, but we need not
igan. Catches are largely chucks, were Misses Alice Rosema, JeanVernon
Nichols, 18, of Leaven- party were Mrs. Bert Horlings, hate these people and cultivate to
Shares in Local Corpoette
Rosema
and
Bertha
Van
Fartrout and whitefish.
owe of Grand Rapids, and Ella worth, Kans., arrested by Officer president; Mrs. George Harmsen the inth degree our prejudices
rations Bought and Sold
It took an average of 30 tons of Nienhuis, Janet Veenhoven, l/ir- James Spruit for stealing a pipe and Misses Wilma Van Dyk, Grace respecting them.
But race hatred and race preice a day to keep the food that sup- raine Nykamp and Betty Van Tim- from a store on 8th street, pleaded Lotterman, Fearl Branderhorst,
Phone 4234
judice are two phenomena of racial
plies the second army camp area, meren of Holland.
guilty in the court of Justice John Esther Brouwer,Carolyn Sikman,
attitudesthat are not always easy
Mrs. Nellie Rosie, who has been Galien last Friday and was sen- 1 Cora Westvecr, Ix*na Gemmen,
Peoples Bank Bldg, Holland, Mich according to the Superior Ice Comto understand. There are not satispostmistressof Macatawa Park for tenced to 60 days in the county jail, j Minnie Schout, ( lara Wallinga, factory proofs that one race is inthe past 18 months, has placed her
E. E. Fell, superintendent of G'adys Kleinjans, Rena Gemmen, herently superior to another race,
Primaries September 15, 1936
resignationwith the postoffice de- public schools,and Mrs. Fell re- I^ora Bosch, Uura Hinken Hen- nor are there any final and conpartment in Washington, according turned last week with their son, netta Bere"8- HaJrr,el!
Bctty vincing evidences that the white
to Postmaster L. J. Vanderburgof Dr. and Mrs. George Fell of Bos- 1 ^ter, Gertrude keegstra and race is on the top of the racial pile
by reason of inherent merit and
Holland. Mrs. Rosie is moving ton, after a journey up to Quebec Bertnina * nt8,'fer.
^888888888888388883
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Kattc of power. The end of the world is
away and her resignation is ex- and Montreal, along the east coast
not
yet.
The
history
of
racial
Zeeland
announce
the
approaching
Candidatefor
pected to take effect immediately. through Boston aixl west to Hoimarriageof their daughter, Miss growth has not been finally writGeorge W. Bloemday left for land.
Republican Nomination for
Marian Katte, to Dr. Ronald Fox ten. Where races can go as to the
Berkeley,Calif., Tuesday, where he
developmentof mind power and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fenna and
will enroll as a graduate student children, Judith and Ernest Wells, of Ann Arbor which will take place character values we do not begin
in
Zeeland
Sept.
16.
Both
Miss
at the University of California, de- left last Sunday to spend a week at
to know. Give some of our soKatte and Dr. Fox are graduates called backward races ten thoupartmentof Physics-Optometry.
Glen Harbor, near Traverse City.
of Hope college. Miss Katte has sand more years and see them
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Van TatenMiss Joan Vander Werf has rehove of East 24th street, left turned to her home in Holland been teaching in Zeeland high then. See what time will do for
OTTAWA COUNTY
Thursday morning for Ottawa, 111., after spending a week with Mr. school for the past few years and China and Japan and India and
IS
Africa. At any rate, hatred of
j Dr. Fox is demonstratorat the
where they will visit friends.
A Practicing attorney for 25 yra.
and Mrs. Lawrence Vredevoogdin dental clinic at the University of other peoples is bad any way you
IS
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Wolbrink of Ann Arbor.
Michigan, where he received his look at it. It makes the haters
Holland are cruisingon the Great
Dr.
and
Mrs.
F.
J.
Mulder
and
weaker
and
it arouses in the hated
PRLM ARIES SEPT. 15.
D.D.S. degree, and also has a pracl^akes aboard the S. S. Octorara daughters of Fhiladelphia,Fa., are
tice in Detroit. Following their
of the Great Lakes Transit Corp.
spending a few weeks at the home marriage the couple expect to make
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van Dyke, of Mrs. I>ena Mulder, 2 West 19th their home in Plymouth.
344 Lincolnavenue, are the parents street.
of a son born Tuesday in Holland
Mrs. Earl Ragains and little son
*
hospital.The baby has been named Philip Earl, who was born Aug. 4, ALLEGAN
Ronald Lee. Mrs. Van Dyke was returned home from Holland hosthe former Miss Bertha Boema, a pital last Friday.
Funeral services were held for
sister of Chief of Police Fred BosThe No. 6 train on the Fere Mar- Cornelius Bush, 74, of Gibson, at
nia of Zeeland, who was shot by quette due to arrive in Holland at the Gibson church, Monday aftertwo bandits recently.
4:15 p. m., was delay<*d 50 minutes noon, with Mr. Boles officiating.
Our officers
Dr. K. C. Myers, chiropodist, and Friday when it was said to have Mr. Bush died, Saturdaymorning,
and amployMi art
foot specialist, will open an office struck a tractor near the town of in Holland hospital.He is survived
at 29 W’est 8th street,Waverly Sawyer just south of Benton Har- by the following sons and daughtwr;
courteous and attaners, Mrs. George Vander Bie of Holbuilding,in the near future. Dr. bor. The operator of the tractor
land, Neil Bush of of Grand Rapids,
RepublicanCandidate
Hva. They art willing
Meyers is a graduate of the Chi- escaped possible death when he Mrs. Ben Dalman of Holland, Carl
cago college of chiropody and pedic jumped from the machine.
for
of Onaway, Mrs. Adrian Caauwe
to taka tima and
surgery.
No cause for action was the de- and Mrs. Bert Oosterbaan of Holtroubla to ba of halp
Elmer C. Neinhuis, 17, of Hol- cision of the jury in the case of land, William of FennviUe,Mrs.
land, rural route No. 2, and Rich- J. Y. Huizenga of Holland town- Mamie Bolles and Ruben Docking
to you.
ard Nykamp of Zeeland, route No. ship, vs. Harry Hamburg, also of of Lansing; two sisters, Mrs. Will1, had an automobile collision at Holland township, which was tried iam Tubergan and Mrs. A. Driy; 27
US-31 and Lakewood boulevard on before JusticeRaymond Smith last grandchildrenand three great
Wednesday.Nykamp’s car was Friday. Plaintiff sought to collect grandchildren.
Ellen Jean Hast, of FennviUe, has
badly damaged while some damage for damages and rent which, it is
as guests this week her cousins
Primaries,Sept. IS, 1936
Republican Candidate for
to the front of the Neinhuis car said, he claimed was due him by Alma and Mary Glupker of Holland.
was also reported. Six accidents the defendant who had previously Douglas reports that its hotels
have occurred so far this month on leased a farm of the plaintiff in and private persons have had to
Your Support H ill Be
US-31 according to accidents shown Holland township.The jury was turn away tourist applicants for
on the Holland police records.
composed of Fred Van Lente, Jim rooms and hoard. All cottages in
Appreciated
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene F. Heeler, Nelson, John Kramer, Bert Steg- that vicinity are rented for the full
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106 East 15th street, announce the ink, John De Bly and Harry KraL. W. I^mb of FennviUegot the
named Steven John, mer. Elbern Parsons represented
contract for the new bridge at
at Holland hospital Friday, Aug. the defendant and G. W. Kooyers Douglas for $206,066.84. He will
14. Mr. Heeler is director of in- was counsel for the plaintiff.
proceed at once with construction.
strumental music in Holland pub-
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schools.

Miss Helen Giebink entertained
members of her Sunday school class
of Fourth Reformed church at a
beach party last Wednesday evening. Games and swimming were
enjoyed and later a wiener roast
was held. Those present were
Eleanor Meyer, I/)is Atman, Vera
Atman, Betty Spect, Shirley Barnhard, Norma Oudemolen, Carla
Visscher and Ruth Hamelink.
Henry Mass’ Sunday school class
of Fourth Reformed church was
entertainedat a wiener and marshmallow roast Friday evening at the
oval at Ottawa Beach. Attending
the affair were Misses Ruth Nyboer, Gertrude Vanden Elst, Hazel
Atman, Nellie Elenbaas, Catherine
Visscher,Anna Klaver, Frieda

SOCIETY

NEWS

Two Sunday school

classes of the

Noordeloos church taught by Miss
Grace Bruizman and Miss Janet
Van Dyke, enjoyed an outing at
Buchanan Beach, Saturday after
noon and evening. Swimming and
games were followed by a picnic
supper and a wiener roast. Those
attendingwere Nellene Mooren,

Alma

Taxpayers Attention!
1932

AND PRIOR UNPAID TAXES

most important for you to

Kapenga, Julia Lemmen,
Beatrice Overway, Delia Bosch.
Helen Bosch, Marvin Overway,
Justin Maatman, Ward Van Dyke,
Robert Fopma, Junior Maatman,
Lawrence l>emmen, Harold Kapenga, Jason Beider and Sam Heslinga.
The sixth annual reunion of the
Speet, Lois Speet and Mr. and Mrs.
Brower family was held last ThursHenry Mass and family.
The Holland Rotary club at their day afternoon and evening at
meeting in the Warm Friend Tav- Riverside Grove in Zeeland. Apern, Thursday noon, had as their proximately 100 attended the respeaker .eon C. Benedict, assistant union and plans were made to hold
managing director of the State the reunion next year at Spring
Board of Tax Administration,who Grove in Jamestown. Prof, and
spoke on the proposed amendment Mrs. C. Kleis and committee
to exempt the food industriesfrom arranged the program which conthe Michigan sales tax. He pointed sisted of music, readings and a
out that if this amendment were travelog. Mrs. John Schipper, hisadopted every other type of mer- torian,presented a unique ami in-

It is

chant could rightly gain exemption terestingreport of the year’s hapfrom sales tax, charging class legis- penings in poetry. She also comlation. He is of the opinion that posed a song which was adopted ns
the loss of the sales tax to Mich- the reunion song. Herman Brower,
igan would put the state buck in president,displayed a large poster
the red instead of in the black as on which the family tree had been
it is today. Our sales tax on food drawn. Prizes were awarded the
nets the state from 11 to 12 mil- winners of the sports, games and
lion dollarsevery year, Mr. Bene- contests which were conducted by
dict said. He also pointedout that Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Kooiker and
the sales tax brings more than 1% their committee. All officers were
million taxpayerswho ordinarily re-elected. They are
would pay no taxes to the state. Brower, president; Ben Brower,
He enumerated several uses for the vice president;Mrs. G. H. Kooiker,
tax revenue, including state hos- secretary; Mrs. James Lehman,
pitals, prisonsand schools and said treasurer and Mrs. John Schipper,

is

Michigan would be historian.
The Women’s Adult Bible Class
forced to close at least part time if
the sales tax were withdrawn. of the First Methodist Episcopal
Vaudie Vanderberg,president of church held a pot luck supper in
the club, introduced Mr. Benedict. Byrns parlors of the church on
Tuesday. A social time was enjoyed. Those present included Mrs.

ed the

know

the provisions

of the “TEN YEAR INSTALLMENT PLAN”

(Moore-HolbeckBill with amendments), which provides for the grouping
der one

total,

of 1932 and prior taxes un-

and this total to be divided into ten equal installments.

SECOND INSTALLMENT-NOW DUE
Should be paid before SEPTEMBER 1,

1936. INTEREST of 1-3 of 1% PER MONTH from SEPTEMBER 1935 is added on the amount of the SECOND INSTALLMENT if paid during AUGUST
1936. ADDITIONAL INTEREST of 3-4 of 1% PER MONTH is added after SEPTEMBER
1936.
1,

1,

I

Herman

all schools in

Margaret Markham, Mrs. Ida
Weed, Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Lulu

Was due

added on

rate of 1-12

BER

amount of the installment at the
pet. PER MONTH from SEPTEM-

the

1, 1935 to date of payment, provided it

Rose Martin. Mrs. Markham

is

teacher of the class.
Plans were made by the Woman’s

showing interestrate on 1932 and prior taxes,

if installmentsare paid before due date.

SEPTEMBER 1,1935, and INTEREST _

.

NOTE

—

For purpoees of

May be paid at any time with INTEREST added
at the rate of 1-3 of 1 pet PER MONTH from
payment, provid-

RESPECTIVE installmentsare paid before
they become due SEPTEMBER 1st of each year.
Sincerely Yours,

John

H.

Den Herder,

as the basis in

figuring

payments and

m

Anrant Interat Tttal
litoral
P.rti«a
Pay men t from
•f
•#
Prtadpal Ch»»*w Pajarat
Prindptl 8«ft 1,

ms
0%

1935| 10%
1936
10%

$0.00

$10.00

4%

10.00

.40

10.40

10%

8%

10.00

.80

10.80

10%
19391 10%
1940
10%
1941
10%
1942I 10%
1943 b 10%
1944) 10%
ill 190%

12%
16%

10.00

1.20

11.20

10.00

1.60

11.60

20%

10.00

2.00

12.00

24%
28%
32%

10.00

2.40

12.40

10.00

2.80

12.80

10.00

3.20

13.20

36%

10.00

8.60

1937
1988

1

|

18% Avg.

$10.00

[TOO

.J190.00

13.60

I11S.M

Publiahod in Accordance with Section 6 of Act 126 of P. A.

of !•$$; aa amended Act 11, Extra Session 1924;

Ottawa County Treasurer.

__

is

Balance of Installments

to date of

an

charges.

Tsar

SEPTEMBER 1, 1935

iUustraton

original total tax of $100.00 has been used

paid before property is offeredfor sale.

Bacon, Mrs. Clara Tuttle, Mrs.
Paul Pearson, Mrs. Caroline Knutson, Mrs. Tillie Oudman and Mrs.

CHART

First Installment

amended Act

71, P. A. of 1915.

m

THE HOLLAND CITY
Expires September 6, 1936
Holltnd Township
To the electors of the Township
of Hollsnd, notice is hereby given
that I will be in my office in Holland Township, North and East of
the new Grand Haven bridge at
Holland, to review the registration
books and to accept such names for
registration of persons who are
qualified to vote in this township,
in the primary election to be held
in the state and county on the 15th
day of September, 1936. Registration places will be os follows: At
home, August 15, from 8 A. M. to
6 P. M.; at Bert Wiersma’sstore,
Holland Township,in the West
Limits of Zeeland, Saturday, August 21; again at my home on Wednesday, August 26. This is for the
purpose of registeringnew voters
who have gained the age of twentyone and those men and women who
have recently moved into the township. Names of qualified electors
may be left with me on any day
up to and includingSaturday, September 5, 1936, which is the la&t
day.
John Eilander, Holland Township
Clerk.

Pag«

.

Bultman.

Xhm

On motion of Aid. Steffens, 2nd by plant on tha north side of the Lake
was the City __
in a __________
position to tell . vides that the office of the Cit
is furnishedto property owntn
treasurer, City
as
___ what
____
__
__
. Attorney, Hei
the people just
use
they
would make of this property. Officer and Constables who have The matter was referred to the in the City of Holland.
Eye, Ear, Neat and Throat
Holland will be represented by
Referred to Ways and Meant
After considerable discussion, a been elected for a term of one Ways and Means Committee toSpecialist
the Heinz softball team in the state
Committee.
year
each,
will
be
elected
for
a
gether
with
the
City
Attorney.
substitute
motion
was
offered
by
(Over Model Drag Store)
meet to be held in Lansing on Sept.
term of 2 years.
On motion of *ld. Steffens, 2nd
On motion of Aid. Damson.
Office Hoars: 9-7 a.
2-5 d. a
Holland, Mich., August 5, 1936. Aid. Huyser, 2nd by Bultman that
4, 6 and 6. The Heinz Co. team deOn motion of Aid. Prins.
by Damson.
Clerk was instructedto tend a
the matter be left in the hands of
•
• V
Evenings — Saturday 7:00 to 9:<Hi
feated the Sligh Furniture team
A
Resolution was adopted to
It was moved that the matter of letter of condolence to the widow
the
Committee
for
further
investiPhones: Office
Ree. 2776
The Common council met in
in a playoff for the Industrial
present said amendment to the painting the voting booth on the of the late Jacob Geerlings.
gation.
regular session and was called to
league championship 9 to 3.
The Board of Public Works electorateat the Primary Election comer of College Ave. and 19th A Mrs. Albert Van Kampen and
er by the Mayor.
Mayi
Present:
ordei
on Sept. 15, 1986.
St. be referred to the Committee others appeared before the Council
Mayor Geerlings,Aid. Prins, Vande Committee to whom had been reAdopted.
on Public Bldgs, with power to registeringa complaint in regard
Acting on a petition by 25 taxLune, Drinkwater,Kalkman, De ferred the request of Capt, John
Aid. Prins reported that he had act.
payers and resident* of the city of
Bremer
of the National Guards for
to the low wages that they hava
Cook, Oudemool, Steffens, DamClerk reported that a request
Allegan, the councilhas decided to
a refund on a light bill which they been approachedby some of the
paid by the Security SportsService approve no more liquor licenses son, Huyser, Bultman,Vogelzang, had paid as sponsors for a recent Spanish War Veterans relative to had been receivedfrom J. K. Mos- been
wear Co. of this City. Mr*. Van
Smith, and the Clerk.
Carnival,reported having met the Soldiers exemption from taxes. ser Leather Co. for the Council Kampen stated that the wage was
for Allegan.
29 East 9th St.
with the Board of Public Works In discussing the matter, it was [ to pass a Resolutionofferingthem 12ttc per hr. or $1.00 for 8 houra
Devotions by Aid. Huyser.
Holland, Michigan
The Rev. Eugene Flipse of Douand discussed the matter with brought out that until recentlythe the same fire protectionat their work. She complained bitterly
Minutes read and approved.
State paid these taxes up to
them.
glastown, N. Y. will give a sterabout the amount of work they
PETITIONS AND ACCOUNTS
Committee reported that it was $2000.00. However, under the
eoptican lecture on hi» trip to The
were obliged to do at this low
Expires Aug. 22—16039
the sentiment of the Board that present law, it is necessary for the
Netherlands, at the Union Chapel
wage they were being paid, and
Clerk presentedseveral appli- they should not change their rates governingbody of the City and
STATE OF MICHIGAN
FOR SALE: Nice Table Lamp.- at Central Park, at 8 P. M. Fri- cationsfor Bldg, permits.
wanted to know If there ii not
THE
PROBATE
COURT
FOR
the
Board
of
Education
for
the
for uny individualor organization
day, Aug. 21.
something the City can do to
Granted subject to approval of since it would be a bad precedent Schools to pass a Resolution by a
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA remedy this condition.After Mra.
Baker Used Furniture.7th St.
Jake Zuidema City Engineerand to establish. Committee further 2/3rds majority authorizing such
At a sessionof said Court, held Van Kampen and one of the other
A pot-luck luncheon was enjoy- Fire Chief C. Blom.
at the Probfle Office in the City ladies present had spoken, the
ed by sixteen members of”Mrs. Clerk Peterson presented appli- reported that in view of the posi- exemption if there is to be one,
and since this had not been done of Grand Haven in the said Coun- Mayor ordered the matter referred
EXPIRES AUG. 29
Ray Smith’s division of the Ameri- cation No. 118 for permit to. erect tion taken by the Board of Public
before the taxes had been spread, ty, on the 26th day af July, A. D. to the Committee of the Chamber
can Legion Auxiliary at the sum- a Super Service Gasoline Station Works they recommended that the
there is nothing that can be done 1936.
request
of
Capt.
Bremer
be
of Commerce for investigation.
mer cottage, of Mrs. Chester Van at 677 Michigan Ave. between 28th
about it at this time. However, Present, Hon. CORA VAN DE
denied.
Adjourned.
Tongeren at Buchanan Beach. A and 29th Sts.
Adopted.
WATER, Judge of Probate.
party for the division members
Oscar Peterson,City Clerk.
Granted subject to approval of
Expires Aug. 22—14334
In the Matter of the Estate of
and their husbands will be held at Appeal Board and building to be
HKT.;
COMMUNICATIONS FROM
Mary Brouwers, Deceased.
STATE OF MICHIGAN

LOCAL NEWS

Dr. A. Leenhouts

REGISTRATION OFFICE

NEWS

COMMON COUNCIL

.

.

I

......

m.

4516

I

DYKSTRA

Ambulance

Registration

the

cottage,

of Dr. and

Mrs. constructed subject to approval of

The Probate Court for the It appearingto the court that
County of Ottawa.
the time for presentationof claims
Explrea Aug. 29
At a session of said Court, held against said estate should be limOFFICERS
MORTGAGE SALE
at the Probate Office in the City of ited, and that a time and place be
The claims approved by
appointed to receive, examine and
Default having been made in the
Expires September5, 1936
Hospital Board in the sum of on the 28th day of July, A. 15; adjust all claims and demands conditions of a certain mortgage
General Primary Election— Tues$2488.08; Library Board— $389.06; 1936.
against said deceased by and be- signed and executedby Wifliam
REGISTRATION OFFICE
day, Sept. 15, 1936.
Present,Hon. Cora VandeWater, fore said court:
Park and Cemetery Board
K. Bareman and Nellie Bareman,
Park Township
$2,465.57; Police and Fire Board— Judge of Probate.
NOTICE is hereby given that I.
It is Ordered, That creditorsof hie wife, to Willem Van Sk>oten.on
To the electorsof the TownIn
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
$3,458.65;Board of Public Works
said deceased are required to pre- the 26th day of July, A. D. ml.
ship of Park, notice is hereby given the undersignedCity Clerk, will
— $19,511.31,were ordered certi- Jan Bult, Deceased.
sent their claims to said court at which said mortgage waa recorded
that I will be at my officeat Cen- receive for Registrationat any time
Thos. H. Marailjc having filed bh?I Probate Office on or before in the office of the Register of
fied to the Council for payment.
tral Park to review the registration during regular office hours, the
said Court his final adminia- the 25th day of November A. D. Deeds for Ottawa County, Michigan
(Said claims on file in Clerk’s
books and to receive such names
tration account, and his petition
office for public inspection.)
name of any legal voter in the City
1936, at ten o'clock in the fore- on the 7th day of September, A.
for registration of such persons
praying for the allowance thereof
Allowed.
noon, said time and place being D. 1911 in Liber 104 ec Mortgagee
who are qualified to vote in this of Holland NOT ALREADY REGand
for
the
assignment
and
disBoard of Public Works reported
hereby appointed for the examin- on page 194, which mortgage waa
township at the primary election ISTERED. Citizens moving from
collection of $35,578.28; City tribution of the residue of said ation and adjustment of all claims subseqaentlyassigned to MM.
to be held in this state and county one address to another within the
Treas.— $48,003.11for misc. items, estate.
and demands aginst said deceased Cornelia Van Slooten, eaW
It is ordered, That the 26th day
on Tuesday, the 15th day of Sepand $34,379.83for City Taxes.
It is Further Ordered, That tnent being recorded in eal
City must also apply for transfer of three men to take three picket
Clerk presented applicationand
of
August
A.
I).
1936,
at
ten
o'tember, 1936. I will be at my
Accepted.
public notice thereof be given by ter of Deed’s office In Itber
of
Registration.
boats,
36
feet
long,
to
Holland,
bond
of
Sam
and
Bert
Habing
for
home at Central Park on WednesClerk reported Bonds and Inter- clock in the forenoon, at said Pro- publicationof a copy of this order Mortgagee on page 408 on Ue 20th
Grand Haven and Muskegon. The license to construct sidewalks,etc.;
day, August 26. and also registraApplication for Registration boats can go at least twenty-five also of James H. Klomparens for est coupons due in amount of bate Office, be and is hereby ap- for three successive weeks prev- day of Deeemner,A. D. 1919, on
jointed for examining and allowtions will be taken at the home of
$36,164.22.
ious to said day of hearing, in the whieh mortgage there is claimed
ng said account and hearing said Holland City News, a newspaper to be due at the time of this notice
Nick Stielstra, Lakewood Boule- must be made personallyby appli- miles an hour and will sail to the license to constructsidewalks,etc.
Ordered paid.
Bonds
approved
and
licenses
east
shore
on
their
own
power,
from
cant.
petition;
vard, August 26. This is for the
Clerk presented communication
printed and circulated in said coun- for principaland intereet the eum
New York. These boats were secur- granted.
It Ls Further Ordered, That pubfrom the Chamber of Commerce
purpose of registeringnew voters
of Twelve Hundred Thirty-two and
Saturday, August 29, 1936, is the ed through the efforts of CongressClerk presented communication inviting and urging the entire offi- lic notice thereof be given bv pub- tywho have gained the age of twentyCORA VANDE WATER, no/100 ($1232.00) dollars and aa
one and those men and women who last day for receivingRegistrations man Mapes. See story elsewhere. from the Civic Health Committee cial staff of the City to attend the lication of a copy of this order for
atorney fee as providedin laid
Judge of Probate,
thanking the Council for their co- dedicationof US-31 -A on Tuesday, three successiveweeks previous to
have recently moved into the town- for the Electionon Sept. 15, 1936.
mortgage, and no euit or proceedA
true copy:
said
dav
of
hearing
in
the
Holland
ship. Names of qualifiedelectors On the last day of Registration, Edward J. Lamb of Holland has operation in decorating the clinic Aug. 11th, 1936, at 7 P. M.
ings at law having been instituted
Harriet Swart,
Citv
News
a
newspaper
printed
Accepted and matter of sprinkmay be left with me on any day up viz. Aug. 29, 1936, the office will been given the position of chief building and invitingthem to into recover the moneys lecured by
Register of Probate.
d
circulated
in
said
country.
to and including Saturday, 6epclerk in the W P.A. Tax Commis- spect the building after Council on ling 28th St. and shoulders along
said mortgage,
CORA
VAN
DE
WATER.
remain
open
until 8 o'clock P. M.
Aug.
5th.
Michigan
Ave.
referred
to
the
City
tember 5, which is the last day.
sion office in Ottawa county, staNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
Judge of Probate
A. Kronemeyer,Park Township
Accepted and Council to attend Engineer.
Expires Aug. 22-16211
Oscar Peterson, City Clerk. tioned at the court house. He takes
that by virtue ef the power of sale
Clerk presented committeefrom A true copy:
Clerk.
the place of Ed Soule, who when in a body and visit the building
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Harriet Swart,
Police Board re wooden shoe sign
he announcedhimself as a candi- directly after their meeting.
Register of Probate.
THE
PROBATE COURT FOR
being
placed
at
the
south
entrance
date for office automaticallysevered
Clern
k presented application from
THE
COUNTY OF OTTAWA v
^ »
of
the
City
on
US-31-A.
his connection, since the Federal Herman Weaver
;aver for license
lii
to hold
At a session of said Court, held 1936, at 1 o’clockin the afterneon,
Referredto Ways and Means
Government bars employees of re- an auction of used furniture at
at the Probate Offlco In the City Eastern Standard Time, the underExpires Aug. 22-16173
120 East 8th St. on Saturday, Committee.
lief projects from being actively enSTATE OF MICHIGAN
of Grand Haven in the said County, eigned will, at tiie north front door
Clerk
presented
report
from
City
August
8th.
gaged in politics.
THE PROBATE COURT FOR on the 27th day of July A. D. 1936. of the Court Hbuse in the Citv of
Granted upon payment of $10.00 Inspector Wiersema giving a reTHH COUNTY OF OTTAWA
Present, Hon. CORA VAN DE Grand Haven, Michigan, sell at
sume
of
his
activities
during
the
After an illness of several months fee as provided by Ordinance.
At a sessionof said Court, held WATER, Judge of Probate.
blfeauctionto the highest bidder
month of July.
Raymond Bos, 28, died Tuesday
j Amfees describedin said mortat tiie Probate Office in the City
In the Matter of the Estate of
REPORTS OF STANDING
Accepted and filed.
afternoon at his home, 321 West
of (frand Haven in the said County, John M. Vander Meulen, Deceased. gage^r a sum sufficientto pay the
13th St. Those surviving are the
COMMITTEES
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS on the 28th day of July, A. D.
It appearingto the court that principal and intereet, together
widow; two children, Ronald R.,
1936.
the time for presentationof claims with all interest and legal coita
Committee
on
Ways
and
Means
On motion of Aid. Bultman, 2nd
and Judith; his mother, Mrs. JenPresent, Hon. CORA VAN DE against said estate should be lim- and charges; the premise* being
WATER, Judge of Probate.
nie Bos of Holland; two brothers, to whom had been referred the by Steffens.
ited, and that a time and place be deec^bed as follows:
A Resolution was adopted in- In the Matter of the Estate of appointed to receive, examine and Commencingat a point thirty
Preston Bos and Jerell Bos of Hol- matter of removing the small
land; a sister, Therer-sa Bos, and Windmill on the curb opposite the structingthe City Clerk to request
(30) feet North and Urn rods (10)
Jennie Oo«tema, Deceased.
adjust all claims and demands
his parents-in-law.Mr. and Mrs. Dutch Novelty Co. on No. River the State Highway Department
and sixteen (16) feet East of
It appearingto the count that against said deceased by and beAve.,
reported
that
this
Windmill
for a permit to close US-31 -A dur- (he time for pres^tation of claims
John De Weerd. Funeral services
the Southwest corner of the
fore said court:
were held Thursday afternoon at had been moved off from River ing the dedication ceremonies on against said estate should be lim- It is Ordered, That creditorsof
Southeast quarter of the Southwest quarter of Section Eighteen
the home and in the Maple Ave- Ave. on to 4th St for the present Auguest 11th, the Highway to be ited, and that a time and place be said deceased are required to preappointed to receive, examine and
nue ChristianReformed .church time, and requested additional closed from 6 to 8 P. M.
18)Town five (5)Nortii of Rang#
Clerk presented a Resolution to adjust all claims and demands sent their claims to said court at
fourteen (14) Welt, thence Nerth
The Rev. D. Zwier officiated and time to permit the owner to either
sell it or remove it to some other amend the City Charter so as to against said deceased by and be- said Probate Office on or before
two hundred (290) feet, thence
burial was in Pilgrim Home cemethe 2nd day of December, A. D.
place.
provide that the Mayor and City fore said court:
West eleven and one-half (111$)
tery.
1936,
at
ten
o’clock
in
the
foreAdopted.
Attorney will become members of
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
feet; thertce South two hundred
noon,
said
time
and
place
being
Ways and Means Committeefur- the Board of Supervisors of Ot- said deceased are required to pre(200) feet, and thence Ea4t 4o
The Superior Ice Co. here isther reported relative to the com- tawa County by virtue of their sent their claims to said court at hereby appointed for the examm
the place of beginning,In the city
trucking an average of 30 tons of
plaint of Cor. De Keyzer in regard office,and that instead of electing said Probate Office on or before ation and adjustment of all claims
ice a day into the second army
and demands against said deceas- of Zeeland, Ottawa County,
to the right of Justice Hoffman to 4 supervisors as at present,there the
Michigen.
camp area. The ice is deliveredto
ed.
continue in this office. Committee will be 2 supervisorselectedfrom 2nd Day of December, A. I). 1936,
Dated: This 10th day of June, A.
the various camp units in 300 lb.
It is Further Ordered,That
stated that it was not in position the City at large who will serve at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said
D. 1936.
cakes and is used for general reto make a final report but called with the Mayor, City Attorney and time and place being hereby ap- public notice thereof be given by
PETER SCHIPPER,
frigerationpurposes. The company
upon City Atty. Parsons to tell City Assessor of the Board of pointed for the examination and publicationof a copy of this order
Executor of tne Estate
began storing ice in its 500-ton the Council what had been done
adjustment of all claims and de- for three successive weeks prevSupervisors of Ottawa County.
of Mrs. Cornelia Van Slooten
storage space two weeks before the
up to this time. Mr. Parsons The Amendment further pro- mands against said deceased.
ious to said day of hearing, in the
Lokker 4^ Den Herder,
soldiers arrived, and purchas-edtwo
stated that the Committeehad met vides that the Board of Review
It is Further Ordered, That Holland City News, a newspaper Attorneys for Ekecutor
new trucks in order to supply the and that Attorney Jerrit N. Clark
for the City of Holland will then public notice thereof be given by printed and circulated in said
Business Address:
People who have tasted PATRICK
entire army with ice during the had been engaged to represent Mr.
consist of the 2 superviso/s,City publicationof a copy of this order county.
Holland, Michigan,
maneuvers.
are not asking “when real beer is coming
CORA VANDE WATER,
C. De Keyzer. Mr. Clark requested Assessor, Mayor, City Attorney for three successive weeks prev12W.i
Judge of Probate,
permission to have a hearing be- City Engineer and Chairman of the ious to said dav of hearing, in the
Uek”! They know the time has come
The Huyser school at West Bea- fore the Committee and the City Committee on Ways and Means. Holland City News, a newspaper
true copy:
Expires Aug. 20
verdam held its third annual re- Attorney before they make a final By this arrangemant,the City printedand circulated in said counwhen they can get a fully-aged,fine, hopHarriet Swart,
union at West Beaverdam, Sat- report to the Council, but inas- Engineer and the Chairman of the ty.
MORTGAGE
SALE
Register of Probate.
flavored brew that rivals the best of the
CORA VAN DE WATER,
urday afternoon. Approximately much as they had not had an Committee ond Ways and Means
Default having been made In the
Judge of Probate.
beers that were sold 25 years ago.
200 people attended the reunion, opportunity to give attorney Clark will take the place of the 2 superconditions of a certain mortgage
A
true
c#py:
Expires
Oct.
3
which
was.
opened
with
prayer
by
a
hearing
up
to
this
time,
they
visors who were previouslyelected
PATRICK HENRY is mellow— it’s brewed
signed and executed by John H.
Harriet Swart,
Cornelius Farowe. G. Huyser, the wished to report progress and
The Amendment further
Moeke and Anna Moeke, his wife,
MORTGAGE SALE
Register
of
Probate.
from the finest malt, hops and spring water
president,spoke briefly. The pro- would present a final report at a
mortgagors, to Christian J. Den
Expires Aug. 29—16208
Default having been made in Herder, mortgagee, of Zeeland,
gram included selections by the later date. Street Committee to
and then naturally aged. Call your dealer
the conditions of a certain mortgage
band, "Let the Lower Lights Be whom had been referredthe matter
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Michigan, on the 5th day ef April,
for a case today— or go to the tavern disExpires Aug. 22—16247
dated the 3rd of November, 1922,
Burning" and "Blest Be the Tie of repairing street signs through- THE PROBATE COURT FOR THE
1932, which said mortgage was
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
executed
by
Charles
Ter
Beck
and
that Binds;" address by Dr. A. out the City, reported recommend- COUNTY OF OTTAWA
playing the sign—
recorded in the office of the Regia- t
THE
PROBATE
COURT
FOR
lea D. Ter Beek, his wife, as
Leenhouts; Two vocal selections by ing that Citv Engineer be authorAt a session of said Court, held
of Deeds for Ottawa
i County,
Count
THE COUtJTY OF OTTAWA mortgagors, to the First State Bank ter
Misses Vera Hop and Marie K1ooe>- ized to go ahead and repair or re- at the Probate Office in the City of
Michigan, on the 9th daj
7 of Ajml,
_
At
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
of
Holland
Michigan,
a
corporaplace
these
signs
at
his
conveniterman; address by Henry Beld,
Grand Haven in the said County, on
1932, in Liber 137 qf Mortgages,
at
the
Probate
Office in the City tion, as mortgagee, and which said
ence,
the
cost
not
to
exceed
$100.
band music "Bringing in the
the 10th day of August, A. D. 1936.
on page 343, which mortgage was
of Grand Haven in said County, on mortgage was recorded in the ofAdopted.
Sheaves"and "God Be With You
Present, Hon. Cora VandeWater,
subsequently assigned to the P<
on
the
31st
day
of
July,
A.
D.
fice of the Register of Deeds of
Street Committee further re- Judge of Probate.
Till We Meet again;” address by
pies State Bank, a corporation,ef
1936.
Ottawa County, Michigan, on the
Richard Van Farowe, and songs ported for the information of the
In the Matter of the Estate of
Present: Hon. Cora Van De Wa 2nd day of December, 1922, in Liber Holland, Michigan, on which mortby Miss Hop and Miss Klooster- Council that the City Engneering Egbert Maatman. Deceased.
gage there is claimed to be dbe
ter, Judge of Probate.
135 of Mortgages, on Page 156; and at the time of this notice for priaman. Adolph Siekman was named Department has now practically Florence Walters,having filed her
Distributed By
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
which said mortgage was assigned cipal and interest the sum of Four
president for the coming year and completed the improvementin the petition, praying that an instru
Bouwke Wyma, Deceased.
on the 29th day of January, 1936, Hundred Nineteen and 46/100
Mrs. Gerrit Huyser, secretary.A slip at the foot of Dock St. and ment filed in said Court be ad
Fanny
Wyma,
having
filed
her
by the First State Bank of Hol- ($419.45) dollars and an aHoreeir
canteen on the grounds furnished suggested that the Aldermen visit mited to Probate as the last will
this Dock to see what a nice job and testament of raid deceased and petition,praying that an instru land, Michigan, to William West- fee aa provided in said mortgage,
refreshments.
ment filed in said Court be admit- veer, R. A. Hoek and Edward Garhas been done.
administrationof said estate be
and no suit or proceedings at Si»w
Claims and Accounts Committee granted to herself or some other ted in Probate as the last will and velink, Trustees of the Segregated having been institutedto recover
ZEELAND
testament
of
said
deceased
'and
Phone
Holland, Michigan
reported having examined claims
Assets of the First State Bank the moneys secured by said mort- 1
suitable person.
that administrationof said es
Frank J. Ver Meulen 65, of Kal- in the amount of $6,991.25.
It is. Ordered, That the 15th day late be granted to herself or some of Holland Michigan; and whereby PWe,
Allowed.
amazoo died Saturday at Bronson
the power of sale containedin
of September A. I). 1936 at ten A. other suitable person.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN-,
Sewer Committeepresented a rehospitalfollowingan operation for
said mortgage has become operaM., at said Probate Office is hereby
It is ordered, That the 26th day
.•9@eg9999S»9SSSS8SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS^
appendicitis. Mrs. Ver Meulen was port recommending that the peti- appointed for hearing said petition.
tive, and no suit or proceeding at that by virtue of the power of sale
of August A. D. 1936 at ten A. M
containedin said mortgageand the
Delia Spitsbergen of this city be- tion for sanitary sewer in 22nd
It is Further Ordered, That pub- at said Probate Office is hereby law having been institutedto reSt.
between
Washington
and
Van
statutein such case made and profore marriage. Mr. Meulen was
lic notice thereof be given bv pub- appointedfor hearing said peti- cover the debt secured by said
widely known as a retail furniture Raalte Aves. be denied. Commit- lication of a copy of this order for
mortgage, or any part thereof, vided, on Monday, the 24th day Sf
man. He is survivedby the widow tee stated that at the present time three successiveweeks previous to tion.
and there is claimed to be due August, A. D. 1938, at 1 o’clock in
It is Further Ordered, That puband five children,Harold of Zee- there is only one house to be said day of hearing,in the Holland lic notice thereof be given by pub- on the date hereof for principal, the afternoon, Eastern Standard
land, Leslie Henry and Mrs. A. served in this block and felt that City News a newspaper printed and lication of a copy of this opder, for interestand attorney fee provided Time, the undersigned will, at the
North front door of the Court
Wolcott of Kalamazoo, Franklin of it would be better to delay this circulatedin said county.
thrfce successiveweeks previous to in said mortgage the sum of $1710.House in the City of Grand Haven, J
Jackson and Mrs. G. Moore of improvement until a later date.
79;
CORA VAN DE WATER said day
3ay of hearing,in the Holland
Sewer Committeefurther recomNOW THEREFORE, notice is Michigan, sell at public auction to
Vicksburg. Funeral services were
Judge of Probate. Citv News, a newspaper
printed
1
held on Monday. The Rev. J. Van mended, however, that the Board of A true copy.
hereby given that pursuant to the the highest bidder the premises deand circulated in said sount)•
Peursem of Zeeland, a former pas- Public Works be instructedto prestatute and said power of sale in scribed in said mortgagefor a sum
CORA
VAN
DE
WATER,
Harriet Swart
said mortgage contained, for the sufficient to pay the principaland
tor of the Kalama/zoo church, as- pare the necessary plans and estiJudge
of
Probate.
Register of Probate.
purpose
of satisfyingthe sum due interest, together with all interest,
sisted in the service. Relatives mate of cost for the construction
A true cony.
on said mortgage,the costs and and legal costs and charges; the
from Zeeland who attendedthe of sanitary sewers in 21st St. beHARRIET SWART,
Register of Probate
charges of said sale, and any taxes premisesbeing described as fol*.funeral were Mr. and Mrs. Ernest tween Cleveland and Ottawa Aves.,
LASTING AS THE STARS
and insurance premiums paid by lows:
Ossewaarde, Mrs. George Osse- also in 30th St. between State and
Commencing at a point on the
Expires Aug. 22—14807
the mortgagee before the date of
waarde and Miss Helen Ossewarde. Lincoln Aves. and in Lincoln Ave.
south boundary line of Washlr
from 30th to 31st Sts.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
sale, the said mortgage will be
ton Street, Zeeland, Micl
Adopted.
The Probate Court for the County foreclosed by sale of the premises to
two hundred fifty-two(252)
Sidewalk Committee to whom
of Ottawa
the
highest
bidder
at
public
auctSTILL
MORE
FORDS
GO
"BUY”
yjfis
West frAn the East line of the
was referred the petition for sideAt
a
session
of
said
Couit,
held
ion
or
vendue
on
the
9th
day
of
Dearborn,Mich., Aug. 12 — For
West one-half (WH) of the East
walks on the south side of W.
at the Probate Office in the City of October, 1936, at two o’cotk in
the fourth consecutive month, doone-half (E%) of the Southeast^
21st St. between Harrison and
Grand
Haven
in said County, on the afternoon of said day at the
mestic sales of Ford V-8 cars and
quarter (SE14) of Section thirCleveland Aves., reported recomthe 29th day of July A. D. 1936. north front door of the court house
trucks totalledmore than 100,000
Yet she has no fear for the safety of her valuables
teen (13) Township five (fr)
mending that same be granted and
Present, Hon. Cora Van De in the city of Grand Haven, Ottaunits, it was reported today at the
North of range fifteen (15) West
walks ordered constructed.
Water, Judge of Probate.
back home— for they are here in our safe deposit vault
wa
County,
Michigan,
that
being
home offices of the Ford Motor
and being five hundred
In the Matter of the Estate of
Adopted.
the place of holding the Circuit
Company. This continuationof high
(520) feet (mere or less) Nor
Civic Improvementreported havGerrit Bronkhorst, Deceased.
Whether you travel or not the cost of such safety
Court for the said County of Ottavolume sales into mid-season repre- ing had another meeting with the
of the South tine of said Section;
Clarence A. Lokker having filed
wa,
said
premises
being
described
sents a surprising reversal of the officials from the J. K. Mosser
it so small that it’s a prime investmentfor jewelry,
running thence South ene hunin said Court his final administraos follows:
trend in former years.
dred fifty-six (156) feet more or
tion accourtt, and his petition prayLeather Co. relativeto the City
keepsakes of sentimental value, document! and other
The followingdescribed land and
The demand for Ford V-8 units purchasing the former Tannery
less to the Nerth boundarytine
ing for the allowance and for the
premises, situatedin the Township
has been so well maintained into property.
of the Grand Rapids, Holland
articles which always should be protected from theft
assignment and distribution of the
of Holland, County of Ottawa, and
the late summer, it was explained,
Chicago Railroad Company Ri
It was moved by Aid. Kalkman,
idue of said estate,
State
of
Michigan,
viz:
Lot
eight
as to make necessary the abandon- 2nd bv Drinkwater. That the matfixe and loss.
of Way; thence West one h
It is Oader ed, That the 1st day of
ment of plans for a general vaca- ter of purchasing this property be Most beautiful tribute to one de- Septend>erA.D. 1936, at ten o’clock (8) Lugere Addition to the City
dred twenty rfve (125) ft
tion shut down of the Rouge plant referred to the electorateat the parted is the offeringthat expects in the forenoon, at said Probate of Holland,according to the recordthence North to thp South
ed map of eaid Addition,on record
during the current week. The plant next Primary Election on Septemof WashingtonStreet and
no
reward
save
its own evidence Office, be and is hereby ajppointed in the offlee of the Register of
will be partially closed during next ber 15th.
East to the place of ‘
for examining and allowing said
of
lasting
worth.
Whether
simple
Deeds
for
said
Ottawa
County.
week, it was said. Production of
Also described on
Differentmembers of the Counaccount and hearing said petition;
Dated Jfaly 16, 1936.
current models will be continued cil, however, felt that they were or Imposing in character,memorial
Supervisor'sPlat three (3)
It is Further Ordered, That pubCity of
when the plant resumes full oper- not justified in presentingthis mat- problems of yonre become oars lic notice thereof be given by pub- WILLIAM WESTVEER
twenty-five
ations on August 17.
lication of a copy of this order, R. A. HOEK
ter to the people since they had from tho day you consult ns.
ing in the
The unusual volume of July bus- nothing definite to present. There
for three eucoeesive weeks pre- EDWARD GARVELINK,
Trustees of the Segregated Asvious to said day of hearing, in the
tawa Count
iness can be partly attributed to was no definite price given, neither
Holland City News, a newspaper sets of the First State Bank of
Dated:
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
the recent announcement of new
MONUMENT WORKS
jointed and circulated in said coun- Holland, Michigan, Assigneesof A. D. 1936.
Ford V-8 passenger car interiors
TYLBtf VAN LANDEGEJU)
Block north and half block
PEOPLES
and the addition of de duxe equip- Mill euppliet,electric pdmps,
Mortcag**CORA VAN DE WATER DIEKEMA, CROSS A TEN GATE,
ment for Ford V-8 trucks,it was plumbing and heating; tin and
west of Warm Friend Tavern
Judge of Probata. Attorneys for Assignees of Mort- Lokker A
said.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
A true copy.
PHONE 4284
Ford production in July in the sheet metal work.
Harriet Swart
United States and Canada totalled 49 W. 8tli St, HOLLAND, MICH.
18 W. 17th St, Holland
Register of Probate.
Phone 8204
U-r
115,137 units.

Notice

William Westrate,at Tennessee City Engineer Zuidema and Fire
Beach, Friday, August 21.
Chief C. Blom.
Clerk presented applicationfrom
LaVerne Cook, 19, of rural route the Bay View Furniture Co. for
No. 1 Hamilton, was severely burn- permission to come under the comed Wednesday night about 10:30 pulsory sewer Ordinancein conP. M. at Burnips when gasoline necting their factory with the
he was pouring into the tank of sanitary sewer at a cost of $339.00;
an automobile was believedto have also Ed. J. Lam to come under the
been ignited by a lantern he was C. S. C. Ordinance to connect his
using for a light. He was taken to premises with the sanitary sewer
the local hospital early Thursday at a cost of $193.00.
morning where he is sufferingof
Granted.
second degree burns about the face
Clerk presented application of
arms, chest and back. The car was Bastian Bouwman for license to sell
not burned.
soft drinks at 653 Michigan Ave.
Referred to License Committee
F. H. Flaugher of Holland,is one with power to act.
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THE HOLLAND CITY HEWS

Page Four
Allegan,where not only young

LOCAL NEWS

birds but breeders were also plantIff. and Mrs. Ben Mulder and ed. More plantings arc to be made
hter, Miss Lucile, and niece, later this summer and after the
Lois E. Van Landepcnd, were open pheasant season this fall.
; of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Benrds- Now, sportsmen, put in your applicationfor Ottawa county with
•t Powaffiac Sunday.
Plantinfra were made in several the conservation department.
Nearly 100 persons attended the
sties, including our neighbor,

*

,

>

/ S

^

y

DEPOT
/

sixth annual reunion of the

Brower

family at Riversidepark, near Zeeland, Friday. Officers elected were :
President, Herman Brower; vice
president,Ben Brower; secretary,
Mrs. G. H. Kooiker; treasurer,
Mrs. James Lehman, and historian,
Mrs. John Schipper.

See What Muskegon Hts.
Paper Has to Say About
Holland

Building
Village

New
Meant

Passing of Old

in Graafachap, later was on the FINE
First State Bank of Holland staff
and became cashier of the Com|

mercial State

when

it was
Coster* ^lateT

Bank of

Zeeland

fleiated and burial was
YOUNG CAREER CUT
SHORT BY DEATH Home cemetery.

Funeral

organized. Paul R.

services

were

held

b^amT

m'all'irtiVrI Wednesday for Arnold Van Faasen,
and a photographerin this city; 1^* 800 °* Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Van

y.'

HOLLAND FIRM GETS
ARMY FOOD CONTRACT

(Muskegon Heights Record)
Miss G. Schaap is now the Faasen, 179 West 17th St, who Taylor Produce Co. of Holland
State highway departmenthead
wife
of “Cubby" Drew, for many died Saturday at St Lawrence hos- waa the successfulbidder for foodMurray D. Van Wagoner made the
(Continued from Page 1)
Vernon Nichols, 18, of Leaven- statement Tuesday night in hia
yeara principal of Holland High pital in Lansing after an illness stuffs to help feed the 24,000 troops
worth, Kan., pleaded guilty to a dedicationtalk of the new stretch
School, and today in the insurance of less than two weeks. Two weeks in the Allegan war maneuvers.
charge of simple larceny Saturday of 31 from Holland to Saugatuck the school which consisted of a business in
Trucks of the company have
I ago today he had submittod to an
huge hearth in which large logs
in Justice John Galien's court. that nearly 1300,000 for roads had
Among tho lady teachers many appendectomy.Mr. Van Faasen been hauling to the encampment
were burned.
Nichols was accused of stealing a been spent or authorized in Ottamay
was graduated from the Christian 223,359 pounds of potatoes,36,055
This first buildingas well as the
pipe from a local store. He was wa and Allegan counties this year
Kate Boss later Mrs. Bert Vene- High school in 1931 and completed pounds of tomatoes, 83,381 eggs,
one immediately following it,
sentenced to 60 days in the county by the state and federal governwhich was located near Rabbers’ klasen, F. Westveer, later Mrs. his studiesat MichiganState Col- 137,953 apples, 49,208 peaches,58,jail.
ment. In a recent conversation mill in New Groningen, burned to Rev Hekhuis, Minnie Markham lat- lege Juiy 28, where he majored in 768 pounds of cabbage and 51,474
John Melvin Vanden Belt of Holthe ground and the teacher,A. J. er Mrs. Chas. Osborn, Sadie Clark physical education. He was well pounds of onions.
o
land, Rural Route No. 5, was
Hillebrands,moved to Wisconsin.
CHICAGO
RESORTER
DIES AT
among the 150 men and women to
On May 23, 1853, a meeting was gertak, France, Boach, later Mrs.
>»»kf>all player at Michigan
SAUGATUCK; BURIAL
receive degrees at the annual comcalled by the school inspectorsof Richard Wagner, Minnie Vender
and with two outIN SOUTH
Holland township, at the request Ploeg later Mrs. P. Marsilje,Net- standing professional teams. He
mencement of the Boston Univerof the voters of New Groningento tie Schaap later Mrs. Charles Drew, was employed as an officer at the
Henry J. Crocker, 65, of Chisity summer session which took
organize
school district. The Miss M. Grotrupp who taught for Lansing Vocational school. The lo- cago, and a lifelong resorter of
place at the Jacob Sleeper hall, at
meeting was held at Rabbers’ saw 14 years lived in
|cal boy is survived by his parents; Saugatuck, died at his summer
the university, at noon Sunday.
mill. Andries Steketee was chairMr. Vanden Belt is a candidate
one sister, Beryl; and three broth- home there Saturday. He is surman of the meeting and the first
for the Master of Arts degree in
The celebrationof the above e- I era, James of Menard, 111., and Jay vived by the widow and one daughofficers elected were A. Steketee,
vent in which a resume of the his- and Ivan at home. Funeral services ter. The body was 'taken to Chithe graduate school.
moderator, J. H. Stegink,assessor,
In last week's issue of the Michand H. Van Eyk, director. School tory of the Groningen schools is were conducted at the home and at cago and was later taken south.
so vividlygiven, was the occasion pro8pect Park Christian Reformed Funeral services and burial were
igan Roads and Constructionmagadistrict No. 2 which later became
district
No.
3
was
organized.
«*v. L. Van Uar of- held in Memphis, Tenn.
zine a full story is given of the
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Lraffic on

busy

streets is

measured in millions of

miles annually — and millions of car stops. Can you

car-

make

these stops swiftly, surely, with least possible skidding?

You can

if

face grips

your streets are concrete. Concrete's gritty sur-

and holds

tires,offers

maximum

tractionin any

weather. Its uniform riding surface gives you driving confidence— a further safety aid. And at night, concrete'slightgray, highly visible color makes your streets safer for
motorist and pedestrian alike.
For economy, for good appearance—W/or w/f/y— insist

on concrete.

US-31 A dedication ceremony.John
A census in 1853 showed only 76 a very eventfulday last Thursday
childrenof school age in the large afternoon and evening when this
Hannon, publisher, was among
district.Jan Boer was teacher.He reunion took place.
those introduced by Wm. M. Contaught for three months at a salnelly, director of the chamber of
The present and former pupils
ary of $12 a month. In 1852 or 1853
commerce. A notice is also given
and teachers of the school, with
a
triangular
strip of land opposite
in this issue of the completion of with Mr. Van Wagoner in his oftheir families and friends, were
the present store in New Groningthe grading and drainage work for
fice at Lansing, as a member of en was purchasedand a school present.
A program was presented in the
2.112 miles of the 1 lunningville the Chamber of Commerce parks house 20 by 30 feet erected.The
afternoon in charge of Mrs. Hein
M-40 reloeation.
committee,he said, "When you folks cost to build the school was $100.00
Derks, president, which was openJohn Van Nieuwland, of 259 in Muskegon quit fighting over of which $52.00 was for labor and ed with a song service,followed
West 12th street, who recently pat- what you want, get together and $48 for lumber. Casper Lahuis and by the welcome speech by Gordon
ented the automatic turntable de- lay before me a well laid out plan M. Stegeman were the builders. Oudermolen.
vice for automobiles, announced of what you want, backed by All, In this Holland Township school
The following program was carthat the device has been placed on it will be given immediate consid- the pupils between the ages of ried out; guitar duet by Miss J.
four and eighteen numbered fifty- Meeuwsen and Miss G. Wyngaarthe market in New York and the
eration.” While a Democrat himcommercialrights assigned. The self, Mr. Van Wagoner inferred four. There wire forty-seven in den; welcome address by Peter De
attendance during the first term. Vries; solo, Irene Geerts; history
parallel parking device he has
two factions in the Democratic The teachers of the early times of the New Groningen school by
been working on to facilitate parkcommittee in this county was hold- were Thomas Kenworthy,1854; C. John Hartgerink; kitchen orchesing in metropolitanareas, has not
ing up all road help by the state Doesburg, 1855 who was later on tra; reading by Eleanor Pyle;
been completed.
by failing to agree among them- the faculty of Hope College. He psalm; collection; remarks by Mrs.
was the father of Miss Kittie DocsMr. and Mrs. Charles H. Mc- selves.
K. Veneklasen;guitar duet by
burg, now living on East 10th St; Misses J. Meeuwsen and G. WynBride left last Wednesday on a
two weeks' motor trip through “Concrete Connelly" of good and Thomas Kenworthy, 1856. A. J. garden; Reading by H. Cooling;
Hillebrands returned in 1857 and
northern Michigan.
roads fame who probably has done continued teaching until 1870. In address by Fred Jansen of Chicago.
Mrs. Henry Ketel and Miss I/>is as much for good roads of Michi- 1867 a select school was started
Ketel left last Saturdayfor Torch gan as any other five men is cer- which continued until 1870 when A.
l-akc where they will spend three tainly making good as secretaryof J. Hillebrands succeeded in formweeks.
the Holland Chamber of Com- ing a union of the two schools.
A group of relativesenjoyed a
Miss Sophia Lucas of Zeeland, merce. The way he handled the Since that time the school had two
was the guest for a few days of dedicatory ceremonies for the new departmentsand later a graded pot luck supper and social time at
school was substituted.Graduate* Tunnel Park last Friday evening.
Miss Janet Beyer, 78 West 8th st. stretch of paving from Holland to
of this school hold important pos- Arrangementsfor the supper were
Holland's fire station No. 2, at SaugatuckTuesday night was peritions of honor in many places.
in charge of Mrs. Fred Schermcr
108 Hast 8th street, has been re- fect. He even had three U. S.
decorated. Painting of two of the soldier hands, two from Wisconsin, New Groningen School History and Miss ElizabethWentzel. Swimming and horseshoe were enjoyed.
• • •
upstairsrooms and the front doors on the program, and several thouhas been finished.This building, sands watched the impressiveevent
Tho first school building was Those present includedA. Wentzel,
constructed in 1883, at one time boosting Michigan roads. It is a built on a threo-comerwl lot op- A. J. Schermer, Miss Dora Wenthoused the city offices as well as case of a "good Irishman making posite tho present store there. The zel, Miss Elizabeth Wentzel,Mr.
the fire department.This week good in a good Holland town." size of this buildingwas 30 ft. by and Mrs. John Pieper and chilpainters will begin decorating No. Grand Haven lost a lot when they 20 ft. and cost $100, 'of which $52. dren, Evelyn and Robert, Mr. and
1 station at 63 West 8th street. allowed Holland to cop noisy 00 was for labor and $48.00 for Mrs. William Mulder and children,
lumber etc. Kasper Lahuis and M. Dorothy, Helen, Billy, Charlotte
This building dates back to about "Bill.”
Stegeman were the builders.
and Paul, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
1886. A new brick front was addThe second year the school terms Schermer, Miss Dora Schermer,
ed two years ago. The redecorating
MARRIAGE OF MISS WIERDA were six months and John Boer Mr. and Mrs. Edward Spruit and
of these two fine stations is in
AND JOHN HAROLD VANDE was again engaged as teacher. The Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Kooiker and
accordance with the recent $225
dchool board members were J. RabWATER TAKES PLACE
children,Leon and Dorothy, all ofi
contract let by the board of police
bers. Moderator, Jan Geerts. AsHolland, and Mr. and Mrs. Wil-|
and fire commissionersfor this
Miss Eleanor June Wierda, sessor and Hend. VanEyck, Direc- liam Wentzel, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
purpose.
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit tor.
Vandenberg and Mrs. Peter HerMrs. lister St rub of Manchester,
Wierda and John Harold Vande
The books used in 1854 were
England, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Water, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Websters Elementary Spelling, berg of Zeeland.
o
L. N. Tyner of this city, will arrive Vande Water were united in mar- Sanders 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Readers,
Mrs. Trenton Grother was hostess
in Holland about the first of Sep- riage last Thursday evening at Davis Arithmetic and MKchels Geoat a miscellaneous shower last
tember to spend a month with her 8 o'clock at the Vande Water home graphy.
parents. Mrs. Strub sailed from at 246 East 13th St. The Rev.
In 1854 Thos. C. Kenworthy was Wednesday evening complimenting]
England Aug. 13. Her husband James Ottipoby, brother-in-lawof engaged as teacher for a term of Miss Dorothy Van Dort, whose
marriage to Glenn Morrison of
will join her in Holland in Sep- the groom, and pastor of the meth- four months.
odist church at Anadarko. Okla.,
tember.
In 1855 the census roll was 84, Greensboro, N. C., will take place
About 750 persons, including performed the service using the in 1856, 105 and in 1857 it was 115. in the near future. Games were]
single ring ceremony,in the preemployers and employesand their
In 1862 a contract was let for played and a two-course lunch was
sence of approximately70 rela- $80.00 to enlarge the school build- served. Miss Van Dort received
families of the Baker Furniture,
tives and friends. Precedingthe
ing. In 1867 a wing was added at many useful gifts. The guests were
Inc., attended a picnic at Tunnel
ceremonv Miss Hazlette Bremer
Mrs. J. Baker, Mrs. B. Arendscn,
Park Saturday afternoon. The sang, “I Love You Trulv." ac- a cost of $300.00.
In 1881 it was decided to build Mrs. F. Ver Plankc, Mrs. M. Vork,
highlightof the entertainment was companied bv Mrs. Ray Bremer,
an amateur contest. First prize aunt of the bride. Miss Teerman a new building of brick on the Mrs. O. Van Dyke, Sr., Miss
went to five office girls who com- also played Lohensrrin’swedding present site; contractprice $1,230.- Corinne Baker, Miss Verna Van
Dort, Miss Janet Gebben, Miss
posed and sang a song for the march as the bridal party assem- 00.
From 1867 to 1870 there were two Betty Johnson,Mrs. C. Reidsma,
benefit of officials and foremen. bled. The bride was attired in a
Other stunts were accordion solos, floor-lengthgown of white mous- schools in New Groningen;there Mrs. A. Van Dort, Miss Irene Van
also being a "select” school, but Dort, Mrs. T. Grotler and thel
tap dancing, songs and readings. selin de soie with insertions of
in 1870 Mr. Hillebrands succeeded
guest of honor.
Lyle Rummery conducted the sports lace in the sleeves, a lace-trimmed
collar and white sash. She carried in uniting the two into one.
o
for both the children and adults
The name was selected because so
Mr. and Mrs. William Klaasen
and many prizes were awarded. bouquet of roses, swainsonia,ba- may of the first settlers came from
1 breath and snapdragonstied
of East 24th street, were surprised
Supper was furnished by the manGroningenin the Netherlands.
with a white ribbon.
at their home on their 35th wedagement and was in charge of Bill
In the list of teachers and school
Miss Harriet Bremer, close
Wilson. T ransportation was friend of the bride, as bridesmaid, board members we find that A. J. ding anniversary, last Thursday,
arranged by Ben Heetderksand wore blue lace, ankle length, with Hillebrands taught for 12 years in by their family and a group of reltransportation of supplies to the
low back and jacket. Her bou- the public school (and several yrs. atives. A short program was prepark was supervisedby Ralph J ill- quet was of mixed flowerstied with in the private schools)and Miss M. sented and refreshments were servpink ribbon. Little Billy Holder, Grotrupp for 14 years. Of the ed. Mr. and Mrs. Klaasen were
son. Ross I^ongstreetwas general
chairman for the picnic. A large the bride’s nephew, was ring bear- school board members, Hendrick presented with a gift.
o
amplifying system was installed for er. He wore a white satin suit and Van Eyck served 19 years, John
Approximately 300 attended the
the event and William Marriam carried the ring on a satin pillow P. Hartgerink for 22 years, Egbert
Melvin Vande Water attended his Boone for 21 years.
annual church and Sunday school
was the announcer.
The list of teachers who served
brother an beat man. Mr. and Mrs.
picnic of Bethel Reformed chureh
the
New
Groningen
schools
at
difClifton Dalman were master and
last Friday afternoon and evening
ferent stages from the very bemistress of ceremonies.
at Tunnel Park. Edward Law,
Following the ceremony a re- ginning are the following:
John Boer, Thos. C. Kenworthy, assisted by Mrs. C. A. Stoppels and
ception was held and a two-course
lunch was served by Mrs. Daniel Cor. Doesburg,A. J. Hillebrande, I>en De Pree, conducted the sports.
Boone of Zeeland, Misses Elaine (12 yrs.), James Brandt, R. A. Transportation was in charge of
and Evelvn Wierda of Beechwood. Hyma, N. W. Bacon, H. R. Boynton, Ben Lemmen. Gerrit Bax is supercousins of the bride, and Miss Mary Benj. Neerken, Albert Huizinga, intendent of the Sunday school. A
Louise Kaltenbaughof Pittsburgh. Abel Huizinga, Miss A. Neerken, basket picnic supper was served.
o—
Pa. Mins Henryetta Van Liere and Miss A. Kroes, Miss A. Vander
Mrs. John Saggers assistedin the Hulst, John Hoek, Miss Hendrika
Mr. and Mrs. John Bruinsema, of
kitchen. Out-of-townguests were Van Eyck, W. M. Andrus, Miss Kate Graafschap, annouce the birth of a
Rev. and Mrs. Ottipoby and son. Boss, Geo. J. Van Durcn, Miss son, Aug. 1, named John Jr. Mrs.
Collins, of Oklahoma, and Leon Christin Vaupel, E. A. Van Den Bruinsema was formerly P'—'
Winstrom and Miss Kaltenbaugh Berge, Miss F. Westveer, Chas. Borgman.
of Pittsburgh.Mr. and Mrs. Vande Knooihuizen,Miss Reka Boone,
Water left on a trip to Chicago Miss R. Merrit,Miss Minnie Markand will be at home to their friends ham, Miss Sadie Clark, H. Wilson
at 340 Lincoln ave., upstairs,af- Heasley, Clinton L. Dayton, Lewis
ter August 24. Mr. Vande Water R. Heasley,Benj. R. McCrossen,
is employed at the Hart and Cool- Miss Anna M. De Vries, Miss Hattie Boone, Paul R. Coster, Ezra O.
ey company.
Wightman, Miss Frances Bosch,
o
Bernie Van Der Heide, Geo. H.
GEERS-SCHUITEMAMARBy ANN PAGE
Rookus, P. H. Benjamins, Miss MinRIAGE RITES SAID nie Vander Ploeg, Bendred Leet- TJOMI-GBOWN fruits and v»f*sma, Misa M. Grottrupp (14 yrs.), 11 tablss offer th# outstandingvalBefore
improvised nltar John M. Slagh, John H. Etterbeek, ues of ths weak. Corn, tomatoes, squash,
eggplant, green and lima beans are
banked with nalms, ferns and flow- Miss G. Schaap, John Huitaing,
ers, Miss AlberihaGecrr, daugh- Chas. A. Scgman, C. C. Van Liere, whits and sweet potatoes are now
X, ter of Mr. and Mrs. H. Geers, and Miss Nettie Schaap, Mrs. A. BouArie Schuitema of Grandvillespoke master, Miss Ada Boone, Mias Gen- ‘"chMSs Is higher at retail but slight
their marriage vows at the home eva Kamper, Albert Hyma, Miss slumps In the wholesale butter and eg*
market mean temporarily etajady retail
of the bride’s parents. Saturday Grace Ter Haar, Miss Ruth De prices for these producU. Beef conafternoon. The Rev. L. Veltkamn Vries, Henry Plaggemeyer,Ray- Inuee to be the beet meet value though
nsstor of the Central Avenue mond Lamb, Herman Jansen, Miss chucks of Iamb are lowtr. Freeh and
f *
f ^5
Christian Reformed church officiat- Maggie Johnson, Miss Mary Kos- smoked pork and vaal continuehigh.
Fieh le somewhat more plentiful.
ed using the double ring ceremony. sen, Mindert Mindertsma, Mrs. M.
Oranges ere lower. Apples, Bartlett
The bride was beautiful in an MinderUma, Gerrit Grasner, Les- peers, plume and peaches are modarata
ankle-length gown of fine white ter Wyngaarden, Miss Mabel Low- in price. Cantaloupesera cheap and
This DemonstrationShowsYou
lace. She carried a bouquet of ing, Mra. G. VanDyke, Donald watermelonslower.
Why Holland Mono Guarantees white and flink roses. Mrs. Henry Voorhorst, Miss 01a Boscher.
Hera are three menue planned for
differentbudget levels.
You 100% Heatinf Satisfaction Bos was matron of honor and wore
I may not have all of them, but
Low Cost Dinner
ALL furnace manufacturersin a formal gowp of pink net trimmed I do have a partimllist of some of
Ground Beef Loaf
/
America, only HOLLAND gives a with blue velvet Her bouquet the teachers and what their names
Creamed Potatoes Buttered Onions
directfactory-to-you guarantee of per- consistedof roses and sweet peas. were after their marriage. As we
Bread and Batter
ioct heat in every room. WHY? The Henrv Bos, a friend of the groom, said before Prof. C. Doesburg later
New Apple Pie
was
best
man.
Before
the
cerewaa
on
the
faculty
of
Hope
College;
amazing model furnace demonatratiod
Tea or
Milk
mony
Miss
Hazelette
Bremer,
acGeorge
J.
Van
Duren
became
prompictured above shows you many rea
Media* Coat Dinner
ions "why"— reveals amazing advances companied bv Miss Harriet Bre- inent in Holland as supervisorand
Browned Potatoes
in LOW COST warm air heating Hoi- mer. sang "I Love You Trulv”. by postmaster;Charles Knooihuizen Rout
Green Beane
land can give you. UP TO
‘0 3 YEARS Carrie Jacob Bond. The bridal par- for many years was on the Holland
Bread and Butter
TO PAY I Get the tacts. Call or write ty entered to the strain* of Lo- Board of Education; Arie Hyma
Banana Cream Pie
the factorybranch below for FREE hengrin’s wedding march played was the father of supervisor,AlMilk
Tea or Coffee
demonstration. Ask about Holland by Miss Bremer.
bert Hyma, of Holland Township
Heating and Air Conditioning.NO
Very Special Dlaaer
Following the ceremonv a lunch Tho latter also taught that school.
OBLIGATION WHATSOEVER.
Fruit Cup
was served to about 30 guests. Raymond Lamb is today principal
Fried Chicken
129 E. 8th $Lf Pfianai SS45
Waitresseswere Miss Albertha of the Beechwood; E. A. Vander
Candled Sweet Potatoes
Geers of Grandvilleand Miss Bar- Berg later became Christian ReLima Beans
formed
Church
minster;
Albert
T.
CombinationSalad
mina Bredeweg of Byron Center,
Hulsenga
many
years
ago
wae
tu
Breed
end Butter
cousinsof the bride. Mrs. G. LampSpanish Cream
en waa caterer. Mr. and Mrs. An- tor at Hope Collage.the son later be
Coffee
World’sLargsstInstallers of Homs Hsetlng
and iir ConditioningSystems

SOCIETY

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
2012 Olds Tower

Bldg., Lansing, Mich.
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This la Your Last

Op-

Buy

portunity to

at

— STOCK

This Price

UP NOW!

Red

Ib.

Circle Coffee

Ib.

Bokar Coffee

24

Gas, by

test,

all heating applications

has proven

—

its superiority.

BECAUSE-

-

-

1

operation is important —

Gas

*lb.

bag
24 H -lb.

Sunnyfield Flour

bag
24 4-lb.

Splendid Flour

bag

Gold Medal Flour

79c
85c
75c

$1.09

24£lb

v

leads

the field over all other fuels.

Cake Flour

Softasilk

Whew.iec

S

Pkf.

27c

Phgs.

21c

Bib.

Soap Chips
Ajax Soap

box

27c

10

bare

33c

10

bare

41c

large
bare

35c

]

!

Economx of

Iona Flour

|

BECAUSE—
Speed is essentialin

23c

tin

|

WHY GAS
SHOULD BE
YOUR CHOICE

21c

bag

Soap

Fell Naptha

PAG

Soap

10

I

BECAUSESilently— dependably—

Gas

produces the modern

heat for homes as well as for industrialenterprises.

1

FHEREFOREIf

you have any heating problems which you would

whether cooking, water heating;
refrigeration,incineration, or for any other purpose; we will be glad to talk it over with you.
like to discuss,

!

-

&

Michigan Gas

Elect. Co.

Phone 3138

215 River Ave.

Holland, Mich.

-

-

-

BIG PAVILION
S

AU

GATUCK

Svebi/'Romi

-

--

SUNDAY. DINNER

-

3

—SutfCtiioM

nn

LOUIS

rv

PANICO
and his orchestra
Admission

—

3

^

11

W

Coffee

Beef

Free Dancing
IE

NIGHT ONIY-

ED., AUG. 26th
saJMT

m

HOLLAND

*"d

2-lb.

Grmhama

box

15c

H-lb.
pkg.

19c

cakes

19c

Ib.

19c
19c

Borden's Chateau Cheese
Palmolive Soap

4

Bulk Cocoanut

Northern Tissue

4

rolls

£q£Q£

2

cans

Baker’s or Herthey's

Ib.

Rajah Salad Dressing

Mason

Jars

Sll*

55c

Jar Rubbers

Mason

Jar

25c

quart

3

Tops

jar

29c

quarts
dox.

65c

Pkga.

10c

Pkg.

19c

for

5c

j

|

- -

Crackers

Sodaa or

Fly Ribbons

2
White

Bread

2-lb.

Slicod

loaf

10c

Ib.

25c

gal.

19c

IH-lb.
can

10c

Pickling Spice

Bulk Vinegar
Blue Label

Karo Syrup

Ib.

Our Own Tea
Fruit

No.

Cocktail
Heinz,' Clapp’s,

Baby Foods

3

Gerber’s
Kellogg’sor
Post Toasties

Corn Flakes
Bulk Macaroni

4

Tomato Juice

3

IT’S

39c

pkg1

can

15c

cans

25c

large
pkg.

10c

25c

lbs.
18- ox.

25c

cane

HERE!— QUALITY BEEF
At It’s Lowest Price

ATP Ilf

STEAK

Round

Hamburg

K

2

Beef to Boil SST

ROASTS

25c

lb.

ii"

ib,

25c
10c

lb.

-

HV2C

Chuck

£h“*k
Choice

Bacon Squares

.hid

Boiogoa or Sliced Lunch Meat

16c

n>.

21c

ib.

15c

Complete line of Chicago Branded Beef,
Fresh Dressed Poultry, Fresh Lake
Michigan Fish, Veal and Spring

Lamb

\
p
\ iV

V

I)

I

I

STORES

LISTEN TO COFFEE TIME WITH EATS SMITH BAND
Every Tuesday end Thursday, 6:30 P. M, Station WBBM
All Pricos Plus

3%

Seloa

Tax

We

Cash

WPA

Chocka

\

